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ABSTRACT 

Researchers have proposed reconceptualized definitions of giftedness that require a 

parallel reconceptualization of assessment practices. Gardner (1985) defines intelligence 

broadly as the ability to solve problems and create products as well as to fmd or create 

new problems. He also suggests that every normal individual has the capacity to develop 

abilities in seven different areas or types of intelligence. Maker (1992, in press) shares 

and expands Gardner's problem solving definition of intelligence. She hypothesizes that 

gifted individuals competently solve problems of all types, that is, problems ranging from 

well-defmed to ill-defined. In this study of spatial intelligence, the theories of both 

researchers were tested. 

Subjects were videotaped as they solved a series of five increasingly more complex 

and open-ended problems (Maker, in press) in each of Gardner's intelligences. and as 

they responded to interview questions. All subjects were recognized as gifted in one or 

more of Gardner's intelligences and initially were studied by graduate student investiga

tors enrolled in a course on Gardner's theory. Qualitative methods were used to analyze 

the spatial portion of the videotapes of eighteen of the original subjects. Subjects 

included ten females and eight males, ranging in age from 9 to 57, and representing 

Anglo, Hispanic, Native American, Chinese, and African-American cultural back

grounds. 

The primary purpose of 'me study was to describe behaviors that could be observed, 

processes subjects reported using, and characteristics of products subjects created as they 

solved the series of spatial problems. A secondary pwpose of the study was to determine 

if careful observation of processes subjects employed, combined with the subject's report 
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of processes used and an evaluation of products produced could, indeed, paint a clear pic

ture of the subject's spatial abilities. Six ~esearch questions guided the study. The three 

primary areas of investigation were (a) the similarities and/or differences of behaviors 

observed, processes reported, and characteristics of products across tasks for individual 

subjects, (b) the similarities and/or differences of behaviors observed, processes reported, 

and characteristics of products across subjects for each task, and (c) the similarities 
, 

and/or differences of behaviors observed, processes reported, and characteristics of prod-

ucts to Gardner's description of spatial intelligence. 

The researcher delineated eight broad categories of observed behaviors, two broad 

categories of processes reported, and nine characteristics of finished products. She noted 

both similarities and differences in behaviors, processes, and products across subjects for 

tasks and across tasks for subjects. Subjects reported that they used processes similar to 

those described by Gardner (1985); Gardner does not establish behaviors that can be 

observed as subjects solve spatial problems, nor does he clearly establish characteristics 

that might be included in products subjects created. Therefore, the behaviors noted and 

the characteristics of products created by the subjects in this study allowed the researcher 

to further define spatial intelligence. 
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Understanding Spatial Intelligence through Problem Solving in Art: 

An Analysis of Behaviors, Processes, and Products 

He put his large hands into the pockets of his dungarees and stood very straight, still 
looking at the canvas. "I do not know what to say to you Asher Lev .... you see better 
at thirteen than I did at eighteen .. .1 know about eyes. I have lived and worked with 
some of the best eyes of our century .... That is an eye drawing ... Hands alone do not 
draw this way." (p. 205-206) 

ChaimPotok 

CHAPTER ONE 

GIFfEDNESS AND ITS ASSESSMENT: 

A RECONCEPTUALIZA nON 

The field of education for the gifted often is criticized for its lack of theoretical 

orientation. Few theories of giftedness or intelligence are developed or tested. Often def

initions of giftedness, guides for selection and services, are criticized because they lack 

connections to valid theories; and programs are criticized because they lack coherence 

and a sound theoretical base. One theory of intelligence that seems promising for the 

field is Howard Gardner's (1985) Theory of Multiple Intelligences. Gardner's theory, 

coupled with Maker's (in press) conception of giftedness, provide strong support for the 

need to reconceptualize techniques presently employed to assess giftedness. 
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Gardner defines intelligence broadly as the ability to solve problems and create 

products as well as to find or create new problems. He also suggests that every normal 

individual has the capacity to develop abilities in seven different areas or types of intelli

gence: spatial, linguistic, logical-mathematical, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, 

and intrapersonal. Gardner establishes clear criteria for defining an intelligence and 

describes the extent to which each of the seven intelligences meets these criteria. The 

criteria are divergent, ranging from "potential isolation by brain damage" (p. 63) to "sup

port from psychometric findings" (p. 66), and Gardner presents evidence from several 

fields of study (e.g. psychology, biology) to support his theory. A key idea in Gardner's 

theory is that each intelligence has "an identifiable core operation or set of operations" (p. 

64) by which an individual processes information. The implications of this assumption, 

then, for educators of the gifted, is that once we know what these operations or processes 

are, and once we have determined the extent to which and in what ways they are exhib

ited by male and female children, youth, and adults from a variety of cultural back

grounds, we could identify and develop exceptional abilities in each of these seven areas. 

Maker (in press) shares and expands Gardner's problem solving defmition of intel

lectual competence. She posits that the key element in giftedness is an ability to effi

ciently, effectively, and economically solve problems. Maker hypothesizes that gifted 

individuals competently work through problems of all types, that is, problems ranging 

from well-defined to ill-defined. Additional studies are needed, however, to test the 

assumptions made by Gardner (1985) and Maker (in press) and to delineate further the 
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theories so that they are a useful guide for practitioners. The purpose of this study was to 

examine problem solving, problem finding, and problem defming within one of Gard

ner's seven intelligences: spatial intelligence. 

Background of the Study 

Definitions of Giftedness 

An educator's task of identifying gifted children is a difficult one that is com

pounded by the existence of a variety of defmitions of giftedness. In some, giftedness is 

equated with academic intelligence. For example, Terman's (1925) description of the 

gifted was quite explicit. Terman recognized only children who scored in the top one 

percent on a standardized measure of general intellectual ability. Other writers espoused 

a broader view of giftedness. For instance, Witty (1958) took a liberal stance when he 

proposed "that we consider any child gifted whose performance, in a potentially valuable 

line of human activity, is consistently remarkable" (p. 62). Webster (1973) broadly 

defined gifted children as those possessing "great natural ability" (p. 485) and listed "tal-

ented" as a synonymous cross-reference following the definition. On the other hand, the 

U.S. Office of Education (Marland, 1972) recognized gifted and talented children as 

... those identified by professionally qualified persons who by virtue of outstanding 
abilities, are capable of high performance. These are children who require differen
tiated educational programs and/or services beyond those normally provided by the 
regular school program in order to realize their contribution to self and society. 

Children capable of high performance include those with demonstrated achievement 
and/or potential ability in any of the following areas, singly or in combination: 

1. general intellectual ability 
2. specific academic aptitude 
3. creative or productive thinking 
4. leadership ability 
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5. visual and perfonning arts 
6. psychomotor ability 
It can be assumed that utilization of these criteria for identification of the gifted and 
talented will encompass a minimum of 3 to 5 percent of the school population 
(Marland, 1972, p. x). 

Finally, Renzulli (1979) proposed the following definition: 

Giftedness consists of an interaction among three basic clusters of human traits -
these clusters being above average general abilities, high levels of task commit
ment, and high levels of creativity. Gifted and talented children are those possess
ing or capable of developing this composite set of traits and applying them to any 
potential valuable area of human performance (p. 23). 

Karnes and Koch (1985) reported that all states had definitions or proposed defini

tions of giftedness and that only one, Delaware, used that of the U.S. Office of Education 

(Marland, 1972). Karnes and Koch (1985) also indicated that nine states specifically 

define each category of giftedness included in the definition while two states, Alaska and 

California, allow local school boards to establish the definitions used in their district. 

Further, many school boards modify, in some way, their state definiton to reflect their 

perspective for local needs to detennine a local definition. Finally, possibly more power

ful and overiding definitions exist in the minds of individual teachers in thousands of 

classrooms across the country and throughout the world. 

Recent publications indicate that researchers are beginning to reconceptualize their 

ideas about intelligence and, subsequently, definitions of giftedness. For example, Stern-

berg and Davidson (1983) proposed that insight skills constitute a key psychological 

basis of giftedness while Gardner (1985) proposed a broad definition of human 

intellectual competence based on an individual's problem solving and problem finding 

capabilities. Thus Gardner must consider the gifted those who are able to solve prob

lems, create products, and find new problems. Gardner's ideas, in conjunction with her 



own thoughts about the interaction among the constructs of intelligence, creativity, and 

problem solving, may have inspired Maker (in press) to propose that the key element in 

giftedness or high competence is the ability to solve problems ranging from simple to 

complex in the most "efficient, effective, or economical ways" (p. 14). 
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The definition of the term "gifted" has undergone an evolutionary process. That is, 

Terman's (1925) single construct definition that equated giftedness and general intellec

tual ability, which he asserted readily could be measured in a standardized way, has been 

abandoned by some. (Later researchers [cf. Thurstone, 1938; Wolfle, 1940] isolated 

factors, such as spatial and verbal, that were separate from general intelligence by sub

mitting results of these same standardized tests to factor analysis.) Other educators (Mar

land, 1972; Renzulli, 1979; Witty, 1958) espoused broader views of giftedness, yet 

practitioners continued to use standardized tests to assess abilities. More recently, 

researchers (Davidson & Sternberg, 1984; Gardner, 1985; Maker, in press; Sternberg & 

Davidson, 1983) have proposed multi-construct definitions that elude measurement by 

traditional assessment techniques. Rather than viewing only products, such as results on 

a standardized test, educators must realize the importance of the process that an individ

ual employs to arrive at the product. Thus, methods used to assess giftedness must 

undergo a comparable evolution to include observation of processes in conjunction with 

evaluation of fmal products. Unfortunately, to date, this evolution remains but a dream in 

the minds of a few and an impossibility to those with the "objective measure as only mea

sure" mind-set. 
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Assessment of Giftedness 

One would expect the variety of conceptions and definitions of giftedness to be 

accompanied by a variety of types of assessment measures used to identify the gifted. 

Unfortunately, variety can be found only in the titles of standardized measures used to 

detennine who mayor may not benefit by, or specifically need, placement in special pro

grams. That is, a person's giftedness, or lack thereof, basically is detennined by results 

on a standardized measure of general intellectual ability or achievement. In light of 

Tennan's definition of giftedness such quantitative measures may be adequate for some 

populations, specifically middle and upper class Anglo children. When other definitions 

are used, such as Renzulli's (1979) definition or that of the U.S. Office of Education 

(Marland, 1972), or other populations are assessed, such as students representing minor

ity racial or ethnic populations (Baldwin, 1987; Barkan & Bernal, 1992; Mishra, 1982; 

Coleman & Gallagher,1992), students with an identified disability such as a learning 

disability or deaf and blind students (Whitmore & Maker, 1985), or students who have 

experienced the divorce of their natural parents (Rogers & Nielson, 1993), these paper 

and pencil measures appear inadequate. 

Clearly, the reconceptualized definitions of giftedness proposed by Sternberg and 

Davidson (1983), Gardner (1985), and Maker (in press) call for a reevaluation of assess

ment procedures. The examination of a finished product, such as correctly answered 

standardized test items, tell little about processes used to arrive at a solution. Unless one 

concludes that insight is necessary to select the test makers one right answer, this key 
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component of giftedness (Sternberg & Davidson, 1983) cannot be measured by standard

ized, quantitative methods presently employed. Rather, Davidson and Sternberg (1984) 

designed specific pre and post measures to indicate whether insight technique training 

was useful. Maker (1992) developed a process that entails careful observation of chil

dren's problem solving processes and resultant products, by trained observers, to deter

mine the problem solving capabilities of school-age subjects. Maker's observations take 

place in the regular classroom, incorporate manipulatives, require that the classroom 

teacher give minimal verbal instructions (in the subject's first language), and include four 

observers who work with small groups of children recording behaviors they see, com

ments children make, and characteristics of fmished products. Gardner (1992), in a 

recent publication, called for novel forms of assessment for all students that (a) are 

"simple, natural, and occurring on a reliable schedule" (p. 91); (b) have "ecological valid

ity" (p. 91); (c) incorporate "instruments which are intelligence-fair" (p. 91); (d) use 

"multiple measures" (p. 91); (e) are "sensitive to individual differences, developmental 

levels, and forms of expertise" (p. 94); (f) use "intrinsically interesting and motivating 

materials" (p. 93); and (g) are applied "for the student's benefit" (p. 93). One definitely 

must conclude that the standardized measures used to identify gifted children for the past 

sixty years do not meet Gardner's criteria for novel forms of assessment! 

Statement of Problem 

Researchers have proposed reconceptualized definitions of giftedness that require a 

parallel reconceptualization of methods of assessment. Gardner (1985), Sternberg 

(1985), and Maker (1992; in press) stress the ability to solve problems as an indicator of 
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giftedness. Gardner (1985) further delineates seven areas or types of intelligence - spa

tial, linguistic, logical-mathematical, bodily-kinesthetic, musical, interpersonal, and 

intrapersonal - and states that an individual is capable of developing expertise in any or 

all of these areas. Maker (in press) has stated that the concepts of problem solving and 

multiple intelligences can be combined to understand an individual's strengths or gifts in 

each area of intelligence and in problem solving. What is needed is a systematic analysis 

of data to determine: (a) if the core capabilities that Gardner (1985) posits for each intelli

gence correspond to the behaviors observed and processes subjects report using while 

solving problems designed to elicit those capabilities; and (b) if observation of a subject's 

problem solving processes, combined with the subject's report of processes used and an 

evaluation of products produced, can indeed paint a clear picture of the subject's gifted

ness in anyone intelligence. Such an analysis can provide needed information to support 

Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences and Gardner's and Maker's conception of 

giftedness. 

Data existed that could facilitate this validation process. During the spring semester 

of 1991 and 1993 each student enrolled in a graduate course studying Gardner's theory 

videotaped a subject while s/he solved increasingly more complex problems in each of 

the seven intelligences. (See Chapter 3 for a detailed review of the data collection pro

cess.) Subjects also were videotaped as they answered interview questions after each 

problem, and after each problem series. An analysis of the spatial portion of the 

videotapes of eighteen subjects formed the foundation for a more comprehensive valida

tion study. 
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Statement of Purpose 

Gardner (1985) defined human intellectual competence as the ability to solve prob

lems, create products, and find and solve new problems. Maker (in press) appears to 

agree with Gardner when she suggests that gifted individuals solve problems efficiently, 

effectively, and economically. Further, Gardner delineates the core capacities of spatial 

intelligence as "the ability to recognize instances of the same element; the ability to trans

form or to recognize a transformation of one element into another; the capacity to conjure 

up mental imagery and then to transform that imagery; the capacity to produce a graphic 

likeness of spatial information; and the like ... " (Gardner, 1985, p. 176). Gardner views 

other abilities, such as the ability to find one's way in unfamiliar environments, the abil

ity to work with maps, geometric shapes, and diagrams, and the ability to visualize rela

tionships across different domains as the result of operationalizing core capacities. Thus, 

one must conclude that a spatially intelligent individual could solve problems that tap 

core spatial abilities. 

An acceptance of Gardner's description of the core capacities of spatial intelligence, 

his broader definition of human intellectual competence, and Maker's ideas about gifted

ness might lead one to question present methods that purport to asse3S an individual's 

spatial capabilities. These methods, for example, those that measure children's cognitive 

mapping capabilities and standardized tests of spatial ability such as the spatial portion of 

the Developin~ Co~nitive Abilities llit (DCAT) (Wick, Beggs, & Mouw, 1991), appear 

to measure how well an individual can operationalize core capacities rather than the 

absence or presence of the capacities themselves. In other words, traditional measures 

depend on acquisition of "second-order" symbolic knowledge rather than "first-order" 
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knowledge (Gardner, 1993). Finally, traditional measures offer the testee limited oppor

tunity to exhibit problem solving and problem finding capability, a key component of 

reconceptualized definitions of giftedness (Gardner, 1985; Maker, in press). The method 

of assessment described in this study provided a clearer, more comprehensive picture of 

each individual's spatial intelligence. 

Research Questions 

The primary purpose of the study was to describe behaviors that could be observed, 

processes subjects reported using, and characteristics of products subjects created while 

they solved a series of increasingly more complex problems involving spatial intelli

gence. A secondary purpose of the study was to determine if careful observation of pro

cesses subjects employed, combined with the subject's report of processes used and an 

evaluation of products produced could, indeed, paint a clear picture of the subject's 

spatial abilities. Thus, the questions guiding this research were the following: 

1. What behaviors are observed in individuals engaged in solving and defining 

problems involving spatial abilities? 

2. What processes do individuals report using while they are solving and defining 

problems involving spatial abilities? 

3. What are the characteristics of products developed by individuals engaged in 

solving and defining problems involving spatial abilities? 

4. What similarities and/or differences in behaviors, processes, and products are 

noted across tasks for individual subjects? 



5. What similarities and/or differences in behaviors, processes, and products are 

noted across subjects for individual.tasks? 

6. How are these behaviors, processes, and products similar to or different from 

Gardner's description of spatial intelligence? 
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A study of subjects as they solved increasingly more complex problems that depend 

on core spatial abilities provided support and further definition of Gardner's and Maker's 

theories and may prove useful to practitioners attempting to identify and provide for spa

tially gifted students. The information gleaned from this study helped us to bridge the 

gap between Gardner's theoretical conceptualization of spatial intellegence and human 

intellectual competence, Maker's conceptualization of giftedness, and practical classroom 

application. 

Significance of the Study 

Gardner (1985) posits spatial intelligence as one of seven in his Theory of Multiple 

Intelligences and delineates core spatial abilities. The existence of spatial abilities, as 

separate and distinct from general intelligence, clearly has been documented in the litera

ture (Fruchter, 1954; Michael, 1954; Michael et aI, 1957; Zimmerman, 1949, 1954). 

Descriptions of spatial abilities primarily are based on factor analytic studies of 

established tests that employed either paper-and-pencil or m~nipulation of an apparatus 

(Estes, 1942; Thurstone, 1941; Wolfle, 1940). Michael (1954) expressed a "need for 

improved descriptions of the psychological processes associated with the abilities which 

the factors in the spatial-visualization domain represent" (p. 401) and suggested that these 

factors "can be facilitated by the study of introspective reports" (p. 401). Zimmennan 
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(1954) suggested that a person solves a problem spatially if he can project himself in the 

problem, while Michael (1954) concluded that perhaps some individuals "may be able to 

earn high scores on spatial tests through employing other psychological processes asso

ciated with verbal and reasoning factors" (p. 406). More recently Shore and Carey 

(1984) made a similar claim. 

The present study added needed information to the existing body of literature on 

spatial abilities. For example, researchers have designed tests of spatial ability to elicit 

certain processes by test takers. If the test taker correctly answered the test items, 

researchers assumed that those processes were used. Barrett (1952) and others (Michael, 

1954; Shore & Carey, 1984; Zimmerman, 1954) reported that this assumption might be in 

error by suggesting that other psychological processes are employed by some to solve 

spatial problems. 

The series of spatial problems that subjects solved also was designed to elicit Gard

ner's core capabilities. Yet no assumptions were made about processes that subjects used 

to solve the problems. Rather, this analysis was proposed to determine the extent to 

which subjects used these or other capacities as they solved the series of problems. We 

can determine this only by careful analysis of behaviors observed combined with pro

cesses subjects report using (Michael, 1954). A thorough analysis enabled us to better 

understand the psychological processes eighteen subjects used to solve spatial problems 

which, in turn, enabled us to suggest to educators methods that would incorporate the 

strengths of spatially intelligent students. In like manner, a thorough analysis of subjects 

as they progressed through the series of increasingly more open-ended and complex prob

lems substantially contributed to existing problem solving literature. 
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The study of problem solving abilities has, in and of itself, caused methodological 

problems for interested researchers. Mayer (1992) reported that criticisms of the exper

imental method of introspection used by German psychologists in the early 20th century 

were just, due to subjectivity. Yet Duncker (1945) pointed out that, "if given methods do 

not fit an unfamiliar subject matter we are under obligation to devise others which give us 

at least a first acquaintance with the new territory ... How do the critics plan ever to con

quer difficult new ground if the absence of paved roads seems to them sufficient reason 

for keeping out entirely?" (p. iii). Methodological complications appear to have limited 

the range of problem types examined to date, thus limiting our present understanding of 

processes people employ as they solve a variety of problems requiring different intellec

tual capacities. The proposed study may have paved the way for future investigations by 

researchers interested in understanding problem solving across a broader range of 

problems by more representative populations and provided educators the impetus to 

expand their conception of spatial problem solving in classroom settings. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

"I've always been the kind of person that is interested in making sure that my ideas 
are communicated effectively. I want to make sure that who I'm talking to under
stands me. I'm trying to paint as clear a picture as I can for them what the thoughts 
I'm trying to give them or the feelings I'm trying to give them .. J work really hard 
at that. It's very important to me that I be understood and not misunderstood ... " 

Subject 17. age 40 

PROBLEM SOLVING, GIFfEDNESS, AND SPATIAL ABILITIES: 

A REVIEW OF TIlE LITERATURE 

The primary purpose of the study was to describe behaviors that could be observed, 

processes that subjects reported using, and characteristics of products subjects created as 

they solved a series of increasingly more complex problems involving spatial intelli

gence. A secondary purpose of the study was to determine if careful observation of pro

cesses a subject employed, combined with the subject's report of processes used and an 

evaluation of products produced could, indeed, paint a clear picture of the subject's 

spatial ability as conceptualized by Howard Gardner (1985). Therefore, the literature 

review that follows includes (a) a discussion of Gardner's (1985) theory; (b) a discussion 

of Maker's (1992; in press) conception of giftedness and the Maker-Schiever problem 

solving continuum; (c) a, review of problem solving literature; (d) a review of spatial abi

lities literature; (e) a review of studies of spatial problem solving; and (t) a brief review 

of studies of problem solving in art. Problem solving and spatial abilities literature are 
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divided further into two sections. The fIrst, an historical overview and discussion related 

to the general population paves the way for the second, a discussion of the topic related to 

those identifIed as gifted. 

Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences 

Gardner (1985) defines intelligence broadly as the ability to solve problems and 

create products as well as to find or create new problems. He suggests that every normal 

individual has the capacity to develop, to one degree or another, abilities in seven differ

ent areas or types of intelligence: spatial, linguistic, logical-mathematical, musical, 

bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. Gardner establishes clear criteria for 

defining an intelligence and describes the extent to which each of the seven intelligences 

meets these criteria. Specifically, his criteria are (a) "potential isolation by brain dam

age" (p. 63); (b) "the existence of idiots savants, prodigies, and other exceptional individ

uals" (p. 63); (c) "an identifiable core operation or set of operations" (p. 64); (d) "a 

distinctive developmental history, along with a definable set of expert "end-state" 

performances" (p. 64); (e) "an evolutionary history and evolutionary plausibility" (p. 65); 

(f) "support from experimental psychological tasks" (p. 65); (g) "support from psycho

metric findings" (p. 66); and (h) "susceptibility to encoding in a symbol system" (p. 66). 

Gardner's criteria clearly are divergent, so he presents evidence from several fields of 

study (e.g. psychology, neurobiology) to support his theory. For instance, when defining 

spatial intelligence, Gardner (1985) states that neuropsychologists have demonstrated that 

spatial processes sing occurs in posterior portions of the right hemisphere of the brain, 

cites the case of Nadia, a severely autistic child, who produced representational drawings 



from the age of four or five, discusses the use of spatial abilities in various cultural set

tings, and presents a synopsis of spatial abilities as isolated through experimental tasks 

and delineated by psychometricians. 
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A key idea in Gardner's theory is that each intelligence has an "identifiable core 

operation or set of operations" (p. 64) by which an individual processes information, and 

he gives some indication of what these operations are for each intelligence. For example, 

Gardner delineates the core capacities of spatial intelligence as "the ability to recognize 

instances of the same element; the ability to transform or to recognize a transformation 

of one element into another; the capacity to conjure up mental imagery and then to trans

form that imagery; the capacity to produce a graphic likeness of spatial information; and 

the like ... " (Gardner, 1985, p. 176). Clearly, Gardner's final statement opens the door to 

further investigation and interpretation. An implication of this assumption, then, for edu

cators, is that once we delineate these operations or processes specifically, and once we 

have determined the extent to which and in what ways they are exhibited by male and 

female children, youth, and adults from a variety of cultural backgrounds, we could iden

tify more accurately the strengths of all children. In fact, several researchers (Armstrong, 

1987; Tubb, 1990; Vaille, 1991) took Gardner's theory at face value to identify strengths 

of children labeled as leaming disabled (Armstrong, 1987), African-American children 

from low socio-economic levels (Vaille, 1991), and gifted deaf students (Tubb, 1990). 

One may wonder whether reported results of these studies would differ if clearer delinea

tions of core capacities for each intelligence existed. 
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Gardner's work has been both criticized brashly and acclaimed highly. Gardner 

(1985) leads the criticism when he includes in his book an entire chapter on limitations of 

his theory. These limitations include the numerous areas of human psychology that die 

theory could not encompass and higher level cognitive operations such as wisdom, com

mon sense, originality, metaphorical capacity, and a sense of self revisited that remain 

unaccounted for by the theory. Gardner concludes the chapter by acknowledging that his 

theory could be disconfmned in two ways. That is, the general framework could be 

accepted but specific claims, such as core capacities, could be revised or rejected, or, in a 

worse case scenerio, the entire theory could be discredited for one reason or another. 

Carroll (1984) agreed that Gardner excludes important dimensions of intelligence, 

such as memory skills and creativity, that are included by applied psychologists and psy

chometricians. Carroll described Gardner's "art gallery of intelligences" (p. 865) as 

broad clusters of talents viewed from afar and lacking fine-grained analysis. In like 

manner, Johnson-Laird (1984) stated that the theory, in its strongest form, has been 

refuted. He suggested that "a weaker form of the theory is that each task depends on a 

major underlying mental faculty, but also on other faculties to a lesser degree .. .is accord

ingly all but impossible to distinguish from the theory of general intelligence" (p. 533). 

Somewhat satirically, Scialabba (1984) pointed out that Gardner failed to address the 

"most mysterious and intractable questions about his subject" (p. 19), for example, " .. .in 

this society obsessed with sexual technique, is there really something that some people 

know about lovemaking the rest of us don't - and can the rest of us learn it?" (p. 19). 

Finally, and most bitingly, Bryant (1984) acknowledged that Gardner writes convincingly 

and well, but stated: 
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He should have confined his invective to theories of intelligence based on intelli
gence tests. His argument towards the end of the book that intelligence tests reduce 
the person tested to a single figure on a scrap of paper is quite misleading. Nobody 
uses them in that way! IQ scores are always put together with other information 
about the person in question; and in any case, these tests are usually divided into 
several sections and produce several different scores, which are of great value in the 
hands of a knowledgeable and reasonably sceptical psychologist. 

I can see no reason at all for replacing intelligence tests, as Gardner suggests, with 
an impractical battery of observations, which would be difficult and time
consuming to carry out systematically. In the end he seems to confuse theory with 
practice. Why visit the sins of the theories about tests on the tests themselves (p. 
26)? 

Proponents of Gardner's theory acknowledge minor limitations but look beyond 

these limitations to more global implications. For example, Eisenmann (1984) suggested 

that Gardner's theory might "help clarify and build upon the understanding and intuition 

good teachers always have developed from close, careful observation of children in the 

classroom. And in the process, it can help redefine intelligence in a way that includes 

and rewards a wider range of talents" (p. 43). Bomstein (1986) admitted that "this book 

begins to set aright the heavily parochial psychological view of intelligence as uniquely 

or exclusively logical and verbal" (p. 121). Bruner (1983) commended Gardner for his 

effort at bringing together the data of exceptionality, neurobiology, development, and 

symbolic-cultural skills in a "timely, wide-reaching, and in many ways brilliant book" (p. 

86). 

Finally, Gardner (in Ellison, 1984) admits to "trying to knock language and logic 

off a pedestal, to democratize the range of human faculties" (p. 22). Also, he objects to 

the fact that "decisions made about 80 years ago in France by Alfred Binet, who was 

interested in predicting who would fail in school, and later by a few Army testers in the 

United States during World War I, now exercise a tyrannical hold on who is labeled as 
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bright or not bright. These labels affect both people's conceptions of themselves and the 

life opportunities available to them" (p. 22). Gardner is not alone in such efforts. Peters 

(1987) stated that a "monarchic view (of intelligence) is pervasive; whenever we use "in

telligence" in the singular, we are unconsciously adopting it" (p. 19) and he suggested 

that "perhaps this is why people who take experimental tests Blre called subjects" (p. 19)! 

Practicing educators long have realized the limitations of definitions and standardized 

measures of intelligence. Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences can provide the 

foundation and framework needed to convince policy makers that more accurate defini

tions and better methods of assessment of intelligences exist 

Maker's Conception of Giftedness 

Maker (in press) shares and expands Gardner's problem solving defmition of intel

lectual competence. She posits that the key element in giftedness is an ability to effi

ciently, effectively, and economically solve problems. Maker hypothesizes that gifted 

individuals competently solve problems of all types, that is, problems ranging from 

well-defmed to ill-defined. Thus, Maker (in press) sets forth a continuum of problem 

types that vary according to whether three important aspects of the situation (i.e., the 

problem, method, and solution) are known or unknown to the presenter and the solver. In 

Table 1, these five types are presented. Problem Type I, for example, represents what 

Sternberg (1982, 1985) has defined as "well-structured", because the problem is known to 

both the presenter and solver, while problem Type V represents an "ill-structured" prob

lem (Sternberg, 1985) or a "fuzzy situation" in which many sub-problems can be identi

fied (Parnes, Noller, & Biondi, 1967). Problem Types I and II require "convergent" 



Table 1 

Types of Problem Situations; The Maker/Schieyer Continuum 

Type 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

Problem 

Presenter 

K 

K 

K 

K 

U 

Solver 

K 

K 

K 

K 

U 

Method 

Presenter 

K 

K 

R 

U 

U 

Solver 

K 

U 

U 

U 

U 

Solution 

Presenter 

K 

K 

R 

U 

U 

Solver 

U 

U 

U 

U 

U 
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~. From S. W. Schiever, 1991, A Comprehensive Approach to Teaching Thinking, p. 

15. Copyright 1992 by Allyn & Bacon, Reprinted by permission. K = Known; U = 

Unknown; R = Range. 
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thinking (Guilford, 1967) while problem Types IV and V require divergent thinking as an 

essential part of the problem solving process. Problem Type m also requires divergent 

thought, but since a range of methods and solutions are possible instead of the unlimited 

or unknown possibilities of Types IV and V, convergent thinking also is necessary. 

Maker (in press) combined her thoughts about giftedness and the problem solving 

continuum to develop a process approach to identify gifted individuals from diverse cul

tures. Subjects are videotaped as they solve a series of five progressively more complex 

and open-ended problems in each of Gardner's intelligences and respond to 

metacognitive interview questions following each problem and upon completion of an 

entire problem series. Although the linguistic portion of the videotapes of six adolescent 

subjects (Nielson, unpublished manuscript) and the spatial portions of the videotapes of 

ten subjects (Rogers & Maker, unpublished manuscript) were analyzed carefully, a sys

tematic analysis of much collected data remains to be accomplished. 

Maker (1992) also built upon this framework to design problems to identify poten

tially gifted students from minority popUlations in spatial, linguistic, and logical

mathematical areas. The procedure entails careful observation of children's problem 

solving processes and evaluation of resultant products by trained observers. Maker's 

observations take place in the regular classroom, incorporate manipulatives, require that 

the classroom teacher give minimal verbal instructions (in the subject's language of 

choice), and include four trained observers who work with small groups of children, 

recording behaviors they see, comments children make, and characteristics of finished 

products. Observers are instructed to record actual behaviors rather than inferences about 

behaviors. This process has been implemented in approximately 12 school districts in 
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Arizona, California, and North Carolina, predominately with children from Native Amer

ican, African-American, Hispanic, and Anglo cultures and most from low socioeconomic 

levels. Graduate students (Pallay & Blomquist, 1993) presently are analyzing data 

collected from several school districts and preparing manuscripts to report results. 

The Maker/Schiever problem solving continuum (Maker, 1986; Schiever, 1991; 

Schiever & Maker, 1990) can provide a much needed tool for educators interested in 

designing curricula to inel ude a broader range of problem types (c.f. Nielson & Rogers, 

1993). A helpful fIrst step might include an analysis of problems incorporated in curricu

lar areas to date to determine problem types most frequently presented. Admittedly, few 

problems will fIt neatly into anyone type, but such an analysis will allow an educator to 

determine which end of the continuum presently is favored. In like manner, the contin

uum can provide researchers with a tool to classify existing studies. That is, the Mak

er/Schiever problem solving continuum may provide a useful conceptual framework to 

examine what one might consider the narrowness or broadness of studies, particularly 

studies of problem solving. For example, studies in which the problem was well-defIned, 

the method of solution was known to the researcher and the solver, and the solution was 

known only to the reseacher, may be considered a study of Type I problem-solving. Fur

ther, a study in which a "fuzzy" situation was presented that allowed the solver to deter

mine the problem, the method of solution, and the solution, can be considered a study of 

Type V problem-solving. Once again, few studies will fIt neatly into anyone category, 

but such an analysis allows researchers to view studies reported to date in a new light. 
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Problem Solving: An Overview 

The historical path that leads to present day research into the ways people solve 

problems truly is a complex path impeded by methodological complications, diverse 

underlying motivations, and a narrow definition of problems. Further, the staggering 

amount of existing problem solving literature makes the task of a reviewer difficult. 

Thus, problem solving literature highlighted in the following section represents a cross

section of existing literature. More comprehensive reviews are available in publications 

such as Mayer (1992). 

Mayer (1992) reported that problem solving research survived alternating periods of 

popularity and unpopUlarity since the early part of the 20th century. At that time, a group 

of German psychologists, dubbed the Wurzburg group, showed that the ways people 

think could be studied gathering introspective reports from subjects. Interestingly, others 

criticized the Wurzburg psychologists for their use of introspection, which was chal

lenged as being too subjective, yet this very technique returned to popUlarity and paved 

the way for metacognitive methods known and used today (Lieberman, 1992). 

The reign of the Wurzburg group, cut short by Nazi rule, provided the impetus for 

others to design less subjective methods to accomplish similar tasks. Reif (1980) sug

gested that problem solving is of interest to two groups, cognitive scientists and educa

tors. Reif divided cognitive scientists into two groups, experimental cognitive scientists 

and applied cognitive scientists, who are interested in different aspects of problem 

solving, but tend to think along similar analytical lines to formulate clear theoretical mod

els. Reif explained that, while both groups of cognitive scientists employ sound scientific 

methods, the experimental group performs detailed experimental tests to validate theories 
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while members of the applied group make every effort to design practical applications 

based on their model. Thus, Reif (1980) concluded that cognitive scientists are justified 

in investigating puzzles, games, and other academic problems that may not be relevant to 

education and/or educators, in laboratory settings far removed from classroom environ-

ments. 

Of the educators, Reif granted that they "are directly concernerl with realistic teach-

ing endeavors and with human subjects" (p. 42). However, he noted that they approach 

tasks in nonanalytic manners, relying rather on rules of thumb and intuition. Further, 

Reif (1980) suggested that practitioners tend to disregard theoretical models when 

designing instructional plans, rely on anecdotal and impressionistic assessment or direct 

their efforts at gathering gross statistical data, and specify "fuzzy" criteria for educational 

success. Reif concluded: 

... work in education and problem solving could profit if this gap were bridged, if 
people interested in practical education would build upon the insights and methods 
of the cognitive scientists, and if educators were to adopt modes of analytic thinking 
and quality standards of the kind prevalent in other sciences (p. 43). 

The cognitive scientists Reif (1980) referred to very well may include the many 

researchers who posed problems such as the "Water Jug Problem" (Luchins, 1942; 

Luchins & Luchins, 1950), the "Tumor Problem" (Duncker, 1945), the "Hatrack Prob

lem" (Maier, 1945), the "Two-Cord Problem" (Birch & Rabinowitz, 1951), or the "Nine 

Dot Problem" (Lung & Dominowski, 1985; Newell & Simon, 1972; Weisberg & Alba, 

1981) to determine the processes subjects use to reach solutions. Researchers, depending 

upon variables of interest, employed a variety of methods to determine the steps individ

ual subjects take or the processes subjects use to solve specified problems. One such 
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method, the think-aloud procedure, viewed as objective and not an interference to the 

problem solver (Gagne & Smith, 1962), ~as sustained popularity among researchers of 

problem solving. Those who employ this method instruct subjects to talk aloud, leaving 

no thoughts unexpressed, as they solve the problem. Gestalt psychologists like Duncker 

(1945) and Luchins (1942), interested in how subjects reorganize elements of a problem 

to fit together in a new way to determine a solution, used a think-aloud procedure as did 
, 

Newell and Simon (1972), whose interests lay in information processing, to determine 

specific steps and step sequences subjects used to solve the Tower of Hanoi problem. 

Other researchers, such as Saugstad and Raaheim (1960), simply noted observable behav

iors and processes that occurred prior to solution, as well as whether or not the subject 

arrived at the "correct" solution. 

From studies such as those cited above, researchers formed conclusions about prob

lem solving that may be helpful, yet frequently may not be relayed to practitioners in 

understandable terms. For example, a contribution of Gestalt psychologists that problem 

solving may be difficult for some subjects because they cannot alter the problem solving 

set (Luchins, 1942) and find new ways to fit the elements of the problem together, surely 

typifies classroom occurences. Other conclusions, that some individuals remain fixed on 

certain functions of objects, referred to as functional fixedness (Duncker, 1945), or that 

past experience transfers negatively for some (Bartlett, 1958) and positively for others 

(Maeir, 1945) also are applicable to classroom practice. Unfortunately, the path from 

theory to practice all too often winds endlessly and benefits few. 
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Educators, understandably, are motivated to study problem solving for reasons that 

differ from those of cognitive psychologists. In some cases, educators' interests lie in 

assessing problem solving capabilities (Cox, 1985; Feldhusen, Houtz, & Rigenbach, 

1972; Maker, 1992). For instance, Feldhusen, Houtz, and Ringenbach (1972) developed 

the Purdue Elementary Problem-solving Inventory (PEPSI) to measure problem solving 

abilities of children from low socioeconomic levels and/or cultures rather than the main

stream. In other cases, educators wished to examine differences between more and less 

successful problem solvers. Thus, like Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi (1976) and 

Cramond, Martin, and Shaw (1990), they combine direct observation, subjects' intro

spective reports, and/or evaluation of final products to determine where differences can 

be found. 

Reif's suggestion that educators make all concessions needed to bridge the gap 

between theory and practice not only is an unreasonable suggestion, but also an impracti

cal one. As noted above, educators can benefit from understanding conclusions drawn by 

cognitive scientists as suredly as cognitive scientists can learn a great deal from 

educators. The limitations of the problem solving studies of cognitive scientists, such as 

those previously cited, may be difficult for some educators to overlook. Most notably. 

one might question the limited parameters of the problems presented. In most cases, the 

problem is stated clearly, thus known by both the presenter and the solver, the method of 

solution is known by the presenter and mayor may not be known by the solver, and the 

solution is known to the presenter. The subject, then, merely must converge on the cor

rect method and solution. Maker (in press) would classify these as Type I and II on the 

problem solving continuum. Some educators (Gallagher, Stepein, & Rosenthal, 1992; 
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Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi, 1976; Tallent-Runnels, & Yarbrough, 1992), on the other 

hand, present broader situations in which the problem mayor may not be known to the 

presenter and the solver, and the method and the solution are unknown to both. In other 

words, according to the Maker/Schiever Problem Solving Continuum, some educators 

appear interested in divergent thinking required for problem Types IV and V. Unfortu

nately capturing divergent thought may be less conducive to traditional scientific method 

and systematic analysis than capturing convergent thought. Thus, a more equitable 

solution to Reif's suggestion may result from concessions on both sides that would lead 

to practical classroom applications that benefit all students. For instance, representatives 

of both groups might collaborate to design practical classroom environments in which 

educators monitor, and subsequently build upon, the innate problem solving capabilities 

of students and provide an array of problem solving opportunities across disciplines that 

could be analyzed by a variety of scientific methods. 

Problem Solving and the Gifted 

What is the interaction of ability level and interpolated activity (opportunity for 

incubation) in human problem solving (Murray & Denny, 1969)1 What are the problem 

solving strategies used by gifted and average learners on a multiple discrimination task 

(Ludlow & Woodrum, 1982)1 Do the gifted think and learn differently from their aver

age counterparts (Rogers, 1986)1 What are the qualitative differences in the flexible use 

of problem-solving strategies by young children (Kanevsky, 1990)1 How generalizable 

are creative problem solving procedures to real-life problems (Cramond, Martin, & Shaw, 
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1990)? What are the effects of the future problem solving program on children's con

cerns about the future (Tallent-Runnels & Yarbrough, 1992)? What is the relationship 

between metacognition and problem solving in gifted children (Swanson, 1992)? How 

does problem based learning effect the problem solving strategies of gifted students (Gal

lagher, Stepien, & Rosenthal, 1992)? Questions such as these indicate the avenues 

recently traversed by researchers interested in problem solving capabilities of the gifted. 
, 

Most authors designed studies to determine differences between or among subjects 

of various intellectual or problem solving ability levels. That is, researchers presented 

the same tasks to gifted and average learners to enable them to draw conclusions about 

the differences between groups. The tasks, or problems, in some cases were "well

defined" and in other cases were "ill-defined". Thus, the MakerlSchiever problem solv-

ing continuum (see Table 1 on page 37) may provide a useful conceptual framework to 

examine what one might consider the narrowness or broadness of problem solving studies 

with gifted individuals as subjects. That is, studies in which the problem was well

defined, the method of solution was known to the researcher and the solver, and the solu

tion was known only to the reseacher, may be considered a Type I study. Further, a study 

in which a "fuzzy" situation was presented that allowed the solver to determine the 

problem, the method of solution, and the solution, can be considered a Type V study. In 

the following section, the studies of problem solving that include identified gifted indi

viduals in the subject pool are presented according to Types I, II, III, N, and V. 
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Studies of Type I Problem Solyin~ and the Gifted 

Four studies were examined that fit into this category. Murray & Denny (1969) 

measured problem solving ability and redefinition ability of 86 subjects (male undergrad

uates) with paper and pencil measures. Between the two tasks, researchers asked some 

subjects to solve the "ball problem" (Saugstad & Raaheim, 1957) within twenty 

uninterrupted minutes. Other subjects were allowed twenty minutes total, but were 

removed from the problem solving environment and were given a five minute interpo

lated activity after the first five minutes. All subjects verbalized thoughts and plans for 

solutions as they solved the problems. Murray & Denny concluded that interpolated 

activity serves different purposes for problem solvers at different ability levels. That is, 

deviation from the problem solving tasks hindered problem solving of subjects consid

ered high ability problem solvers, yet facilitated problem solving of low ability problem 

solvers. 

Ludlow & Woodrum (1982) assessed the use of a hypothesis testing strategy and 

problem solving performance of matched samples (age and gender) of twenty average 

and twenty gifted elementary students on four tasks. Giftedness was determined, follow

ing state guidelines, by an IQ score on a standardized test. Researchers also gave tempo

rary corrrective feedback or continued access feedback on the multiple stimulus 

discrimination tasks to assess differences in memory ability. Ludlow & Woodrum (1982) 

concluded that gifted students performed better than average students on problem-solving 

measures related to attention and memory. Further, they concluded that average and 

gifted students used similar strategies across tasks, but, when given continued access to 

feedback, average students employed more advanced strategies. Rogers (1986), however, 
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might question the conclusions drawn by Ludlow & Woodrum (1982). After reviewing 

literature produced between 1975 and 1985, Rogers concluded that gifted learners are 

superior to non-gifted learners at (a) recognizing the problem to be solved, (b) readily and 

spontaneously generating solution steps, (c) setting priorities for the direction to take 

when solving a problem, (d) deciding resource allocations for problem-solving tasks, (e) 

systematically monitoring solutions, and (f) preconceptualizing problem solutions for 

longer periods of time. 

Kanevsky's (1990) conclusions substantiated those of Rogers (1986) and provided 

data from a much younger popUlation than previously cited works. Kanevsky worked 

with eighty-nine children divided into four groups according to age and IQ. Thus, her 

subject pool was twenty average IQ 4 or 5 year olds, twenty-two high IQ 4 or 5 year olds, 

twenty-two average IQ 7 or 8 year olds, and twenty-five high IQ 7 or 8 year olds. Kanev

sky videotaped subjects as they solved the "monkey can" problem, a manipulative activ

ity that requires subjects to transport three stacking cans, one at a time, across three pegs 

into stacking order, and the "layer cake" problem, a computerized version of the former. 

Kanevsky (1990) concluded that high IQ children and older children generalized more 

from one task to the next and were more competent at the computerized version, that high 

IQ children more frequently refused offers of assistance, and that young high IQ children 

more accurately explained rule violations. 

Finally, Swanson (1992) compared identified gifted students', high-average IQ stu

dents', and low-average IQ students' performance on a combinatorial task and their 

responses on a metacognitive questionnaire to determine intercorrelational patterns 

between IQ, metacognition, and problem solving. Ninety-six fourth and fifth graders 
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individually attempted to detennine the combination of clear colored, liquid chemicals 

necessary to produce a yellow liquid and responded on audio-tape to interview questions 

designed to assess metacognition about problem-solving. Swanson (1992) concluded that 

gifted children perfonned "better" on the problem solving task and on the strategy and 

person components measured by the metacognitive questionnaire. Swanson also con

cluded that intercorrelational patterns among the constructs differed among the groups. 

That is, low and high average IQ subjects showed significant correlations between 

problem solving and metacognition while the pattern for gifted subjects that best indi

cated their abilities was one of weak correlation between metacognition, problem solu

tion, intelligence, and creativity. 

Studies of Type II Problem Solving and the Gifted 

No studies located to date fit into this category. 

Studies of Type ill Problem Solving and the Gifted 

In one study a range of written responses was allowed, thus this study can be con

sidered in the Type III category. Tallent-Runnels & Yarbrough (1992) used a survey 

technique to detennine how participation in the Future Problem Solving (FPS) program 

affected subjects' concerns about the future. Subjects were 338 middle-class 4th, 5th, 

and 6th graders, some identified as gifted who had participated in FPS for one or two 

years, some identified as gifted who had not participated in the FPS program, and some 

average ability students who also had not participated in FPS. Subjects responded to the 

request that they write twenty questions they would like to ask someone about the future. 

Tallent-Runnels & Yarbrough (1992) identified 22 categories, analyzed student 
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responses, and concluded that gifted students who participated in FPS expressed more 

awareness of global issues and felt more in control of their own life than their gifted and 

average ability peers who had not participated in the program. 

Studies ofTxpe IY Problem Solving and the Gifted 

Cramond, Martin, & Shaw (1990) studied the generalizability of creative problem 

solving techniques to real-life problems. Their subjects, 75 sixth, seventh, and eighth 

grade students, identified as gifted through standardized achievement test scores or 

teacher recommendation and unexposed to creative problem solving procedures, were 

assigned to one of two treatment groups or a control group. Subjects in one group (CPS) 

were exposed to creative problem solving techniques using commercially available mate

rials. Subjects in the second experimental group (CPST) were trruned as the first group 

but also participated in activities designed to facilitate transfer, such as learning to 

differentiate between problems appropriate and not appropriate for these techniques. The 

control group received no training. Following the training sessions, all subjects 

responded to the same problem situation, a clearly defined problem that had no known 

method or correct solution. Subjects explained, in writing, how they would solve the 

problem as experimenters observed and noted whether subjects made lists, counted off 

ideas, made drawings, diagrams, or sketches on structured observation sheets. Finally 

subjects participated in individual interviews to substantiate observations of experiment

ers. Crammond, Martin, & Shaw (1990) concluded that subjects who participated in the 

CPST experimental group showed a higher degree of technique transfer than the CPS 

experimental group and the control group. Specifically, more CPST trained subjects used 

a selection grid and multiple criteria to determine a best solution. 
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Studies of Type V Problem SoIyin~ and the Gifted 

One recently reported study exemplifies Type IV. Gallagher, Stepien, and Rosen

thal (1992) approached their topic in a manner that differs from previously cited authors. 

That is, subjects (N=78) in both experimental and comparison groups all were identified 

as gifted and were students at a state supported, residential high school for students with 

superior math and/or science ability. Researchers presented an ill-defined problem situa

tion to all subjects as a pre-test, used problem-based teaching techniques with the exper

imental class for one semester, and presented a second ill-defined problem situation to all 

subjects as a post-test. All subjects also were asked which problem solving step they felt 

was most important Gallagher, Stepien, and Rosenthal (1992) concluded that the exper

imental course increased the frequency of subject's use of one problem solving step, that 

is, problem finding. 

Limitations of Studies of Problem Solving and the Gifted 

In Table 2 the studies of problem solving and the gifted are summarized. A general 

conclusion of cited studies, that gifted children solve problems differently from and "bet

ter" than average peers, warrants further investigation. In all cases, giftedness was deter

mined by traditional means, that is, IQ or achievement test scores. In most cases, (c.f. 

Kanevsky, 1990; Murray & Denny, 1969; Tallent-Runnels & Yarbrough, 1992) problems 

presented offered subjects limited opportunity to display a variety of problem solving 

capabilities. When giftedness is defined as intellectually more capable, and problems 

presented are defined clearly, a more accurate conclusion may be that intellectually bright 

children and youth are capable of converging on the "correct" solution differently from, 
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Summruy of Studies of Problem Solvin~ and the Gifted 

Study Subjects Spatial Problems Design/Analysis Conclusions 

~ 
Murray & Denny 86 male undergraduates problem solving ability mea- Chi-square interpolated activity facilitates 

i (1969) sured by Guilford's test of ANOYA problem-solving for low ability 
Semantic Redefinition (NMf) problem solvers and inhibits per-

i ball problem formance of high ability problem 
solvers 

Ludlow & Woodrum 20 gifted learners multiple discrimination task Analysis ofYariance gifted students superior to average 
(1982) 20 average learners learners on problem solving mea-

matched for age and sex sures of memory and attention, but 
not performance efficiency and 
strategy selection 

Kanevsky (1990) Y A=20 average IQ Monkey Can (manipulative) Analysis of videotapes high IQ and older children general-
YH=22 high IQ Layer Cake (computerized) Quantitative - Number of legal, ized more from one task to the other 
OA=22 average IQ illegal, and hinted moves per high IQ children more frequently 
OH=25 high IQ trial or task refused offers of assistance 

Qualitative - use of hints, young high IQ children more accu-
understanding game rules, rec- rately explained rule violations 
ognition of task similarity 

Swanson (1992) 50 male combinatorial task Correlations gifted children performed better on 
46 female metacognitive questionnaire the combinatorial task and two mea-
4th & 5th graders sures of metacognitive interview and 
26 gifted relationship among problem solving, 
38 high average metacognition, and IQ are not com-
32 low average parable among groups 

VI -



Table 2 continued: 

Study Subjects 

Type III 
Tallent-Runnels & gifted FPS 
Yarbrough (1992) 40- fourth 

46 - fifth 
53 - sixth 

gifted non-FPS 
32 - fourth 
13 - fifth 
21 - sixth 

average 
65 - fourth 
68 - fifth 

Type IV 
Crammond, Martin, 75 gifted 6th, 7th, & 8th 
& Shaw (1990) graders 

Type V 
Gallagher, Stepien, 78 high school juniors in 
& Rosenthal (1992) experimental group 12 

high school seniors and 
31 juniors in comparison 
group all were gifted 

Spatial Problems Design! Analysis 

Questionnaire: developed categories 
1) Do you think that a person Chi-square 
has a say in his/her future? 
2) Please write 20 questions 
you would like to ask some-
one about the future. 

clearly defined problem situa- ANOVA 
tion with a range of methods 
of solutions and solutions 

"ill-defmed" problem situa- frequency of inclusion of prob-
tion lem solving steps 

Conclusions 

subjects who had participated in the 
Future Problem Solving program 
were more positive about control 
over the future and expressed more 
interest in global issues 

CPST trained subjects made more 
use of selection grid and multiple 
criteria to determine a best solution 
to a clearly defmed problem situa-
tion than CPS or control group 

problem finding step used more fre-
quently by S's who participated in 
experimental course 

Ul 
tv 
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and/or more quickly than, their intellectually average peers. In fact, Sternberg (1986) 

claimed that subjects who score high on standardized IQ tests are faster at mapping, 

inferring, and applying relations, and they are faster at communicating their response. 

More research must be accomplished to examine similarities and differences of individu

als across a broader range of problem situations and taking into account strengths and 

weaknesses in multiple intelligences. 

Spatial Abilities: An Overview 

Researchers long have recognized the presence of a spatial factor that exists inde

pendently of g or general intelligence. In fact, Wolfle (1940) reported that this was the 

second most frequently isolated factor when factor analysis techniques were applied to 

existing tests. Unfortunately, while researchers agree on the presence of a "space" factor, 

they remain at odds as to a title and specific abilities included in this factor. A review of 

the work of more frequently cited authorities and their titles and definitions of spatial abi

lities follows. For a thorough review of a broader range of studies of spatial ability see 

Smith (1964). 

Several researchers, working independently or collectively (as in the case of the 

Army Air Force psychologists), appear to have isolated similar spatial abilities within the 

same time frame. Thurstone (1938) i~olated a spatial factor (SI) during his first factor 

analysis of primary mental abilities and described this as the ability to recognize an object 

when seen from various angles. When discussing this ability, Thurstone & Thurstone 
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(1941) related that it was involved in tasks that required a subject to imagine the manipu

lation of an object in two or three dimensions. Thurstone (1950) later isolated two addi

tional space factors (S2 and S3). He defined S2 as the ability to imagine the internal 

movement of parts of an object (such as an engine), and S3 as the ability to imagine 

spatial relations when an observer's body orientation is an important part of the problem. 

Isolation of these factors supported the work of Army Air Force psychologists (Guilford, 

1947) who reported two space factors - one dealing with a subject's appreciation of spa

tial relationships, the second with the subject's ability to manipulate objects mentally. 

Researchers in other countries also were conducting factor analytic studies and iso

lating equivalent spatial factors. For example, Koussy (1935) partialled out the influence 

of g from a battery of 28 tests that he administered to 162 English boys between the ages 

of 11 and 13. He concluded that some tests involved a group factor that he called the 

k-factor (k suggested by the first letter in the word "kurtosis"). Koussy reported that his 

k-factor consisted of the ability to call to mind and use visual, spatial imagery. 

This lack of consistent title and definition may have caused French (1951) to ana

lyze the findings of factorial studies completed to 1951 and delineate three space factors: 

space, spatial orientation, and spatial visualization. He defined the first, space, as the 

ability to accurately recognize patterns in space and to compare these patterns with one 

another; the second, spatial orientation, as the ability to remain unconfused by different 

spatial orientations of patterns; and the third, spatial visualization, as the ability to imag

ine movement in space and/or to mentally manipulate objects. Smith (1964) commented 

on French's contribution to the literature on spatial abilities, but proposed that he was not 
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successful in making clear distinctions between spatial factors. Perhaps Michael, Guil

ford, Fruchter, and Zimmerman (1957) were clearer when they synthesized the findings 

of researchers including French to determine the similarities and differences in the 

psychological processes underlying the posited spatial abilities. Michael et al formed 

three groups, that is, spatial relations and orientations (SR-O), visualization (Vz), and 

kinesthetic imager! (K), but acknowledged that some correlation must exist between the 

three groups of abilities. The researchers defined the first as the ability of a subject to use 

his/her own body as a frame of reference while s/he comprehends the arrangement and 

nature of elements within a given visual stimulus pattern; they defined the second as the 

ability to twist, turn, manipulate, invert, andlor rotate all or parts of a configuration; they 

described the third as a "highly tentative factor" and defined it as the subject's need to 

move right or left hand in response to a visual stimulus. More recently McGee (1979) 

compressed proposed spatial abilities still further. McGee recognized two distinct cate

gories of spatial abilities, spatial visualization and spatial orientation. He defined spatial 

visualization as the "ability to mentally manipulate, rotate, twist, or invert pictorially 

presented visual stimuli" (p. 3) and spatial orientation as the "comprehension of the 

arrangement of elements within a visual stimulus pattern, the aptitude for remaining 

unconfused by the changing orientations in which a configuration may be presented, and 

the ability to determine spatial relations in which the body orientation of the observer is 

an essential part of the problem" (p. 4). Thus McGee seems to combine all the abilities 

delineated by researchers before him into two groups, and, like his colleagues, he seems 

to be discussing spatial abilities only in relation to items on paper and pencil measures. 

Finally, Gardner (1985) proposed that an amalgam of abilities, including the ability to 
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"see" instances of one element in another, the ability to change or discern changes among 

and between elements, and the ability to visualize and to alter visualizations, interact 

when an individual displays his/her spatial intelligence. Further, Gardner (1985) 

included a production component; that is, "the capacity to produce a graphic likeness of 

spatial information" (p. 176), that is lacking in the delineations of others. This compo

nent may indicate that Gardner, unlike others, views process and product as equally 

important in the spatial domain. 

After researchers established the presence of spatial factor(s) through factor analy

sis studies, they were free to experiment further with isolated factors. First, researchers 

developed tests and/or tasks that were thought to require the use of the factors (Smith, 

1964); second, they conducted validation studies to determine the correlation between the 

factor and success in school in general, in math classes in particular, and fields such as 

engineering (Estes, 1942) and art (Schroth, 1967). 

The cyclical process continued as the spatial ability knowledge base grew. Some 

researchers, interested in early reports of a difference between male and female perform

ance on spatial tasks (Smith, 1964) pursued reasons for this difference (cf, Johnson, 1987; 

Linn & Peterson, 1985; McGee, 1979; McGee, 1982; Newcombe, 1982). Interestingly, 

much of the early work conducted to build the spatial abilities knowledge base included 

only male subjects (Barrett, 1952; Koussy, 1935; McFarlane, 1925; Thurstone, 1941), or 

made no mention of breakdown according to gender of subject (Thurstone, 1938; Thur

stone & Thurstone, 1941)! Other researchers undertook investigations into specific 

aspects of spatial ability such as visual imagery and/or individual differences (Mumaw & 

Pellegrino, 1984; Mumaw, Pellegrino, Kail, & Carter, 1984; Pylyshyn, 1973; Poltrock & 
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Brown, 1984) and individual's cognitive mapping capacities (Cohen, 1982; Liben, 1982; 

Newcombe, 1982; Siegel, 1982). Thus the spatial ability knowledge base presently avail

able to psychologists, educators, and other interested parties was established, for the most 

part, through "time-honored" (Davidson & Sternberg, 1983, p. 56; Sternberg & Davidson, 

1984, p. 63) means, that is, primarily factor analytic 9tudies of standardized tests taken by 

limited populations, for the most part Anglo males, many of college age. 

Spatial Abilities and the Gifted 

The spatial abilities of those identified as gifted have received only minimal atten

tion by researchers (Beckman, 1977a, 1977b; Olson, 1977; Shore & Carey, 1984; Lajoie 

& Shore, 1986; Boyd & Field, 1987, Gallagher & Johnson, 1992). Possibly this limited 

attention may be accounted for by methods presently used to identify children as gifted, 

particularly standardized tests that are loaded heavily toward verbal abilities. A heavy 

verbal loading also may hold true for tests purported to measure non-verbal ability, such 

as the Promssive Matricies (Raven, 1938), and spatial ability, such as the spatial section 

of the Deyelopin~ Co~nitiye Abilities ~ (Wick, Beggs, & Mouw, 1990). 

Several researchers recognized the interaction of spatial abilities with giftedness. 

For example, Beckman (1977a, 1977b) concluded that spatial ability, as measured by the 

Block Design subtest of the Wechsler Intelli~ence Scale for Children (WISC) (Wechsler, 

1949), is a necessary ingredient for functioning at the gifted level while Olsen (1977) 

found an integration of left/right hemispheric functions in gifted children who demon

strated formal operational thought. Shore and Carey (1984) demonstrated that verbally 

gifted children solve spatial problems using verbal procedures, a conclusion that builds 
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on research of others (Barrett, 1952; Smith, 1964) who deduced that some subjects use 

verbal means to solve spatial problems. Two research teams, Lajoie and Shore (1986) 

and Gallagher and Johnson (1992), studied the effects of time limits on subjects' per

formance on some type of spatial tests. The former concluded that both speed and accu

racy contribute to positive results on intelligence tests in different ways; the latter found a 

smaller gender gap in three categories of spatial visualization when the effects of time 

were minimized. Finally, Boyd and Field (1987) found that girls enrolled in art class for 

an extended period of time could learn how to "abstract the visual image of the pot so that 

it could be reorganized and reproduced in an entirely different position from that pres

ented to the class" (p. 157). 

The research discussed by Boyd and Field (1987) ties spatial abilities directly to the 

study of art. Scroth (1967) suggested that a complex relationship exists between art apti

tude and spatial ability. As the national definition of giftedness includes outstanding tal

ent in the visual and performing arts (Marland, 1972) educators are interested in methods 

to identify those with artistic talent. Writers concerned with this topic (Carasso, 1964; 

Clark & Zimmerman, 1983; Saunders, 1982; Wenner, 1985) would profit from including 

some analysis of students' spatial capabilities in their identification procedure, but, as 

indicated by Bachtel-Nash (1988), such an assessment presently is not included. 

Studies of Spatial Problem Solving 

Researchers who study spatial problem solving appear bound by existing descrip

tions and measures of spatial abilities. That is, most researchers (c.f. Barratt, 1952; Coo

per, 1982; Gallagher & Johnson, 1992; Shore & Carey, 1984) limited the definition of 
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"problem" when they considered items from standardized tests as problems or used these 

same tests as measures of spatial ability. The Maker/Schiever problem solving contin

uum (see Table 1 on page 37) provides a useful conceptual framework to examine what 

one might consider the narrowness or broadness of spatial problem solving studies. That 

is, studies in which the problem was well-defined, the method of solution was known to 

the researcher and the solver, and the solution was known only to the reseacher, may be 

considered a study of Type I spatial problem solving. Further, a study in which a "fuzzy" 

situation was presented that allowed the solver to determine the problem, the method of 

solution, and the solution, can be considered a study of Type V spatial problem solving. 

In the following section, the studies of spatial problem solving are presented according to 

Types I, II, III, N, and V. 

Studies of Type I Spatial Problem Solvin~ 

The majority of studies of spatial problem solving (Barratt, 1952; Cooper, 1982; 

Gallagher & Johnson, 1992; Shore & Carey, 1984) reported to date fall into the Type I 

category. Barratt (1952) employed several methods to determine the techniques subjects . 
used to solve spatial problems. First, Barratt administered a battery of standardized tests 

that previously had shown high spatial factor loadings to eighty-seven male subjects 

enrolled during the summer session at a small southwestern university. The test battery 

included Thurstone's Flag, Figure, and Cards Tests, the DAT Space Relations Test, the 

Guilford-Zimmermman Aptitude Survey (Part V, Spatial Orientation), the Barratt

Fruchter Chair-Window Test, and the Industrial Aptitude Survey (part 10, Spatial Orien

tation, Form B), all paper and pencil tasks that required the subject to converge on the 

test-maker's one right answer within the specified amount of time. Eighty-four subjects 
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agreed to participate in Barratt's second step, audio-recorded individual interviews that 

occurred several days after subjects took the test battery. Barratt presented each subject 

with the same set of twelve "problems" (several problems extracted from each test delin

eated above) solved during the test period and asked the subject to relate how he would 

solve the problem. In essence, Barratt asked subjects to think-aloud, after the fact. 

Barratt (1952) analyzed both quantitative and qualitative data gathered during the 

study to test the hypotheses set forth. To accomplish the fonner he computed correlation 

coefficients of the standardized measures, determined the centroid factor loadings, rotated 

factors and isolated four: verbal reasoning, Space I, Space III, and Space II. To analyze 

the qualitative data gathered during the interview sessions, Barratt separated the tests 

given according to space factor loading and hypothesis under scrutiny and analyzed perti

nent interview protocols. For example, the first hypothesis tested was an operational def

inition of the Space I factor purportedly measured by the Figures Test. Thus, Barratt 

analyzed the problem-solving protocols of the Figures Test examples for all subjects and 

paid close attention to the verbs subjects used to detennine categories of problem-solving 

techniques. To test other hypotheses, Barratt reportedly analyzed and compared the pro

tocols of the 23 highest and lowest scoring subjects or analyzed the protocols of the entire 

sample. He paid close attention to the verbs subjects used when he examined some 

hypotheses; he counted words a subject used to describe his technique when he examined 

other hypotheses. Barratt established interrater reliability with two impartial judges who 

independently classified sets of fifteen protocols for three of the hypotheses tested; he 

detennined investigator-subject agreement for other hypotheses. 
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Barratt (1952) concluded that the space factors he isolated corresponded to those 

isolated previously by other researchers. Further, he concluded that subjects who make 

high total scores on timed tests heavily loaded for the Space I factor rely on verbal tech

niques and relate the stimulus figure to abstract figures while subjects with low total 

scores use visual imagery and relate the stimulus figures to familiar objects. 

Shore and Carey (1984) concurred with Barratt's conclusion that some subjects use 

verbal means to solve spatial problems. Their study included sixty-nine boys and fifty

three girls, ages 10 to 15, who attended a university sponsored summer school for identi

fied gifted children. Students took the Block Design and the Vocabulary subtests of the 

WISC-R to determine spatial and linguistic strengths. Initially, researchers divided 

subjects into two groups based on test scores. Subjects who scored between 8 and 13 on 

either test were considered "average" in that area while those who scored above 14 were 

considered "high". Researchers subdivided each group to form four groups, that is, 

average-verbal and high-spatial (13 boys, 14 girls), average-verbal and average-spatial 

(18 boys, 24 girls), high-verbal and high-spatial (25 boys, 8 girls), and high-verbal and 

average-spatial (13 boys, 7 girls). 

Shore and Carey used Oltman's (1968) portable rod-and-frame device, originally 

designed to test field dependence, to assess processes subjects used to solve a spatial 

problem. Subjects were asked to determine when a rod, hidden from view and rotated by 

the researcher, was vertical, and were given eight trials. Shore and Carey calculated a 

subject's score, the "mean absolute deviation of the rod from vertical at the end of each 

trial, measured in degrees" (p. 256), and asked the subject to relate, as thoroughly as pos

sible, how s/he determined the vertical. Based upon established criteria that included 
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talking to oneself, reflecting on the best way to solve the problem, and using verbal 

reasoning, researchers labeled 41 responses as verbal and the remaining responses as spa

tial. Shore and Carey reported 80% agreement with an independent rater. 

Shore and Carey (1984) noted a significant pattern when they calculated Chi

square for the numbers of subjects in each group with respect to verbal and spatial 

responses. That is, they reported that high-verbaIlhigh-spatial, 

average-verbaIlhigh-spatial, and average-verballaverage-spatial subjects more likely used 

spatial processes to perform the task, while high-verballaverage spatial subjects used ver

bal strategies. Shore and Carey also calculated four analyses of covariance with age and 

reported no gender differences in scores on any of the tasks, but found a significant main 

effect for Vocabulary in the type of responses given on the rod-and-frame task. The 

researchers noted that this effect was supported by other correlations. 

Cooper (1982) conducted a series of spatial problem solving experiments with eight 

subjects. She reported that her subjects were from a relatively homogeneous population 

from university settings, but failed to specify gender, age, or ethnicity. 

Cooper (1982) initially determined processes subjects used by presenting each sub

ject with a visual comparison task. Subjects viewed standard visual patterns that varied 

in complexity followed by test probes that were the same as, or perimeter variations, of 

the standard pattern. Subjects responded "same" or "different" as probes were presented. 

Cooper calculated reaction-time and error rate for subjects and reported the means of 

each. Two patterns emerged as a result of this analysis. That is, four subjects responded 

in a short period of time that remained consistent across probes; four others took longer 

to respond overall, but their response time decreased as probes became more dissimilar to 
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the stimulus pattern. Cooper concluded that the time difference indicated the two groups 

of subjects employed different strategies. She reported that the consistent overall time 

group used a "holistic" strategy while the other group used an "analytic" strategy. Cooper 

described the analytic strategy as based on detecting features of the external visual pat

tern that differ from the stimulus in memory; she described the holistic strategy as based 

on comparing the total external visual pattern to a stimulus in memory that remained 

intact. 

One holistic subject's introspective report suggested Cooper's next step. This sub

ject reported that when she responded that stimulus and probe were different she could 

not explain exactly how the two differed, indicating that her "different" decision was a 

result of failure to match the probe instantly to the mental image of the stimulus. Thus 

Cooper designed her next task to force holistic strategists to adopt analytic processes. 

Cooper again employed the same-different procedure but required subjects to indicate 

how the two differed by noting the quadrant of the difference. Cooper found mean reac

tion times and mean error rates for the same-different portion paralleled those in the fIrst 

experiment for seven of the eight subjects but that error rates increased for three holistic 

subjects when they were required to relate which quadrant differed. The remaining sub

ject, classified initially as a holistic strategist, adapted his strategy to be more analytical, 

thus his means profile resembled the analytic group although he responded in less time. 

Cooper (1982) concluded the results suggest "that the natural holistic strategy is not terri

bly flexible" (p. 94). Perhaps a more accurate conclusion might be that some of the prob

lem solvers were not flexible! 
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Cooper used the same stimuli, probes, and subjects during the third task, a probabil

ity study. Subjects, informed ahead of time of the probability (25%, 50%, or 75%) of 

same responses, viewed speeded stimuli and probes and responded with "same" or 

"different." Cooper hypothesized that all subjects would maintain initial differences in 

strategy use when chance of response was equal, that all subjects would adopt holistic 

strategies when the chance of "same" response was greatest, and that all subjects would 

adopt analytical strategies when the chance of "same" response was limited. Cooper cal

culated means, reported results as predicted for equal chance of response, reported that 

the analytic subjects showed no inclination to switch to more efficient strategies when the 

probability of same response was high, and reported that holistic subjects showed slight 

evidence of strategy switch when odds of a same response decreased. Once again, the 

outlier subject in the preceeding experiment showed the most flexibility in adapting his 

holistic strategy to an analytic strategy. Cooper (1982) concluded that "analytic subjects 

appear unable to adopt the holistic processing mode even though the particular task struc

ture may make this strategy more efficient than their natural comparison operations" (p. 

97). 

Cooper reported two final experiments with this same group of eight subjects. In 

the first, a multidimensional pattern experiment, Cooper attempted to force subjects to 

use analytic processes by presenting sequentially visual objects that varied by color, 

shape, and/or size. Cooper reported that all eight subjects used analytic methods to deter

mine solutions, but that reaction times for holistic subjects remained lower than those of 

analytic subjects. In the second, a faces experiment, Cooper hoped to force subjects to 
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use analytic processes by presenting pictures of faces that would necessitate fine differen

tiation. Cooper (1982) reported that the experiment was difficult for all and that data 

were difficult to interpret thus she drew no conclusions. Cooper might benefit by 

investigating the difficulty of most people to switch patterns and strategy when they have 

a preferred style. 

Gallagher & Johnson (1992) investigated the effects of time limits on gifted adoles

cents' performance on problems involving mental rotations. Subjects were selected from 

a pool of 152 males and 143 females representing Anglo (76%), African-American 

(13%), Asian (10%), and Hispanic and Native American (1 %) cultures. All were juniors 

at a state supported, residential high school for students with exceptional math and/or sci

ence ability. Gallagher & Johnson failed to state procedures for selection of the 239 par

ticipants, but one might conclude that these subjects simply were available during 

scheduled testing times. Further, researchers did not specify an ethnic breakdown of 

participants. 

Gallagher & Johnson administered the Cubes (Johnson & Meade, 1987) test, a 

paper and pencil, timed measure of spatial ability in which mental rotation of a tbree

dimensionally drawn cube in space is required. Subjects viewed 32 pairs of cubes that 

were printed with different patterns on each side of the cube, to determine if presented 

pairs were the same or different. Several mental processes must be accomplished to com

plete the task successfully. Processes include comparing visible cube sides, rotating one 

of the cubes, composing a mental picture of unexposed sides, and comparing both 

exposed and unexposed sides of the cubes. 
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Gallagher & Johnson (1992) slightly modified normal test administration proce

dures to test their hypothesis. Under normal circumstances, students take the test within a 

two minute time limit. The subjects in this study also worked within the two minute limit 

and marked responses made during this time with a graphite pencil. When time was 

called, subjects switched to a red pencil to complete any items that remained. This 

method allowed researchers to record and analyze scores on both timed and untimed por

tions. 

Gallagher & Johnson (1992) calculated and reported the means and standard devi

ations of the number of items attempted and number of items correct during the timed 

and untimed intervals for male (N=114) and female (N=117) subjects. Further, they 

reported means and standard deviations of composite numbers attempted and numbers 

correct for each group. Gallagher & Johnson concluded that, although males scored sig

nificantly higher than females during the timed segment, when the effects of time were 

minimized and composite scores compared, male advantage decreased. 

Studies of Type II Spatial Problem Solvin~ 

No studies located to date fit into this category. 

Studies of Type In Spatial Problem Solyin~ 

No studies located to date fit into this category. 

Studies of Type IV Spatial Problem Solvin~ 

No studies located to date fit into this category. 

Studies of Type V Spatial Problem Solvin~ 

No studies located to date fit into this category. 
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Limitations of Studies of Spatial Problem Solving 

In Table 3 the studies of spatial problem solving cited above are summarized. Sev

erallimitiations of the studies cited must be addressed. Most notably, researchers drew 

conclusions based on limited subject pools. Barratt (1952) conducted his study with a 

totally male sample, similar to earlier work in the spatial area. Shore & Carey (1984) 

accomplished their work with a student popUlation drawn from a university sponsored 

summer program for identified gifted youth. One might thus conclude that, although 

both genders were included, the probability of inclusion of representatives from minority 

populations was slim. The authors failed to delineate subjects' cultural affiliation. Coo

per (1982) reported findings based on eight subjects. She neglected to specify gender, 

age, or ethnicity. Gallagher & Johnson (1992) reported the cultural representation of the 

295 individuals in their subject pool, but did not report that of the 239 participants. 

A second limitation is the type of spatial problems subjects solved. Subjects in 

three (Barratt, 1952; Gallagher & Johnson, 1992; Shore & Carey, 1984) of the four stu

dies cited solved spatial problems that were of the "one-right answer, paper and pencil 

variety". Cooper's (1982) series of studies also were of the one correct response nature. 

Cooper did not indicate clearly how subjects responded to the same/different stimuli, 

although reaction time computations appear to indicate a mechanical means. When 

researchers present limited problem situations that, in many cases must be solved within 

certain time constraints, to limited subject pools, conclusions drawn may be viewed as 

limited. 



Table 3 

Summruy of Studies of Spatial Problem Solvin~ 

Study Subjects Spatial Problems 

~ 
Barratt (1952) 87 male university stu- Thurstone's Flag, Figure, 

dents Cards Tests 
84 participated in DAT Space Relations Test 
follow-up interview Guilford-Zimmerman Apti-

tude Survey (Pt V - Spatial 
Orientation) 
Barratt-Fruchter Chair-
Window Test 
Industrial Aptitude Survey 
(Pt. 10 - Spatial Orientation -
FormB 

Shore & Carey 69 male Block Design subtest of 
(1984) 53 female WISC-R 

ages 10-15 Portable Rod-and -Frame 

Cooper (1982) 8 same/different tasks 

Gallagher & John- 114 male Cubes Test 
son (1992) 117 female 

from a pool of 295 
gifted high school 
juniors 
76% Anglo 
13% African-American 
10% Asian 
1 % Native American 
and Hispanic 

Design/Analysis 

Correlation 
Centroid Factor Analysis 
Interview Protocol Analysis 

Chi-Square 
Analysis of Covariance 

mean reaction times 
mean error rates 

Means 
Standard Deviation 

Conclusions I 

I 

isolated four factors: verbal reason- I 
ing, Space I, Space III, and Space II; 
some subjects solve spatial problems i 

through verbal means 

some subjects (high verbal - average 
spatial) use verbal means to solve 
spatial problems 

some subjects use "holistic" strategy 
to solve spatial problems; some sub-
jects use "analytic" strategy to solve 
spatial problems; neither strategy is 
terribly flexible 

males scored significantly higher 
that females during timed segment; 
difference decreased when the effect 
of time were minimized and com-
posite scores compared 

0'\ 
00 
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Problem Solving in Art 

The work of several researchers in this domain merits brief review as drawing, in 

and of itself, can be viewed as a problem-solving activity (Freeman, 1980). However, 

Freeman (1980) cautioned against judging children's spatial ability and knowledge by 

drawings they may produce. At younger ages, as in untrained populations, difficulty with 

the process of drawing may interfere with the subject's ability to display all that slhe 

knows. Freeman stated: 

A gross flaw in the Goodenough-Harris line is the conflation of ability and perform
ance. They use the old slogan "the child draws what he knows" effectively to mean 
"the child draws all that he knows". This is quite unwarranted; surely no other area 
of psychology has been predicated on the assumption that one item of performance 
exhaustively samples the underlying representational store (p. 53). 

A second author working in this area, Van Sommers (1984), noted that his research 

began in a naturalistic manner with observation and analysis of videotaped drawing and 

copying performances, primarily of untrained drawers. He readily found it expedient to 

include more copying to establish consistencies found across subjects. Thus, Van Som

mers was able to draw conclusions about techniques individuals use when they draw, 

such as where most right and left handers begin to draw on a piece of paper, which 

strokes individuals prefer, and how drawers anchor one item to another. Van Sommers 

(1984) likened copying in art to imitation in language and stated it "is not a matter of 

item-by item matching of perception to action, but a translation process, extracting rela-

tionships and using available skills to reconstruct them" (p. 50). 

Finally, the work of Getzels & Csikzentmihalyi (1976) was a substantial contribu

tion both to the domain of art and to the literature on problem solving. Getzels' & Csik

zentmihalyi's subjects (N=179) included 86 male and 93 female students enrolled at the 
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School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Initially the researchers set out to discover the 

characteristics of those individuals who aspired to be artists. They were interested in sub

jects' family backgrounds, mental and emotional characteristics, motives, and values. 

Thus Getzels & Csikzentmihalyi (1976) interviewed, observed, and administered 

psychological tests to subjects and compared results to popUlations of other students of 

similar age, gender, and educational level. Getzels & Csikzentmihalyi concluded not 

only that differences could be found between populations, but also that differences 

existed among art students pursuing different avenues in art. For example, ,the 

researchers noted that female art students possessed spatial abilities far superior to most 

females, but inferior to male art students. 

Getzels & Csikzentmihalyi (1976) probed deeper into the problem finding abilities 

of 31 male fine arts students who participated in the initial screening process. 

Researchers sought to determine the relationship of problem finding behavior to the origi

nality of drawings produced. Subjects, on an individual basis, were presented with a 

variety of objects and dry media and instructed to make a pleasing (to the subject) 

drawing. A researcher observed each subject during the process, recorded number of 

objects handled and the manner in which objects were handled, the number of objects 

selected and procedures used to arrange the objects, and any other pertinent behaviors. 

The researcher also took photographs at specified intervals and interviewed the subject 

following completion of the drawing. 

Getzels & Csikzentmihalyi (1976) quantified problem finding behavior during two 

process stages, that is, problem formulation and problem solution, and quantified a sub

ject's concern for problem finding expressed during the interview. Getzels & Csikzent-
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mihalyi concluded that subjects who handled more objects, took more time to choose and 

arrange the most unique objects, developed their drawing slowly, and expressed more 

concern for discovering the problem throughout the process, produced more original and 

creative works of art than their peers. 

Chapter Summary and Conclusions 

Researchers in various parts of the world have focused on problem solving and/or 

spatial abilities of various individuals. Some researchers have combined the two to study 

spatial problem solving. For example, Barratt (1952) and Shore & Carey (1984) 

examined verbal reports of subjects and concurred that some subjects solve spatial prob

lems through verbal means. Cooper (1982) conducted studies and reported conclusions 

that indicate some subjects employ "analytic" strategies to solve spatial problems while 

others employ "holistic" strategies. Further, Cooper found both analytic and holistic 

strategies impervious to change. In essence, the analytic strategy represents a logical

mathematical approach and her holistic strategy represents a spatial approach; the verbal 

strategies referred to by others represents a linguistic approach. Thus, one may conclude 

that indivdiuals differ in the methods they use to solve spatial problems, that is, some find 

solutions through their spatial intelligence, others rely on their linguistic intelligence, and 

still others work through their logical-mathematical intelligence. These findings were 

substantiated further and delineated more clearly in the present study. 

Unfortunately many studies share certain limiting characteristics, such as popula

tions of subjects that exclude females and representatives from a variety of ethnic back

grounds, use of only problems that are clearly defined, have a known method of solution, 
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and one right answer; and methods that include only an analysis of a final product, most 

frequently some standardized test. Future studies need to be of a broader nature and 

include assessment (Gardner, 1993), rather than evaluation, of an individual's perform

ance across a series of increasingly more complex problems to determine similarities and 

differences across tasks. This assessssment also should include male and female subjects 

of various ages and representing many cultures to facilitate comparisons across subjects. 

As Pellegrino & Kail (1982) stated, 

A multitask approach is important because an adequate understanding of individual 
differences in spatial ability cannot be based upon an intensive analysis of only a 
single task with a high loading on the spatial-aptitude factor(s). Rather, it is neces
sary to conduct analyses that consider the various tasks that yeild correlated per
formance and, in so doing, specify a set of performances that define the aptitude 
construct. A successful process analysis of multiple tasks should provide a basis for 
understanding the patterns of inter correlations among tasks. More importantly, the 
analysis of multiple related tasks should permit the differentiation of general and 
specific cognitive processes and knowledge. This differentiation can lead to a level 
of analysis where research can be pursued on the feasibility of process training and 
transfer (p. 312). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

"If you want to draw a good picture you have to look, to visualize what's there, and 
try to make it go on the paper." 

Subject 12, age 10 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The primary purpose of the study was to describe behaviors that could be observed, 

processes that subjects reported using, and characteristics of products subjects created 

while they solved a series of increasingly more complex problems involving spatial intel

ligence. A secondary purpose of the study was to determine if careful observation of pro

cesses a subject employed, combined with the subject's report of processes used and an 

evaluation of products produced could, indeed, paint a clear picture of the subject's 

spatial abilities. This analysis of videotapes of eighteen subjects as they solved a series 

of five spatial problems and responded to metacognitive interview questions may aid 

researchers in their quest to find alternative methods to assess and develop giftedness. 

The study builds upon and refmes work previously accomplished (Maker, in press). 

Therefore, a review of the methods used in the original work precedes the methods of a 

pilot study (Rogers and Maker, unpublished manuscript) and methods of the complete 

study. 
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Method of the Original Study 

The overall method employed was the task analysis case study (Moon, 1991) using 

an embedded, multiple-case design (Yin, 1989). Thirty-six individuals of a variety of 

ages were selected because they were considered to be gifted in one of the seven intelli

gences described by Gardner (1985). Each subject was studied extensively by one stu

dent investigator. Subjects were presented with a series of five problems in each of the 

areas of intelligence. After each problem was presented and solved, the subject was 

asked a series of questions about the problem, and the problem solving processes used. 

At the end of the series, subjects were asked to reflect upon the whole series of problems, 

their problem solving processes, and their strengths and weaknesses in the seven areas of 

intelligence. 

All subjects were studied by individuals enrolled in a graduate research course on 

Gardner's (1985) Theory of Multiple Intelligences. Problems, instructions, and questions 

were developed by the course instructor and were pilot tested in earlier studies (Maker, in 

press). Each student investigator who conducted a case study participated in the follow

ing training in each of the intelligences: (a) background readings and discussion, (b) 

solving the problems to be presented to the subject, (c) discussing the problem series and 

clarifying the instructions, and (d) interviewing skills. 

All subjects were videotaped, observed, and interviewed. Each student investigator 

analyzed the behavior of his!her subject, and submitted an analysis and the videotape of 

the subject to the course instructor. Analyses and videotapes were reviewed, and individ

ual investigators asked to reconsider conclusions based on additional observations if sig

nificant discrepencies were noted between the analysis and the videotape. 



The procedure specified above was followed in two sessions of classes on Gard

ner's theory, the first taught during the spring semester of 1991, the second during the 

spring of 1993. Minimal modifications in subject selection and materials were 

implemented during the second class session as a result of the initial experience. Thus, 

both years are described briefly below. 

Subjects (Year 1) 
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Subjects were eleven females and seven males ranging in age from 9 to 57. Of the 

total, six were adults, eleven were adolescents, and one a pre-adolescent. Sixteen were 

Anglo, one Hispanic-American, and one was Native American. All were well-known by 

the student investigator who studied them and included current and former students, 

spouses, children, and friends. All were selected because of their giftedness in at least 

one of the seven intelligences. The course instructor discussed the characteristics of each 

individual with the investigator, and gave final approval for his/her selection based on 

this discussion. Some subjects had been identified as gifted using a formal selection pro

cess, while others had not. Some had been included in programs for gifted students, and 

others had not. 

Subjects (Year 2) 

Subjects were ten females and eight males ranging in age from 9 to 51. Of the total, 

seven were adults, eight were adolescents, and three pre-adolescents. Six were Anglo, 

six were Hispanic, three were Navajo, one was Chinese, one was African-American, and 

one was Asian. All were well-known by the class instructor or the student investigator 

and included friends, students, and/or former students. All were selected because of their 

giftedness in at least one of the seven intelligences. Some subjects had been identified as 



gifted using a formal selection process; three pre-adolescents had been recognized as 

superior problem solvers using an alternative identification process. Some had partici

pated in programs for the gifted. 

Materials (Year 1) 

The course instructor suggested the types of materials student investigators might 

supply for problems that required more than paper and pencil. For example, to accom-
, 

plish the musical tasks, several types of musical instruments were suggested. As the 

present study is concerned with the series of spatial problems, details of the materials 

needed for that series of problems follow. 
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In the study of spatial intelligence, subjects were shown black and white photo

graphs with differing shades of black, grey, and white. Each subject was shown an object 

depicting the concept of value that could be drawn fairly easily (e.g., a flower in a pot, a 

tissue box, a wooden horse). Black drawing pencils were used for the first four prob

lems; and because of the open-ended nature of problem Type V, a variety of materials 

(e.g., charcoal, modeling clay, acrylic paints, watercolors, pencils of a variety of colors) 

was available. The student investigator was responsible for supplying exemplary photo

graphs, a page with ten boxes used in the Type I problem, and the variety of materials 

needed for the Type V problem. 

Materials (Year 2) 

The course instructor purchased and packaged sets of materials needed for problems 

that required more than paper and pencil. For example, to accomplish the musical tasks, 

several types of musical instruments were supplied. As the present study is concerned 

with the series of spatial problems, details of the materials provided follow. 
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The course instructor purchased and packaged several sets of materials that were 

needed to accomplish the spatial tasks. The set included all the materials the subject 

might need for product creation, such as pencils, colored pencils, watercolors, pastels, 

clay, playdough, scissors, rulers,. glue stick, and a variety of paper types. The set also 

included exemplary photographs and the page with ten boxes used in the Type I problem. 

Sets were passed (rom one student investigator to the next to ensure greater consistency 

across subjects. 

Procedures 

Each subject was presented with a series of problems designed and pilot-tested as a 

part of a larger study (Maker, in press). The series includes five types of problems that 

vary according to whether three important aspects of the situation (Le., the problem, 

method, and solution) are known or unknown to the presenter and the solver. In Table 1 

(page 37), these five types are presented. Problem Type I, for example, represents what 

Sternberg (1982, 1985) has defined as "well-structured", because the problem is known to 

both the presenter and solver, while problem Type V represents an "ill-structured" prob

lem (Sternberg, 1985) or a "fuzzy situation" in which many problems can be identified 

(Parnes, Noller, & Biondi, 1967). Problem Types I and II require "convergent" thinking 

(Guilford, 1967) while problem Types IV and V require divergent thinking as an essential 

part of the problem solving process. Problem Type ITI also requires divergent thought, 

but since a range of methods and solutions is possible instead of the unlimited or 

unknown possibilities of Types IV and V, convergent thinking also is necessary. 
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Prior to presentation of the spatial problems investigators gave subjects infonnation 

to use in the problem series. The principle of value was explained and demonstrated. 

This was done to ensure that all subjects had this same basic knowledge before being 

asked to solve problems involving the concept. The exact instructions given to subjects 

for each problem are presented in Figure 1. 

As the subject solved the problems, the investigator operated the video camera, 

answered all questions about the task, and monitored the subject's processes and progress 

as carefully as possible. Subjects were encouraged to solve the problems in their own 

way(s), and were assured that the investigator was more interested in the ways they 

solved problems than in their answers or solutions. No time limits were imposed. Sub

jects were encouraged to take as much time as necessary to solve the problems. 

After the subje.ct completed each problem, s/he responded to a series of open-ended 

questions. The series included questions about the subject's (a) perception of the require

ments of the problem, (b) feelings about doing the problem, (c) methods used to solve the 

problem, (d) thinking or mental processes used, (e) the product created, and (f) prior 

experiences that related to the problem or that affected the solution. After each answer, if 

appropriate, the investigator asked probing questions to elicit reasons (e.g., if a subject 

said he felt anxious when asked to do the problem, he was asked "Why do you think you 

felt anxious?") or to clarify. Each interview was recorded. 
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Figure 1 

Spatial Problems 

InstructionlDemonstration: Value refers to the extent to which a color is dark or light 
(black is the absence of color and white is the presence of all color). We are going to 
work with black pencils so that our darkest shade (or value) will be intense black and the 
lightest will be white. 

Demonstration: Demonstrate how different pressure with the pencil creates values of 
gray. 

Examples: Show picture and ask subjects how many different values they can identify. 

Show black and white photographs, discuss values therein. Mention that these and black
/white TV are actually varying values of gray. 

Type I 
On this sheet of paper are ten squares. Use your pencil to color the squares so that they 
range in value from white in this square to black in this square (last). 
Type II 
Using what you know about value, draw this object. 
Type III 
Using what you know about value, change the appearance (but not the size) of the object. 
Type IV 
Now I want you to draw the object again. This time, however, I want you to change it 
without touching it. You may substitute, combine, adapt, modify, or put it to another use. 
For example, imagine or think about how it would look and how the values would appear 
if you were on the ceiling looking down at it, or if it were turned on its side, or if you 
moved it or changed its size in your mind any way you want to. 
Type V 
Using any of the materials here (mention, point to), and remembering what you know 
about value, create a work of art. This may be something you have seen or something 
you imagine. This is ~ art, so you may use anything you want to as your subject. 
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A different set of questions was asked after the subject had completed all five prob

lems in the series. Subjects were asked to reflect upon the experience and to explain (a) 

which problem s!he liked the best, which was the hardest, which was the easiest, and why 

these decisions were made; and (b) the general or overall processes they used. Investiga

tors asked probing questions when appropriate to get as much information as possible. In 

Figure 2 all interview questions are listed. 

After the entire series of problems (five problem types in each intelligence) had 

been completed, subjects were asked to reflect upon the entire experience: to tell what 

they had learned about themselves; to rank order their perceptions of their intelligences, 

from strongest to weakest; and to reflect on their performance on the different problem 

types. 

Data Analysis 

Student investigators analyzed the data collected and submitted the videotape and 

an analysis (mode of delivery, such as videotaped or written, was determined by investi

gator during year 2 and determined by course instructor as written during year 1) of their 

subject that included strengths and weaknesses as perceived by subject and investigator. 

The course instructor reviewed all tapes and compared them with the analysis com

piled by the investigators, and requested revisions if discrepencies existed or if sufficient 

detail was not included to support inferences made about the subject's behavior. A pilot 

study (Rogers & Maker, unpublished manuscript), conducted one year after initial data 

were collected, involved an intense analysis of the spatial intelligence portions of ten of 

the original eighteen videotapes. 



Figure 2 

Interview Process 

After Each Problem 

1. After I explained (the task), what did you think you needed to do? 

2. How did you feel about doing it? 

3. Why did you feel that way? 

4. Please tell me in your own words or show me (with your body, by 
drawing) what you did. 

a. 

b. 

As subject describes what s/he did, jot down pertinent steps/parts of 
their processes. If no sequence is given, ask about it (e.g. what did 
you do fIrst? Then what did you do?) Ask the following questions 
about these steps: 

What was going on in your head as you were ____ ? 

Were you talking to yourself while you were ____ ? 

c. What did you say? 

d. Did you say it in Spanish or English? 

f. Did you see pictures in your mind while you were ____ ? 

5. Using the product as a focus, say: "I'm interested in how you ~--:-::-
You can use words, pictures, or anything else you can think of to tell 
me what you were doing." Ask the following questions: 

a. How do you like, or how do you feel about what you did? 

b. If you could do again or work on it longer, what would you 
change about what you did? 

c. How would you describe (the change)? 

6. During the above process, ask any questions you may want to ask based 
on your observations. 

7. What have you done before that was like this? 
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Figure 2 continued: 

8. How did that affect what you did? 

9. Why did you think it made you feel (repeat feeling)? 

After All Problems 

1. I gave you five things to do (list briefly): 

a. • Which did you like best? 

b. Why was ____ your favorite? 

c. Which was the hardest? 

d. Why do you think ____ was the hardest for you? 

e. Which was the easiest? 

f. Why do you think ____ was the easiest for you? 

2. When you were solving these problems, what was going on in your head? 
(Wait at least 10 seconds. If no response, ask one or two of the 
following probing questions, and pursue as appropriate.) 

a. Did you see pictures? 

*b. Tell me or show me more about <the pictures). 

c. Did you notice smells (odors)? 

d. Did you notice emotions or feelings? 

e. Did you notice sounds (other than my words)? 

f. Did you notice movements? 

g. Were you talking to yourself? 

h. When you talked to yourself, what language did you use? 
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Figure 2 continued: 

i. Do you always talk to yourself in _____ or do you also talk to 
yourself in ? 

* Ask after each answer subject gives in response to any questions in this series. 

General Probin~ Questions 

1. Please describe as clearly as you can what you were doing. 

2. Please describe as clearly as you can what was going on in your head. 

3. 

You can tell me, draw a picture, or do anything that helps you describe 
this for me. 

I was very interested in why you ____ _ Please explain your 
reasons as clearly as you can. 

4. I am interested in your use of the word . Please explain 
your meaning of the word (or why you used that particular 
word). 
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Method of the Pilot Study 

The qualitative study consisted of an analysis of spatial intelligence across ten sub

jects of varying ages and spatial abilities. It was considered a task analysis case study 

because the focus is on problem solving involving spatial intelligence (Moon, 1991); it 

was a embedded, multiple case design because one of seven intelligences studied in sev

eral individuals is analyzed more closely (Yin, 1989). 

Subjects 

A purposeful sampling technique (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992) was used to select ten 

of the original eighteen subjects whose videotapes were analyzed for the pilot study. 

This technique enabled the researcher to include subjects who exhibited diverse behav

iors, reported processes, and characteristics of finished products. Several criteria were 

established to guide subject selection. Criteria included (a) the quality of the videotape, 

(b) age and gender of the subject, and (c) perceived (by the subject and/or the investiga

tor) strength or weakness in spatial intelligence. As sixteen of the eighteen original sub

jects were Anglo, ethnicity was not considered during the pilot study. 

Videotape quality was essential to accurate data gathering. Therefore three selec

tion criteria were established and included (a) a clear view of the subject solving the 

problem series and responding to the interview questions; (b) audible responses to 

interview questions; and (c) proper questioning sequence followed by the student investi

gator. One exception to the videotape quality criterion was allowed. One subject, an 

adult Anglo female, was an artist by profession. The investigator who studied this 
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subject did not tape the subject's entire production process, but did tape the entire inter

view process. This subject's videotape was included in the analysis because of the 

insight that might be gleaned from her interview responses. 

Subjects whose videotapes were determined useable formed a subject pool. Ten 

subjects were selected from the pool. Subjects included equal numbers of highly spa

tially competent and not as spatially competent males and females representing adult and 

adolescent age groups. Specifically, both groups included one adult male, one adult 

female, two adolescent females, and one adolescent male. Subjects ranged in age from 

12 to 57. One female teen was Native American and one male teen was Hispanic

American. In Table 4, demographic data concerning subjects and student investigators 

included in the pilot study are presented. 

Procedures 

The videotapes of four subjects were viewed to develop the coding instruments 

used in subsequent steps of the study. The researcher viewed the videotapes, indicated on 

notecards exactly what the subject did and said, and cautiously avoided making infer

ences about behaviors and responses. At this point she indicated whether the behavior 

occurred during the problem solving process or during the interview; no indication was 

made of problem type or subject on initial cards. The researcher then sorted behaviors 

and responses into categories, determined a title for each category, and sorted within 

categories to determine subcategories (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, Miles & Huberman, 

1984). Category and subcategory titles were included on two coding instruments, one for 

the problem solving process and one for interviews. 



Table 4 

D~mQ~!!l2hi~ Data Qn SYhi~~t:i l Inv~:itigatQ~ (Y~m: II 

Subject 

Subject Gender Age Ethnicity 

1 M 57 Anglo 

2 F Adult Anglo 

3 F 13 Anglo 

4 F 12 Anglo 

5 M 13 Hispanic- Ameri-
can 

6 M Adult Anglo 

7 F 36 Anglo 

8 F 12 Anglo 

9 F 12 Native American 

10 M 15 Anglo 

Spatial Ability Gender 

High F 

High M 

High F 

High F 

High F 

Low F 

Low M 

Low F 

Low M 

Low M 

Investigator 

Ethnicity 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Relationship 

friend 

friend 

mother 

mother 

teacher 

spouse 

spouse 

mother 

none 

teacher 

00 
0\ 
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The coding method and instruments were discussed with a colleague. While simul

taneously viewing the videotape of an adult female, we individually coded behaviors and 

responses to determine recording consistency. We compared note cards made and 

returned to the videotape when inconsistencies were found, that is, when one of us 

recorded a behavior that the other had overlooked. Further, we keyed these cards as to 

problem type as well as problem solving process or interview. Finally, on an individual 

basis, we sorted cards according to prede~rmined categories listed on the coding instru

ments. Intercoder reliability was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the 

total number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100 (Miles & 

Huberman, 1984; Tawney & Gast, 1984). The researcher calculated an initial reliability 

of78% on the problem solving instrument and 94% on the interview instrument. We dis

cussed and refined the coding instruments to strengthen reliability and repeated the sort

ing process using the same data. We calculated interrater reliability at 93% on the 

problem solving component and maintained 94% for the interview component. Thus the 

refined coding instruments became the tools used to classify behaviors and responses 

recorded from videotapes of all subjects. The problem solving process coding instrument 

can be found in Figure 3; the interview coding instrument can be found in Figure 4. 

Subsequent steps included: (a) carefully viewing the ten videotapes (in five cases 

for the second time) to record subjects' behaviors and responses on notecards; (b) coding 

notecards as to problem type, problem solving process or interview, and subject; (c) 

viewing the ten videotapes yet again to determine the length of both problem solving and 

interview components for all subjects during all tasks; and (d) sorting notecards of each 

subject according to coding instruments. 



Figure 3 

Problem Solyin~ Process Codin~ Instrument 

1. Unrelated Movements 

2. Implementation Strategies 
2.1 product modification 

2.1.1 erasing 
2.1.2 shading 
2.1.3 blending 

2.1.3.1 with fmger 
2.1.3.2 with tissue 
2.1.3.3 other 

2.1.4 drawing 
2.1.5 adding color 

2.1.5.1 with colored pencils 
2.1.5.2 with marker 
2.1.5.3 with pastels 
2.1.5.4 with paint 
2.1.5.5 with crayon 
2.1.5.6 other 

2.1.6 outlining 
2.1.6.1 with pencil 
2.1.6.2 with marker 
2.1.6.3 with pastels 
2.1.6.4 with paint 
2.1.6.5 with crayon 
2.1.6.6 other 

2.2 material manipulation 
2.2.1 rotating and/or shifting paper or product 
2.2.2 switching material 
2.2.3 other 

2.3 physical adjustments 
2.3.1 of eyes 
2.3.2 of body position 
2.3.3 of arms and/or hands 
2.3.4 of head 
2.3.5 of object 
2.3.6 other 
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Figure 3 continued: 

3. Expressions of Emotion 
3.1 verbal 
3.2 physical 
3.3 other 

4. Evaluative Expressions 
4.1 of task 
4.2 of product 
4.3 of performance 
4.4 of materials 
4.5 other 

5. Subject Requests 
5.1 for further task delineation 
5.2 other requests 

6. Responses to Researcher 

7. Humor 

8. Characteristics of Final Products 
8.1 value 
8.2 perspective 
8.3 detail 
8.4 abstraction 
8.5 3-dimensional 
8.6 sensitivity to size of object and position on paper 
8.7 humor 
8.8 symbolism 
8.9 other 
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Figure 4 

Interview Codin~ Instrument 

1. Unrelated Movements 

2. Recalled A warenesses 
2.1 visualizations 

2.1.1 related to taSk/product 
2.1.2 unrelated to task/product 
2.1.3 other 

2.2 body movements 
2.2.1 own 
2.2.2 of others 
2.2.3 other 

2.3 sounds 
2.3.1 talking to self 
2.3.2 environmental noise 
2.3.3 singing, whistling, humming to self 
2.3.4 other 

2.4 light 
2.5 odor 
2.6 thinking 

3. Expressions of Emotions 
3.1 verbal 
3.2 physical 
3.3 other 

4. Evaluative Expressions 
4.1 of tasks 
4.2 of product 
4.3 of performance 
4.4 of materials 
4.5 other 

5. Subject Requests 
5.1 for further task delineation 
5.2 other requests 

6. Responses to Student Investigator 

7. Humor 
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Figure 4 continued: 

8. Past Experiences 
8.1 art classes 
8.2 teaching experiences 
8.3 childhood experiences 
8.4 other 

9. Effects of Past Experiences 
9.1 helped a great deal 
9.2 helped somewhat 
9.3 little, if any help 
9.4 other 

10. Illustrative Movements 
10.1 gestures with hands 
10.2 gestures with materials 
10.3 demonstrates on paper 
10.4 other 

11. Descriptions of Tasks as Interpreted 

12. Descriptions of Strategies Used 

13. Product Modification During Interview 
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Data Analysis 

Data were analyzed systematically t~ respond to the research questions that guided 

the study. That is, (a) charts were designed that indicated behaviors that could be 

observed, processes that subjects reponed using, and characteristics of finished products 

of each subject across the five tasks; (b) comparisons were made to determine similarities 

andlor differences in behaviors, processes, and products across tasks for each individual; 

(c) funher comparisons were made to determine similarities andlor differences in behav

iors, processes, and products across subjects for individual tasks; and (d) a graph was 

designed to determine similarities andlor differences in behaviors, processes, and 

products of subjects to Gardner's description of spatial intelligence. 

Several patterns emerged while the researcher viewed and coded cards that 

deserved closer scrutiny across additional subjects. Patterns included (a) eye movement 

from object to paper that appeared to decrease for some subjects as they relied on mental 

images for Type III and Type IV problems, (b) erasures that appeared to increase for 

some subjects as they relied on mental images, (c) movements of paper in one direction 

or another to accomodate the postition needed to draw or shade, and (d) deviation from 

paper and pencil tasks to create with materials that allowed final three-dimensional con

structions. 

Method of the Present Study 

The researcher expanded the subject pool of the pilot study to include eight sub

jects, matched as closely as possible to the first group for perceived ability, gender, and 

age, but representing other ethnic groups. A study that includes eighteen subjects of 
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various ethnicities, videotaped while solving the same series of problems and responding 

to the same series of questions, allowed a more accurate picture of spatial problem solv

ers to be drawn. Student investigators, enrolled in the second session of the course study

ing Gardner's theory, collected data that enabled the researcher to build upon the pilot 

study to present a more comprehensive picture of the behaviors observed, processes 

reported, and characteristics of products created as subjects of a variety of ages, spatial 

abilities, and ethnicities solved spatial problems. 

Subjects 

A purposeful sampling technique (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992) once again was used to 

select eight subjects to expand the subject pool. The researcher previewed all videotapes 

submitted to determine videotape quality according to established criteria. That is, (a) a 

clear view of the subject solving the problem series and responding to the interview ques

tions was shown, (b) the responses to interview questions were audible, and (c) the ques

tioning protocol was followed by the investigator. From the acceptable pool, she 

considered only subjects from ethnic backgrounds other than the manistream. Thus, 

Navajo, Chinese, Hispanic, African-American, and Mexican-American cultures are repre

sented. Four subjects who perceived themselves and/or were perceived by the student 

investigator as highly spatially capable, two as not highly spatially capable, and two who 

were not rated were selected. Subjects' ages ranged from 9 to 51. Half of the subjects 

were male, half were female. The subjects included from the year 2 sample and their stu

dent investigators are introduced in Table 5. 



Table 5 

D~mQ~!1n2hi~ DaIa QD SlJbi~~IS l Inv~SIie:aIQI.S (Y ~ilI 2) 

Subject 

Subject Gender Age Ethnicity 

11 M 9 Navajo 

12 F 10 Mexican-
American 

13 F 20 Chinese 

14 F 18 Hispanic 

15 M 18 Hispanic 

16 M 9 Hispanic 

17 F 40 Hispanic 

18 M 51 African- Amer-
ican 

Spatial Ability Gender 

High M 

High F 

High F 

Not Rated M 

High F 

Low F 

Low F 

Not Rated F 

Investigator 

Ethnicity 

Anglo 

Hispanic 

Anglo 

Hispanic 

Anglo 

Hispanic 

Anglo 

Anglo 

Relationship 

none 

unknown 

fonner teacher 

unknown 

none 

aunt 

neighbor 

none 

\0 
+:>. 
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Procedures 

The coding instruments designed during the pilot study were subjected to one fur

ther reliability check. The researcher and a second colleague simultaneously observed 

the videotape of a nine year old Hispanic male and recorded the subject's behaviors, 

processes, and the characteristics of his products on notecards and determined an initial 

interrater reliability. (This reliability might, more accurately, be referred to as interre

corder reliability as we attempted to assure that no behaviors were overlQQked.) 

Although no numerical calculation was made, we found that we recorded the same 

observations although at times one of us included two pieces of infonnation on one note

card thus our total figures differed. Individually we coded notecards according to prob

lem solving process or interview and individually sorted the notecards according to the 

appropriate instrument. Finally, interrater reliability was computed by dividing the 

number of agreements by the number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying 

by 100 (Miles & Huberman, 1984; Tawney & Gast, 1984). The researcher calculated a 

reliability of 94% on the problem solving instrument and 85% on the interview instru

ment. The colleague, who was suffering from a terrible summer cold and also was pre

paring to leave for ten days of business mixed with pleasure, coded many interview cards 

as "response to researcher" that truly were, but also fit into other categories. We 

discussed these differences and agreed on more accurate categories for those cards in 

question. 

Subsequent steps included (a) viewing the videotapes to record subjects' behaviors 

and responses and code notecards as to problem type, problem solving process or inter-



view, and subject; (b) viewing the videotapes yet again to detennine the length of both 

problem solving and interview components for all subjects during all tasks; and (c) 

sorting notecards of each subject according to coding instruments. 

Data Analysis 
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To address the six questions that quide this research data were analyzed in the fol-

lowing manner. 

Research Questions 1. 2. 3 

What behaviors are observed in individuals engaged in defining and solving prob

lems involving spatial abilities? 

What processes do individuals report using while they are solving and defining 

problems involving spatial abilities? 

What are the characteristics of products developed by individuals engaged in solv

ing and defining problems involving spatial intelligence? 

The notecards of the eighteen subjects were sorted according to the appropriate cod

ing instrument, problem solving process or interview. The coding instruments proved 

adequate to new data collected thus the categories delineated during the pilot study 

provided the framework that enabled the researcher to respond to these questions. The 

researcher aligned categories to more correspond more closely to the structure of the first 

three research questions. That is, eight categories were extracted from the two instru

ments that indicated behaviors observed; two categories were extracted from the inter

view instrument that described processes used. Characteristics of finished products was, 

in and of itself, a category included on the process instrument. Those categories that did 

not appear to indicate behaviors, processes, and/or products, remained to be included in 



the discussion section. To respond to the fIrst three questions, categories of behaviors, 

processes, and characteristics of products were reported and specific examples of each 

were cited. 

Research Question 4 
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What similarities andlor differences in behaviors, processes, and products are noted 

across tasks for individual subjects? 

A three column chart was designed that included behaviors observed, processes 

reported, and characteristics of fInished products. Notecards of each subject were sepa

rated accordingly so that a sequential listing of the raw data gleaned as each subject 

solved the five spatial tasks and responded to interview questions was available. These 

charts proved instrumental for further analysis. 

A second step involve.d sorting all the notecards of each subject according to the 

appropriate instrument. That is, all problem solving process notecards were combined 

and sorted according to the process coding instrument and all interview responses were 

grouped together and sorted according to the interview coding instrument. This process 

allowed the researcher to view categories across tasks for each individual. To substanti

ate fIndings, raw data charts of subjects were consulted and videotapes were reviewed as . 

needed. Once again, categories indicative of behaviors, processes, and characteristics of 

products were extracted. These categories were listed and described for each subject in 

response to the fourth research question. 

The process described above was a systematic inquiry into individual subject's 

behaviors, processes, and products and, at the same time, resulted in identifIcation of 

items to note and compare across subjects. For example, during the pilot study the 
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researcher noted that the eye contact of a subject from paper to object being drawn 

decreased as the subject progressed through the tasks. This could indicate that the subject 

relied on a mental image to draw after the initial reproduction. Further, this same subject 

erased more frequently while drawing the later products, possibly indicating that the 

more the subject relied on a mental picture rather than a concrete object placed before her 

eyes, the more attempts were needed to reproduce the desired effects. Behavior such as 

these were checked across subjects to answer the fifth research question. 

Research Question 5 

What similarities and/or differences in behaviors, processes, and products are noted 

across subjects? 

Patterns emerged in various categories while the researcher analyzed individual 

subjects' data, such as eye contact and erasing patterns. These patterns were checked 

across subjects. When appropriate, charts were constructed and comparisons were made 

to strengthen conclusions. These visual data also were used to respond to the sixth 

research question. 

Research Question 6 

How are these behaviors, processes, and products similar to or different from Gard

ner's description of spatial intelligence? 

Gardner (1985) defines human intellectual competence as the ability to solve prob

lems and create products as well as to find or create new problems. He delineates the 

core capacities of spatial intelligence as "the ability to recognize instances of the same 

element; the ability to transfonn or to recognize a transfonnation of one element into 

another; the capacity to conjure up mental imagery and then to transfonn that imagery; 
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the capacity to produce a graphic likeness of spatial infonnation; and the like" (p.176). 

Gardner's core capacities include a production component lacking in the spatial ability 

definitions proposed by others (c.f. Michael, Guilford, Fruchter, & Zimmennan, 1957). 

Thus an individual perceived as highly spatially competent according to Gardner's theory 

should be able to solve readily the problems posed in the five tasks and produce the 

graphic images requested while one less highly spatially competent may encounter diffi

culties enroute to solution. 

The procedures delineated to allow for exploration of research questions one 

through five enabled the researcher to "paint a spatial ability portrait" of each of the eigh

teen subjects involved. Not only did she take into account the behaviors observed, the 

processes reported, and the characteristics of the finished products, but also she 

considered the amount and nature of past experience a subject reported (Arlin, 1989; 

Mayer, 1992; Raaheim, 1978; Saugstad & Raaheim, 1960). An analysis of portraits 

enabled the researcher to answer the final question. Further, this analysis provided the 

evidence needed to expand upon Gardner's theory of spatial intelligence and recommend 

that Maker clarify certain aspects of her conception of giftedness. 

Assumptions and Methodological Limitations 

Assumptions of the Study 

The assumptions made are the following: 
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1. All subjects have some experience in producing works of art. Some subjects 

may have more experience in produ.cing works of art than other subjects and some 

subjects may have more recent experience in producing works of art than other sub

jects. 

2. All subjects are capable of solving and defining spatial problems at some level 

of competence. 
, 

3. All subjects possess some degree of certain core spatial capacities. 

Methodological Limitations 

The following were viewed as methodological limitations of the study: 

1. The data collected in this study were filtered through the eyes of a practition-

er/researcher and not a trained artist. Therefore, the researcher takes full responsi

bility for any misinterpretation of data that results from lack of technical 

knowledge. 

2. Researcher biases and coder fatigue may have hindered accurate descriptions 

and resulting interpretations of behaviors, processes, and products in a qualitative 

study of this nature. Every effort was made to limit coding time in anyone setting, 

view videotapes in their entirety several times, and spread coding sessions across a 

six week time span. 

3. Although certain procedures were followed to assure as much consistency as 

possible, eighteen student investigators studied and videotaped the eighteen subjects 

included in this study. All student investigators participated in identical preparation 
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proc.edures to reduce variability across investigators, yet this participation did not 

guarantee consistency in the ways problems were presented and in the manner that 

interviews were conducted across subjects. 

4. Motivation factors were not considered in this study. Some subjects reported an 

eagerness "to do their best" while others reported viewing the tasks as "just an exer

cise." Also, some subjects continued to perfect their "finished" products as they 

answered interview questions while others expressed satisfaction with their product 

immediately upon completion and made no changes once they laid the pencil aside. 

As in all facets of everyday life, motivational factors affect behavior, which could, 

in tum, complicate any interpretations of that behavior. 

Chapter Summary 

The primary purpose of the study was to describe behaviors that could be observed, 

processes that subjects reported using, and characteristics of products subjects created 

while they solved a series of increasingly more complex problems involving spatial intel

ligence. A secondary purpose of the study was to determine if careful observation of pro

cesses a subject employed, combined with the subject's report of processes used and an 

evaluation of products produced could, indeed paint a clear picture of the subject's spatial 

ability as conceptualized by Howard Gardner. This study was designed to provide a 

clearer, more comprehensive "picture" of spatial intelligence as delineated by Gardner 

(1985) in his Theory of MUltiple Intelligences, and to demonstrate that problems solving, 

a key ingredient of giftedness as proposed by Gardner (1985) and Maker (in press; 1992) 

can be observed and analyzed to determine subjects' strengths and weaknesses. Subjects 
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were videotaped as they solved a series of five progressively more complex and open

ended problems and answered metacognitive interview questions. The videotapes of 

eighteen subjects - perceived as highly spatially capable and as not spatially capable, 

males and females, adults and adolescents, representing a variety of ethnicities- were 

analyzed through qualitative methods to determine observed behaviors, reported pro

cesses, and characteristics of finished products. The behaviors, processes, and character

istics of products were compared across tasks for each subject and across subjects. A 

portrait of spatial ability, designed for each subject, enabled the researcher to determine 

how the behaviors, processes, and products noted in the studied population are similar to 

or different from Gardner's description of spatial intelligence. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

"I never ever feel the potential for frustration unless I've done the thing before. I 
always say this will be a breeze, something really easy, but it never is. There are 
always the kinks, the frustrating things that drive you crazy .. .! thought how easy. I 
was really optimistic but it didn't turn out as well as I expected it to ... I'm itching to 
get at it again. I want to keep going and perfect it." 

Subject 8, age 12 

AN ANALYSIS OF BEHA VIORS, PROCESSES, AND PRODUCTS 

Researchers (Gardner, 1985; Maker, in press) have proposed reconceptualized defi

nitions of giftedness that require a parallel reconceptualization of assessment practices. 

Gardner (1985) defines intelligence broadly as the ability to solve problems and create 

products as well as to find or create new problems. He also suggests that every normal 

individual has the capacity to develop abilities in seven different areas or types of intelli

gence. Maker (in press) posits that the key element in giftedness is the ability to effI

ciently, effectively, and economically solve problems of various complexities. In this 

study, the ideas of both researchers were tested. 

Subjects were videotaped as they solved a series of increasingly more complex and 

open-ended problems in each of Gardner's seven intelligences. This researcher analyzed 

the spatial portion of the videotapes of eighteen subjects, male and female, some per

ceived as highly capable in the spatial area, others as not highly capable, and representing 

a variety of ages and ethnic backgrounds. The primary purpose of the study was to 
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describe behaviors that could be observed, processes subjects reported using, and charac

teristics of products subjects created as they solved a series of increasingly more complex 

problems involving spatial intelligence. A secondary purpose was to detennine if careful 

observation of processes a subject employed, combined with the subject's report of pro

cesses used and an evaluation of products could, indeed, paint a clear picture of the sub

ject's spatial abilities. 

Summary of Procedures 

A purposeful sampling technique (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992) was used to select the 

eighteen subjects whose videotapes were analyzed for this study. Subjects included eight 

males and ten females, ranging in age from 9 to 57, and representing Anglo, Native 

American, Hispanic, African-American, and Chinese cultural backgrounds. Nine sub

jects were perceived (by self and/or student investigator) as highly competent in the spa

tial area, seven were perceived as having low spatial capabilities, and two were not rated 

by either self or the student investigator. All videotapes were previewed to detennine 

their useability and then analyzed three additional times to (a) record on note cards behav

iors observed, processes reported, and characteristics of finished products; (b) time the 

five problem solving segments and the six interview segments of each subject; and (c) 

affirm that data were reported accurately and that quoted material was recorded verbatim. 

Although this final step was added to assure that videotapes reviewed during the pilot 

study were coded in a manner consistent with coding done on the videotapes of the eight 

added subjects, it became the final step taken with videotapes of all subjects. Therefore, 

a minimum of ten to twelve hours was spent on each videotape. 
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Two somewhat startling'revelations occurred while videotapes were reviewed for 

the third time. First, in spite of efforts made to record subjects' responses verbatim on 

the notecards, some responses were altered slightly by substituting words more repre

sentative of the researcher's vocabulary. Second, some subtle behaviors, innuendoes, and 

remarks overlooked in earlier videotape treatment emerged during progressive reviews. 

The implication of these revelations, that one readily can misinterpret both words and 

actions, remained with the researcher throughout the data analysis phase and portions of 

videotapes were revisited when questions arose or notes taken seemed unclear. 

Data Analysis 

Notations made for each subject as s/he solved the five spatial problem solving 

tasks and responded to interview questions following tasks and the overall interview then 

were sorted according to the coding instruments developed during the pilot study. That 

is, notecards made during the problem solving process were separated according to the 

eight categories delineated on the problem solving coding instrument (see Figure 3, page 

88): (a) unrelated movements, (b) implementation strategies, (c) expressions of emotion, 

(d) evaluative expressions, (e) subject requests, (f) responses to student investigator, (g) 

humor, and (h) characteristics of final products. Notecards made during the interview 

were separated according to the thirteen categories delineated on the interview coding 

instrument (see Figure 4, page 90): (a) unrelated movements, (b) recalled awarenesses, 

(c) expressions of emotions, (d) evaluative expressions, (e) subject requests, (f) responses 

to student investigator, (g) humor, (h) past experiences, (i) effects of past experience, G) 
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illustrative movements, (k) descriptions of tasks as interpreted, (1) descriptions of strate

gies used, and (m) product modification during interview. To respond to the research 

questions posed in this study, categories were aligned as follows: (a) categories indicative 

of observable behaviors were extracted from both the problem solving process coding 

instrument and the interview coding instrument to accommodate the structure of question 

one, (b) categories indicative of processes reported were extracted from the interview 

coding instrument to accommodate the structure of question two, and (c) the characteris

tics of finished products category was extracted from the process coding instrument to 

accommodate the structure of question three. Categories are discussed more concisely in 

responses to the first three research questions. Categories also provide a framework to 

describe the similarities and/or differences across tasks for each subject in response to 

question four and across subjects for each task in response to question five. Finally, cate

gories and perfonnances of subjects both are scrutinized closely to determine the extent 

to which they are similar to and/or different from Gardner's (1985) description of spatial 

intelligence in response to question six. 

Research Question 1 

What behaviors are observed in individuals engaged in solving and defining prob

lems involving spatial abilities? 

The behaviors observed as eighteen subjects solved the series of spatial problems 

and responded to interview questions fell into eight broad categories: implementation 

strategies, illustrative movements, product modification during interview, unrelated 

movements, expressions of emotion, subject requests, responses to student investigator, 

and humor. Subcategories were developed for four of the categories; three subcategories 
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of the implementation strategy category were delineated further. All behaviors coded to 

one category, implementation strategies, were gleaned from the problem solving process; 

behaviors coded as illustrative movements and product modification during interview 

were observed during the interviews; behaviors in the remaining categories were 

observed during problem solving process and/or interview segments. 

Three subcategories were formed from the broad implementation strategy category. 
, 

The first subcategory, product development, included erasing, shading, blending, draw-

ing, adding color, and outlining. The second subcategory, material manipulation, 

included shifting and rotating paper or product to accommodate drawing and shading and 

switching materials. The third subcategory, physical adjustments, included adjustments 

of eyes, body position, arms, head, and object. All three subcategories also included an 

"other" to accommodate outlier behaviors. 

Observable implementation strategies varied widely across subjects and problem 

types. For example, to develop products for the Type II, III, and IV tasks, most individu

als began at the top of the page and drew the outline of the object first. One female ado

lescent began these tasks by drawing a horizontal baseline across the page, and proceeded 

to draw the outline upon this line. One male youth drew and shaded his objects 

piece-by-piece. Several subjects blended with finger or tissue to acquire the desired 

value while others relied on pencil pressure or layering to achieve the same ends. 

Finally, some subjects erased consistently during all tasks, some erased more frequently 

when solving problems that relied on mental images, and two subjects did not erase at all. 
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Most subjects manipulated the same implements, such as the same drawing pencil, 

throughout the first four tasks. One subject used a black marker to accomplish the first 

task, switched to a pencil to draw his Type II product, returned to the marker to draw a 

bold outline for the Type III task, and completed his Type IV product with pencil. 

Another subject used two different pencils to achieve the value she desired on her Type I 

product after she realized she had "maxed out the use" of the first. An adolescent male 

used one pencil to draw and another to shade throughout the middle three tasks. Some 

subjects were able to shift slightly or to rotate totally their paper from vertical to horizon

tal position to accommodate the position needed to draw or to shade without interrupting 

the flow of their process. Others made this same accommodation through physical 

adjustments, the third subcategory. 

The physical adjustments of subjects were, for the most part, task oriented adjust

ments. For example, several subjects moved their arm to accommodate the position 

needed to draw and shade. Some subjects moved their head from side to side to view the 

object or product in a different light. Several subjects lifted their product off the table to 

view and/or held their developing product at arm's length or adjacent to the object to 

inspect progress and study the similarities and differences from that different vantage 

point. One physical adjustment that seemed to stand out among the many implementa

tion strategies noted was the eye movement of the subject as s/he drew the object. Most 

subjects frequently shifted their eyes back and forth from object to paper to "draw the 

object" requested for Type II. In some instances, this eye movement decreased as the 

subjects relied on mental images of the object to draw their Type III and IV product. In 

other cases, the eye movement between object and paper remained relatively stable 
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across tasks. One female adolescent, however, concentrated more on the object when 

solving the Type II problem to depict accurately what she "saw" rather than what she 

"thought she saw." This subject also continued to shift her eyes more frequently and for 

longer periods of time while solving the fourth problem. One adult female literally knelt 

by the side of the table, squinting through one eye across the table's surface, for nine 

minutes to accomplish the task requested in problem Type ill. 

The broad illustrative movements category was divided into three subcategories, 

gestures with hands, gestures with materials, and demonstrations on paper. To accommo

date outlier movements, the generic "other" subcategory was added. Most subjects used 

some type of illustrative movements to augment their verbal responses. For example, 

they pointed with a pencil to sections of the product or object as they discussed their pro

cesses, they used pencil or ruler to point out comparisons between the object and their 

product, or they "spoke" with their hands. 

Some subjects returned to modify their "finished" product during the interview pro

cess. One adolescent female, who returned to work on three of the five products, com

mented during one interview that "I still need to work on it, I've got this mania .. .it must 

be perfectionism or something." This same subject was viewed returning to work in 

earnest on a product after the interview was complete and the student investigator was 

preparing to turn off the camera. A male youth suggested changes he would make on his 

final waterpainted product then asked "should I do it, work on it longer?" 

Most unrelated movements noted during the problem solving process occurred as 

instructions were given. These movements included actions such as running hands 

through hair, twisting necklaces or other jewelry, manipUlating materials nervously, and 
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focusing on something other than the object to be drawn or the student investigator. Sub

jects, once involved in the tasks, focused on the problems, processes, and products and 

expended little energy on extraneous movements. Therefore, after viewing several tapes, 

fewer notations were made that fit under this category unless a subject spent an unusual 

amount of time and energy engaged in unrelated movement 

More unrelated movements were noted during the interview segments and fre

quently included implements that were used during the task. For example, one subject 

played continuously with the pencil and eraser that he used, attempted to balance the 

pencil on the eraser that he set on end, and wrote on and poked holes in the eraser with 

the pencil point. Once again, after viewing several tapes, fewer notations were made that 

fit into this category unless a subject spent an unusual amount of time and energy 

engaged in non-productive movement at the expense of interview responses. 

The expressions of emotions category was divided into two subcategories, physical 

and verbal. Physical expressions included smiles, sighs, or looks of frustration, puzzle

ment, or disbelief when requested to draw the object for the third time. Verbal expres

sions of emotions included comments such as "I hate drawing objects" (when asked to 

draw the object), and "wahlah" (upon completion of a task). 

Two subcategories of subject requests were for further task delineation and other 

requests. Most subjects asked at least one task delineation question, generally before 

beginning the task. Several subjects waited until they were well into the process of prod

uct development to ask such a question, as if they needed the student investigator's 

approval to do what they planned to do with or without that approval. Two adolescent 

subjects seemed uncomfortable with the ambiguity of the open-ended problems and 
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asked several questions to specify more clearly the boundaries of the problem before they 

began. Subjects' other requests generally were for materials that were not readily avail

able, such as water for the watercolors, tape, and eraser. 

The category of responses to student investigator seemed the catch-all category. 

Naturally, all answers to questions readily could fit into this category (as this researcher 

found when working with a colleague to determine interrater reliability) but this was not 

the researcher's intent when the category was established. Rather, this category was 

included to facilitate coding of subject's responses such as "yes" and "ok" to infrequent, 

but nonetheless asked, closed queries of student investigators. 

Several subjects used humor as a means of reducing anxiety and/or frustration as 

they progressed through the tasks. One adult female, for instance, asked the student 

investigator if the music he turned on was to relax him or her and asked, with a smile on 

her face, if they could frame one of her products. Several subjects commented, with huge 

grins, that they could feel themselves moving as they worked on tasks in anticipation of 

the interview question. 

Research Question 2 

What processes do individuals report using while they are solving and defining 

problems involving spatial abilities? 

The processes eighteen subjects reported using to solve the series of five spatial 

tasks fell into two broad categories: recalled awarenesses and descriptions of strategies 

used. Five subcategories were formed from the recalled awareness category (see Figure 

4, page 90): visualizations, body movements, sounds, light, odor, and thinking. The 

visualizations subcategory included visualizations both related to task and unrelated to 
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task. The body movements subcategory included both own movements and movements 

of others. The sounds category included talking to self, environmental noise, and music 

(singing, whistling, humming). Once again an "other" was included under each subcate

gory to accommodate reported awarenesses that did not fit into established delineations. 

Most subjects reported processes only during the interview session. One adult female, 

however, was encouraged by the student investigator to feel free to discuss her processes 

as she worked and sporadically did so. 

Recalled awarenesses differed across tasks for individual subjects as well as across 

subjects. Some subjects reported being aware of pictures in their mind as they solved the 

Type III, IV, and V problems. Other subjects, like one adult male who commented 

"maybe that's my problem, I don't see pictures," reported no awareness of visualizations. 

One female adolescent reported an awareness of mental pictures during all but the fourth 

task and commented "that's part of the reason it turned out so badly." One male subject 

reported that he "did have a picture, a clear picture of almost exactly what I wanted" as he 

began to work on his Type V product; several other subjects also indicated that they saw 

pictures of how the products, or aspects of the products, were to look. One subject 

reported visualizing himself accomplishing three of the five tasks. Another subject 

reported that she saw "images of trying to teach students value by using this as a basic 

exercise" as she completed the Type I task. A third subject reported that the pictures in 

her mind were "not really things that had to do with this, but like ... drawing in elementary 

school" when she worked on her Type II product and that she saw "personal experiences, 

just like family" when she worked on her Type V product. 
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Subjects who recalled body movements discussed their own movements of hands, 

anns, and head. For the most part, these movements all were task related. Two subjects 

recalled movements that were not task related, such as shuffling feet under the table and 

scratching an itch. 

Most subjects who recalled sound reported talking to themselves. Frequently a sub

ject who reported this awareness diG so across all tasks and talked about the "technicali

ties" or "methodologies" needed to accomplish the task, reminded themselves to "do it 

good," or discussed the task saying "I don't like this." Several subjects reported that they 

talk to themselves all the time, and, in many cases, this verbal behavior carried over into 

the interview and translated into longer responses. Many subjects who reported 110 

awareness of talking to themselves during the fIrst task, also reported not talking to them

selves in subsequent tasks and literally spoke less during the interview sessions. One 

adult male commented "I guess I'm not a big talker" while one adult female who talked 

her way through the Type V task reported that "yes, I was, well, you heard me!" Two 

subjects reported an awareness of songs in their head; one related that she was aware of 

"a song going on in (her) head the entire time, a nice soft song" and that the song came 

out and she hummed when her "mind wasn't as occupied" and she was "doing the simpler 

parts of shading." One male subject reported that he was "subconsciously aware of the 

music (playing in the room) and the reason why I know this is that when I do things of 

this nature, had there been no music, I would have been aware of the silence." 

Few subjects discussed their recollections of light. Those subjects who recalled 

odors, for the most part, discussed the odor of the clay. The thinking subcategory of 

recalled awarenesses may have caused confusion for some subjects. For example, several 
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subjects reported thinking about what they were doing or going to do and others thought 

about "doing a good job." One might qu~stion the similarities and/or differences between 

thinking and talking to self. How do subjects differentiate between the two? The appar

ent fuzziness in definitions caused one subject to comment "no, I don't think I was talk-

ing to myself, I was thinking, I was having thoughts but I don't think I was talking, I 

guess I was thinking like I hope I can get this done ... well my thoughts weren't addressed 
/ 

to anyone"; and a second to relate that she "kept thinking no, that isn't right, actually I 

don't use my own name, I just think things, there's like little people in my head, they 

don't call each other by name but they are working together, telling each other that might 

work and be good." 

Subjects described a wide variety of strategies used. For example, one male youth 

described how he looked at one part of his object, drew the part, shaded it in, then drew 

the second part and so on. A female adult used a similar strategy when she "concentrated 

on (a) picture of a tiny space" at one time rather than be overwhelmed by the object in its 

entirety. Two subjects, one male and one female, described how they used available 

implements to flatten and roll clay. One female subject described how she defined value 

"through use of plane, more geometry, by putting lines that indicated change in the plane 

... redefine those planes by using a series of lines or cross-hatchings or dark masses 

opposed to a value gradation with less pencil control." 

Research Ouestion 3 

What are the characteristics of products developed by individuals engaged in solv

ing and defining problems involving spatial abilities? 
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The characteristics of products produced (see Figure 3, page 88) varied according to 

problem type (see Figure 1, page 79). For example, all subjects naturally depicted value 

in the fIrst product, but the methods of achieving value differed. Many subjects increased 

and/or decreased pencil pressure to achieve the desired lightness or darkness. This group 

of subjects also went over darker markings several times. Some subjects used pencil 

pressure but added a layering component. Three subjects used an increasing number of 

lines to achieve value. 

Characteristics of products produced as subjects solved the second through fourth 

tasks included value, perspective, detail, sensitivity to size of object and position on 

paper, symbolism, humor, and abstraction. Some subjects incorporated more of these 

characteristics more consistently into their products than did other subjects. For instance, 

some subjects showed perspective in all aspects of their product while others depicted 

perspective on some portion of their product but not on other portions. Illustrations 1 

through 8 are examples of finished products created by subjects. 

Characteristics of products subjects produced for the Type V task include those 

presented above plus a 3-dimensional component. Seven subjects chose to diverge from 

the limited dimensions allowed by paper and pencil tasks to produce three-dimensional 

products with new materials. Ten subjects chose to add color to a paper product; four 

worked with water color, two worked with pastels, two mixed the media available, one 

used colored pencils, one struggled through a cut and paste activity to produce a kite and 

added color with watercolor and marker, and one subject worked with pencil for the fifth 

time to produce a repeating pattern. 
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Subject 1 - Type III 
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IIIustration 7 

Subject 17 - Type III 
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Research Question 4 

What similarities and/or differences in behaviors, processes, and products are noted 

across tasks for individual subjects? 

To respond to the fourth research question, the behaviors observed, processes 

reported, and characteristics of products produced were categorized and summarized for 

each subject across tasks. To report and identify subjects more readily, subjects are pres

ented in the order established in the demographic data on subjects and student investiga

tors tables, Table 4 and Table 5 (pages 86 and 94). Objects presented to each subject are 

listed in Table 6. 

Subject I (Anglo male. age 57) 

The behaviors observed as S-l solved the series of spatial problems fell into four 

categories, implementation strategies, product modification during interview, expressions 

of emotions, and subject requests. The implementation strategies S-l used to develop his 

products were similar across tasks. He drew the outline of the object first, he worked 

from the top down on his Type II, III, and V products and from the center out on his Type 

IV product, and he shaded in the same progression. He erased a limited number of times 

throughout all tasks, but erased more as he developed his Type IV product. He also 

developed abstract products for the Types III and V tasks when he viewed his own capa

bilities as limited. S-l manipUlated the same two implements to produce his products, a 

pencil for Types II and N, and a black, broad tipped marker for Types I and III. The 

physical adjustments S-l made were inconsistent across tasks. That is, he looked fre

quently at the object as he drew the "impression" of it for the Type II task, he did not look 

as he designed his Type III product but held his product toward the object to compare 
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Table 6 

Objects Presented to Each Subject 

Subject Obiect 

S-1 Candle with wooden holder 

S-2 Wooden horse 

S-3 Skin cleanser container 

S-4 Tissue box 

S-5 Tissue box 

S-6 Coffee mug 

S-7 Potted cactus plant 

S-8 Conch shell 

S-9 Stapler 

S-lO Stool 

S-l1 Pencil sharpener 

S-12 Vase 

S-13 Vase 

S-14 Vase 

S-15 Plastic tray 

S-16 Plastic container 

S-17 Food pusher from food processor 

S-18 Apothecary jar 
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when he finished, and he looked at the object twice, as the student investigator read direc

tions and once to develop his Type IV product. S-1 worked briefly to modify his Type II 

product during the interview. S-1 expressed emotions physically when he sighed in 

frustration as he worked on the Type I product and as he smiled and laughed at other 

times. The requests S-1 made were few, were task delineation requests, and were asked 

before he began the first two tasks. 

The processes S-1 reported fell into both categories, recalled awarenesses and 

description of strategies used. S-1 recalled mental pictures as he solved the last three 

tasks, he recalled his own body movements during all tasks, and he did not recall any 

sounds or talking to himself as he solved problems. S-1 described his overall strategy as 

"thinking about what he was doing" across all tasks. He sketchily described other strate

gies that were consistent with behaviors observed. For example, he reported that he "re

versed the shape of the candle and holder" to produce a "sparse, not shaded, bold outline" 

for his third product. 

The characteristics of the products that S-1 designed included the concept of value 

in all but the one produced for the Type III task. He achieved value in his Type I product 

when he "drew lines closer together so I would have a shade to dark and the last square 

the blackest." He included perspective in his Types II and III drawings, detail (Type ll), 

and 3-dimensions and abstraction in his Type V work of art. He displayed sensitivity to 

the size of the object and its position on the paper across the middle tasks and risk taking 

behavior and comfort with other media when he broke the paper-and-pencil mode to 

create a final product. 
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Subject 2 (Anglo female. adult> 

The student investigator who studied S-2 did not record her problem solving pro

cesses in their entirety. Therefore, the behaviors observed as S-2 solved the spatial tasks 

were limited. This individual was included in the subject pool because she was an artist 

and the researcher felt that her interview responses would provide insight into spatial 

problem solving. 

The behaviors observed (in the limited segments available) as S-2 solved the spatial 

problems fell into three categories: implementation strategies, product modification dur

ing interview, and expressions of emotions. The implementation strategies S-2 used to 

develop her products appeared similar across tasks. She drew the head of the wooden 

horse object first, proceeded to outline the entire body, and shaded the object. She erased 

along the edge of the initial value activity and on her Type II product. S-2 manipulated 

the position of the paper to accommodate the angle needed to draw. The physical adjust

ments S-2 made with her eyes were frequent during the brief Type II segment and as she 

drew the outline of the Type III product. S-2 modified each of the three object drawings 

as she responded to interview questions. S-2 expressed emotions physically when she 

smiled and verbally when she spoke of her fourth product as being "fun." She reported 

that she was impatient with the first "exercise" and motivated by the fourth task. 

The processes S-2 reported using fell into both categories, recalled awarenesses and 

descriptions of strategies used, and demonstrated clearly that she possessed the knowl

edge, technical ability, and experience to accomplish the tasks with ease. S-2 explained 

that she visualized "images of trying to teach students value" and "flashes to situations in 

class where I've taught this" when she produced the first product and images during the 
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second, fourth, and fifth tasks. She was not aware of mental pictures during the Type III 

task, rather she "allowed the drawing to suggest itself." She was aware of her hand 

movement as she produced her first two products and that she talks to herself" all the 

time." S-2 succinctly described the strategies she used to design all her products. For 

example, she "began from square 1 (which) is white and went to pale gray in square 2, 

increasing the pressure on the pencil in each preceding square to create a darker square, 

yet trying to connect the previous square to the following square so that there was a sense 

of gradual increase in darkness" to accomplish the first task. To complete her second 

product she "drew the outline of the fonn first, from that I went ahead and examined the 

fonn to determine where the darks and lights were and began to work on bringing those 

qualities into the figure." 

The characteristics of her finished products included value created by pressure on 

pencil or lines and cross-hatchings on all products, perspective, a sensitivity to the size of 

the object and its position on the paper, and detail on the Types II, III, and IV products. 

S-2 added a characteristic to her fourth product, abstraction. S-2 displayed risk taking 

behavior when she abandoned paper-and-pencil to create a 3-dimensional abstract stick 

and styrofoam figure for her final product. 

Subject 3 CAnelo female. aee 13) 

S-3 exhibited behaviors that fell into four categories, implementation strategies, 

illustrative movements, expressions of emotions, and subject requests. Most of the 

implementation strategies S-3 used to develop her products appeared consistent across 

tasks. She drew the outline of the square portion of the Noxema container, added the cap 

and upper portion, shaded with pencil, and added details. She used light pencil pressure 
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and diagonal strokes to shade products. She piggy-backed upon the idea for change 

implemented in her Type IV product to c~ate her final product. One behavior, erasing, 

was inconsistent across tasks. She erased approximately five times to draw the Type II 

product, did not erase on the third product, erased twice on the fourth product, and 

approximately ten times to achieve the lines desired for the elephant's face on her final 

product. S-3 produced her first four products with the same pencil and rotated her paper 
, 

to accommodate the position desired to draw and shade. She also adjusted the object to a 

position of her liking before she drew her Type II product. The physical adjustments S-3 

made were inconsistent across tasks. That is, she moved her eyes frequently from prod

uct to paper to produce her second product, looked at the object once during the third 

task, and not at all for the fourth. S-3 used illustrative gestures, such as pointing to the 

product and portions of the object, to augment responses during all interviews. Most 

expressions of emotions that S-3 showed were physical and included looks of frustration 

and confusion when tasks were not defmed clearly and smiles when products were com-

pleted. S-3 appeared frustrated with the ambiguity of the open-ended problems (Types 

III and IV) and her requests for further task delineation increased with each succeeding 

problem type. Interestingly, when asked to create a work of art, her only question was 

"does it have to resemble something in the end?" 

The processes that S-3 reported fell into both categories. S-3 used the term "pic

tured" when she recalled related visual images across the last four tasks. She was aware 

of her hand moving during the first task and she "felt myself working with clay and 

coloring" as she produced her final product. She heard a "buzzing" sound as she solved 

the spatial problems and related that she could "hear high pitched noises when no one 
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else can and they start to bother me after a while" but she was not aware of self-talk dur

ing any task. She reported "thinking about what I was going to do" as she solved all 

problems. S-3 sketchily described strategies she employed that corresponded to 

behaviors observed. For instance, she "started off with clay, did the elephant's ears and 

nose, then drew the face" to produce her work of art. 

The characteristics of products produced by S-3 included value created by pressure 

on pencil (Types I and II), value created naturally (Type V), detail (Types n), shading 

(Types III and IV), and perspective and sensitivity to the size of object and its position on 

paper (Types II, In, and IV). Subject abandoned paper-and-pencil tasks to create a mul

tidimensional, cartoon-like final product. ,She attached elephant's ears and nose made of 

clay to paper, drew an elephant's face around the protruding features, and colored the 

face with markers. 

Subject 4 (Anglo female. age 12) 

The behaviors observed as S-4 solved the series of spatial tasks aligned with four 

established categories, implementation strategies, illustrative movements, expressions of 

emotions, and subject requests. Some of the implementation strategies S-4 used to 

develop her products were consistent across tasks. For example, she did not erase during 

any task and one of the first lines she draw was a horizontal line across the bottom of the 

page to indicate the table. Other strategies appeared inconsistent across tasks. She used 

tissue to blend on her Type II product but did not blend or add value to other products. 

She employed an unusual, bottom up approach to produce her fourth product. First, she 

drew a table line, then legs and feet standing on the table, placed the box form on top of 

the legs, positioned the head with antenna, finished the face, and finally added arms and 
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hands. S-4 used the same pencil to produce her fIrst four products and shifted and rotated 

her paper to accommodate the position she needed to draw and shade. Interestingly, the 

only physical adjustment of eyes S-4 made was to look at the object as she began to add 

the flowers to the third product. S-4 frequently shook or nodded her head to nonverbally 

respond to interview questions; she also indicated relevant sections of products through 

illustrative gestures. S-4 expressed non-verbal emotions through smiles and a scrunched 

nose and shrugged shoulders when asked if she liked her product. The requests of S-4 

were few, included one for clarification during an interview, three task delineation 

requests before she began the fourth task, and requests for materials to begin the fifth 

task. 

The processes S-4 related fell into both categories, recalled awarenesses and 

description of strategies. The awarenesses that S-4 recalled were, for the most part, con

sistent across tasks. She recalled mental images of a "picture ... going from light to dark" 

and her hand moving as she produced the fIrst product, pictures of flowers while working 

on the third product, and she "could watch my hand moving a lot" as she worked with the 

watercolors in the fifth task. She did not recall talking to herself during any task and 

appeared to carry this limited verbalization into the descriptions of processes she used. 

S-4 reported that, to produce her fIrst product, she "pressed down in some places harder 

that others" and, to produce her third product, she "fIrst drew the outer edge of the box, 

then I got to the inside and more details .. .! just drew flowers and part where you get the 

tissue." These processes were consistent with behaviors observed, where other reported 

processes were not. For example, she reported that she "made it (value chart) from dark 

to light" yet she was observed going from light to dark. 
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The products of S-4 possessed various characteristics. Value was demonstrated on 

the flrst, second, and flfth products. Perspective clearly was indicated on the Type II 

product but was not established clearly on other products. She was sensitive to the size 

of object and its position on paper when she drew the frrst two object drawings, but not 

the third. The details she added to the third and fourth drawings appeared to be additions 

to accomplish the task, rather than to enhance the aesthetics of the product. 

Subject 5 <Hispanic-American male. ae;e 13) 

S-5 exhibited behaviors from five categories, implementation strategies, illustrative 

movements, expressions of emotions, subject requests, and product modiflcation during 

interview. The strategies S-5 used to develop his products were relatively consistent 

across tasks. He appeared to organize his materials before he began, drew the outline of 

the tissue box, and erased minimally. S-5 manipulated two implements to produce his 

three middle products. He used one pencil to draw and another to shade. He spoke freely 

through the flnal task, discussing the materials ("these aren't very good markers" and 

"oops, I broke it") and commenting on his product ("bit of a size difference"). He freely 

shifted and rotated his products to accommodate the position needed to draw and shade. 

S-5 adjusted his eyes to make contact with the object frequently as he drew the second 

and third product, looked at the second product to compare progress on the third product, 

but did not look at the object to produce his fourth drawing. He stole moments away 

from work to study both object and progress, to look toward distractions, and to commu

nicate with the cameraman. S-5 employed illustrative movements during all interviews 

and used a ruler as a pointer when he responded during the flfth interview. S-5 made 

quick modiflcations to three products as he began to respond to interview questions. The 
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expressions of emotions made by S-5 were both verbal and nonverbal, were expressed 

during all but the fIrst task, and were poignant He appeared perplexed when directed to 

draw the tissue box for the fIrst time and commented "are you serious?," he hit his head 

lightly on the table and gritted his teeth when asked to draw it for the second time, and he 

peered at the student investigator and rested his forehead on the table as she read the third 

set of directions. He appeared ecstatic when given the fInal directions, commented under 

his breath "my art, so anything I want" as he smiled and quickly rubbed his hands up and 

down the side of the clay box that he was holding. S-5 asked many task delineation ques

tions before he proceeded on all but the fIrst and fourth tasks. For eX&mple, before he 

embarked on the Type V task, he asked "a work of art?", "anything, anything I want?", 

"no particular subject?", "does it have to be any particular size?", "does it have to be 

detailed?", "does it necessarily have to be colored?", "no boundaries?", and "no?" 

The processes S-5 reported aligned with both process categories. S-5 reported that 

he "visualized myself coloring in each square," saw "different views of a messed up 

box ... visualized myself drawing this and tearing the box apart," and he pictured himself 

"drawing this and other faces." Interestingly, he did not recollect images of the object 

itself and recalled no mental pictures during the second and third tasks. The self talk he 

reported was related to the task. For instance, as he produced his fIrst product he said the 

task was "fairly simple, easy, and boring," during the second task, he said "I don't like 

this .. .! don't like this," and during the fourth task, "oh, I'd like to see that box mutilated!" 

His only awarenesses of movement were the visualizations previously noted. The pro-
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cesses S-5 noted were consistent with behaviors observed. That is, he used "varying 

degrees of pressure" to create the value chart, and he "made it darker where it is darker 

and added some more shadows that are not as noticeable" on his third product. 

The characteristics of S-5's products included value (products I, II, III, and IV), and 

perspective, detail, and sensitivity to the size of the object and its position on paper (prod

ucts II, III, IV), symbolism (product IV), and color (Type V). 

Subject 6 (Anglo male. adult) 

The behaviors of S-6 fell into three of the delineated categories, implementation 

strategies, illustrative movements, humor. S-6 implemented consistent strategies as he 

progressed through the tasks. He worked with the same pencil, he did not erase, he drew 

the outline of his object beginning at the top, attempted to add the cat and balloon design 

depicted on the mug, and shaded the balloons with pencil (Type II) and with markers 

(Type IV). S-6 manipUlated the same implement, a pencil, to produce all products, 

changing to markers once as mentioned above. The only physical adjustment S-6 made 

was of his eyes to view object a consistent number of times across tasks. S-6 used the 

pencil to point to products as he discussed his strategies. The brief display of humor 

came as S-6 drew his Type ITI product when he acknowledged that "my body is moving 

now, I can feel it." 

The processes S-6 reported merely were descriptions of strategies. He recalled no 

awareness of mental pictures (although he knew what his Type V pattern would look like 

when it was done), no awareness of movement, and was not aware of self talk during any 

of the tasks. In fact, he commented during the third interview that "I guess I'm not a big 

talker," and, during the in-depth interview he related that "maybe that's my problem, I 
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don't see pictures." S-6 gave his most in depth description of strategy after he completed 

the first task. He explained that he "started with (the) darkest one, then I went lighter and 

realized the darkest wasn't dark enough, so I went back to darken darkest, but realized 

darkest still wasn't dark enough so I went back to it for the third time, made that thing 

darker, then I went on to the light." 

The characteristics of S-6's fmished products included value (Type I and II), some 

detail depicting design on mug and inconsistent perspective (Type II and III). The final 

product of S-6 was of a repeating pattern that "is one of my favorite designs. " 

Subject 7 (Anglo female. 36) 

S-7 exhibited behaviors from six categories, implementation strategies, illustrative 

movements, product modification during interview, subject requests, responses to student 

investigator, and humor, as she solved the spatial problems. S-7 developed her products 

by implementing, for the most part, inconsistent strategies across tasks, possibly sug

gesting that she made accommodations for lack of technical skill as she progressed. She 

drew the pot, the lower portion of her object first for the second and third tasks, and 

began at the bottom of the page and drew upward when she created her fourth product. 

She was "kind of perseverating on cactus" when she drew a cactus person, this time from 

the top down, for her final product. She viewed her developing second product from dif

ferent angles and from a distance periodically and literally held her third product next to 

the object to compare. She erased minimally, more frequently on the second task, and, 

during the third task, poised the eraser to use at several points but did not. S-7 manipu

lated more than one pencil to accomplish the fIrst task because she realized that she had 

"maxed out the use" of the first. S-7 physically adjusted her eyes frequently during all 
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tasks, and her body to kneel by the side of the table to produce the cactus from a different 

perspective for the Type III task. S-7 incorporated many illustrative movements into her 

interview responses. For example, she illustrated stroke directions with her pencil in the 

air, pointed to object and product with finger and pencil, and used her hands to help 

explain what she had done. S-7 modified all "finished" products to some extent. The 

task delineation requests made by S-7 came at a variety of times. During the first task 
, 

she questioned if, "when I finish one, do I have to leave it alone or can I come back to 

it?", "can I switch pencils?", and "I can smear black off with my finger?" Other requests 

came before she embarked on a task, such as "do I have to draw the whole cactus?" and 

"you mean using all I just learned in my lesson on value?" after the directions for the sec

ond task were read. S-7 demonstrated a relaxed rapport with the student investigator, her 

husband. For this reason, several comments such as, "you got to have something to 

shade, don't you" were placed into the response category. S-7 used humor in an effort to 

relax herself and to describe her products. For instance, while producing the second 

product she asked "couldn't you have gotten me a little barrel cactus, a one hump sort of 

thing?" and "am I going to have to draw this again?", and of her final product she com-

mented that it was "not a Picasso" but it was a "fine little cactus person." 

The processes S-7 reported fell into both categories. S-7 reported mental pictures 

during all but the first task, and, at one point commented that she "saw it but I don't know 

that I reflected it." She was not aware of movement, stated that "those things slip fast 

from my mind," and that the process rather was "more of a verbal thing." Her self-talk 

was progress oriented with comments like "that edge looks too smooth" and "this edge 

looks like it has another pleat." S-7 succinctly described the strategies she used. For 
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example, she "drew the pot fIrst" when she drew her second product, and "getting the 

physical details of the cactus overwhelmed the light, but I couldn't get light right without 

the details" so "as I drew the cactus I tried to show the shadow and I noticed the shadow 

seemed to move along one side of the spines of the cactus" thus "I concentrated on a pic

ture of a tiny space." During the third interview S-7 related that she had "hammered out 

how I was going to draw details of the cactus, which didn't change a lot with perspective, 

in the fIrst task, then I could focus more on what was important in terms of shade and 

value on it, which really changed a lot with perspective, and I didn't feel I could do it 

adequately with this pencil." 

The characteristics of S-7's fmished products included value in all products, per

spective and detail (Types II, III, and IV), sensitivity to the size of object and its position 

on paper (Types IV and V), and color (Type V). 

Subject 8 (Anglo female. age 12) 

S-8 displayed behaviors that aligned with fIve of the delineated categories, imple

mentation strategies, illustrative movements, product modifIcation during interview, 

expressions of emotions, and subject requests. S-8 implemented product development 

strategies that were consistent across tasks. She began her value chart from the lightest 

end, blended with eraser and fInger (a behavior noted in other tasks as well), and returned 

to completed squares to add more shading as she progressed. To begin her second prod

uct she turned her paper to a vertical position to draw a horizontal line across what would 

become the bottom of the page, returned the paper to the original position, drew the 

outline of the shell, and added shading. The remaining object drawings were produced in 

a similar manner. The first step she took to fashion her fmal product out of pastels, a 
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desert scene, was to draw a jagged horizontal line across the bottom of the page. Next 

she sketched the outline of desert plants and a sun in the sky, and proceeded to add color 

and details. S-8 manipulated several pencils to produce the fIrst products and examined 

many of the implements in her mother's studio before she settled on pastels to produce 

her Type V product. She erased in both large chunks and small sections quite frequently 

as she drew the second and fourth products, but only twice when as she produced the 

third. She shifted and rotated her developing products to accommodate the position 

needed to draw and shade. S-8's physical adjustment patterns, particularly the adjust

ment of eyes, were unique and corresponded to her erasure patterns. She "looked at it 

and Ijust drew what I saw .. J tried not to look at the paper at all" to draw the shell's 

outline on the Types II and N product, but only looked at the object momentarily before 

she began to draw the "rough sketch" of the shell in her Type III drawing. She also 

shifted her body and arm position to accommodate the paper position needed. S-8 modi

fIed all products except the last She stated that her second product was "overall a pretty 

good drawing ... but I still need to work on it, I've got this mania, I don't know, it must be 

perfectionism or something." The researcher noted that she returned to work on one 

product in earnest as the student investigator prepared to tum off the camera for a short 

break! S-8 spoke with her hands during the interview segments, pointed to product and 

points on the object, and demonstrated on paper. S-8 expressed emotions freely both ver

bally and physically. She discussed "frustration" and "annoyance" as she accomplished 

the fIrst task, she gritted her teeth when directions were read for the second task, and, at 

one point while working, she stopped, took a deep breath, exposed her teeth, put her 
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knuckles to her mouth, and said "darn". As she progressed through the fourth task she 

smiled an "aha" smile, grimaced, and sighed. The requests made by S-8 were minimal, 

and were asked only as the tasks became more open-ended. 

S-8 reported processes from both categories. She saw the pictures in her mind dur

ing all but the fourth task, and speculated that her products did not turn out adequately 

when she did not pay attention to her mental images. For example, she commented that 

she "first saw (pictures) when you said draw light to dark ... but I didn't focus on that when 

I was coloring it in and sometimes it didn't work out when I wasn't paying attention to 

the pictures" during the flrst task. She made a similar comment, that she saw "no pic

tures, and that's part of the reason it turned out so badly .. .if I would have had a clear cut 

picture in my mind, I could have drawn that," when reflecting on the fourth task. She 

stated that, when she produced the flnal product, she saw "pictures, yes, of the specific 

thing I was doing, what I wanted it to look like when it was done" She reported that she 

was aware of her body moving during all tasks. Finally, she was aware of a song in her 

head, that escaped as humming when she was "doing the simpler parts of shading," and 

she was aware that she "talk(s) to myself in pretty much everything I do, discussing with 

myself what I want to do." S-8 clearly described the strategies she used to achieve end 

products. For example, when she worked on the third product, she related that "first I did 

a rough outline like I did before, and then I did big polka dots. I was going to do polka 

dots all in it, then I thought, by shading, why don't we do shading polka dots so I did the 

darkest, next dark, lightest, and the center still wasn't filled in and I couldn't get any 

lighter, so I decided to do scribbles, dark, medium, light ... over here, when I look at this I 

see this creamy yellow glow coming out so I did a light bulb." 
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The characteristics of S-8's fmished products included value, (Types I, IT, III, and 

IV), inconsistent perspective and detail (Type IT), symbolism (Type Ill), detail, color, and 

sensitivity to the size of objects and their position on paper (Type V). 

Subject 9 (Natiye American female. a~e 12) 

Three categories of behaviors, implementation strategies, illustrative movements, 

and subject requests, were noted as S-9 completed the spatial tasks, but few observations 

were noted in each category. That is, to develop her products S-9 used the same pencil 

for the fIrst four tasks and she neither erased nor did she return to any box to alter the 

shading in the fIrst task. She drew her second product from the bottom up and rested the 

object on a horizontal table line, she altered this product to become her third product, and 

she alternated between drawing part and shading part to produce her fourth drawing. S-9 

rotated and shifted her paper and adjusted her body to accommodate the position she 

needed to draw and shade. The physical adjustments of S-9's eyes were frequent across 

the middle tasks and, as she drew the fourth drawing, she stopped several times to study 

the object. S-9 used few illustrative gestures and asked questions only before she began 

the third and fInal tasks. 

The process reported by S-9 fell into both categories, but, once again, were few in 

number and sketchily related. S-9 recalled awarenesses that were inconsistent across 

tasks. That is, she related that she "picture(d) that it was at another way other than 

straight up and just dr(e)w how 1 saw it" when she accomplished the fourth task, but she 

reported no other images. She "felt pressure in hand" and her hand "drawing how the 

object was shaped" during the fIrst and second tasks, but not as she worked on any other 

project. She recalled "just thinking to myself, I'm going to mess up or I'm going to be 
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wrong," (Type I) and "just keep thinking how you see it when it's on its side" (Type IV). 

Finally, she thought "about my culture, how they live on the reservation, that stuff, and 

my brother, he's an artist and he draws a lot and I used to see him draw like the desert 

and the mountains, sunrise, and stuff' when she created her final desert scene. S-9 

painted a rough sketch of her processes that was overridden by the fact that she "felt like I 

had to do it right." For example, she "made dark shades to light ones and put pressure on 

then less pressure," and she "color(ed) in parts to show that you couldn't see through 

them, just to show that it wasn't clear." 

The characteristics of S-9's finished products were value (Types I, II, III, and IV) 

and color (V). 

Subject 10 (Anglo male. age 15) 

S-10 displayed behaviors that aligned with five of the delineated categories, imple

mentation strategies, iIIustrative movements, product modification during interview, 

expressions of emotions, and subject requests. S-10 implemented product development 

strategies that were consistent across tasks. He began the second and third tasks with a 

planning strategy, that is, he "sketched" his object on paper with pencil in hand but with

out making any marks. He shook his head in the affirmative then proceeded to draw the 

outline of the stool and shade it with pencil. He erased minimally as he created his 

products. S-10 manipulated the same implement for the first four tasks and switched to 

pastels that he "felI totally in love with" to produce his final product. S-1O physically 

adjusted his body position, sat on one leg, leaned over his paper, moved his arm to 

accommodate the position needed to draw and shade, and moved his eyes back and forth 

from object to paper during the second, third, and beginning of the fourth tasks. S-1O 
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became animated as he discussed his stool creature and its movement and he gestured 

with hands at various other times. S-1O worked briefly on his fIrst two "fInished" prod

ucts as he responded to interview questions. S-1O expressed emotions both verbally, for 

example when he discussed frustration because "I couldn't get it to change beyond just 

physical drawing and still look like the stool," and physically when he smiled and 

laughed with the student investigator. S-10 asked several task delineation questions 

before he embarked on the third and fourth tasks. 

Processes reported by S-1O fell into both categories. S-1O was aware of mental 

images through all tasks but the third. Visualizations included a "value system in my 

head so I knew I wouldn't be too far off' and "an image of what I wanted" for the fInal 

product. He recalled movement during all tasks, but particularly the fourth task when he 

"brought it (stool) to life in my head." He reported talking to himself during the fIrst four 

tasks. This self talk was task related when he completed his fIrst product and evaluation 

of his own performance through the remaining three tasks. During the fourth activity (the 

student investigator did not record the entire process time) S-10 reported that he did not 

talk to himself but that "actually you and I were talking, the hand went one way and the 

mouth went the other." S-10 described strategies that were consistent with behaviors 

observed. He "pick(ed) up my pencil to get a general idea of what I was drawing" and 

drew "basically an outline of what I thought I saw and then I tried to add in a little bit of 

shading" to create the second product, and he "put marks on the paper that looked like the 

chair and tried to add on some more stuff so it would look different than the one before" 

when he drew the third product. 
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The characteristics of S-lO's products were value (Types I, II, III, and IV), perspec

tive and detail (Type IV), and color (Type V). 

Subject 11 (Nayajo male. a~e 9) 

The behaviors observed as S-11 solved the experimental tasks sorted into four cate-

gories, implementation strategies, illustrative movements, unrelated movements, and sub-

ject requests. S-11 implemented an interesting strategy to develop the Types II, III, and 
, 

IV products. That is, he drew his versions of the pencil sharpener in a piece-by-piece 

manner. He began in the center of a horizontally placed paper, drew and shaded the 

crank, moved to the body section, drew, shaded, and added details, and followed this pro

cedure until the product was complete. He also used this strategy to produce subsequent 

products. He sporadically discussed processes as he accomplished three tasks with 

comments such as "I'm going to do wet paint fIrst, makes things better" and "keep going 

red until I make one half then I'll go a different color." Interestingly, S-11 proposed 

changes that he would make to his Type ITI product, and implemented these changes to 

design his fourth product. He erased several times as he produced the fIrst two products, 

but did not erase on the fInal three products. S-11 frequently steered from the interview 

path and began unrelated conversations with the student investigator. One particularly 

lengthy portion actually was deleted from the total time of the Type V interview segment. 

S-11 drew all products with the same pencil, turned his paper to accommodate his efforts, 

physically moved the object during the second task, and turned the object to draw the side 

view for the third task. S-11 adjusted his eyes to look from object to paper during all 

tasks. This subject augmented his verbal responses with illustrative movements during 
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all interview segments. S-ll spent a considerable amount of time and energy on unre

lated movements. Specifically, when his mind and hands were not occupied with the task 

of production, they were kept busy in other ways. For example, the subject squirmed in 

his chair, played with the implements available, yawned and stretched, and played with 

his clothing. The requests S-ll made were minimal, included questions such as "yea, my 

art, I could start now?" and "I'm getting real white now, huh?" in an attempt to involve 

the student investigator in his activity. 

Both process categories were represented in the responses of S-ll. He recalled 

mental pictures as he produced his first two products, reported an awareness of move

ment during the first and fourth tasks, and did not recall self-talk except to say "boo to 

talk for him (the pencil sharpener creature)." He reported "thinking that I could do a good 

job," and "thinking that if I could do an easy job maybe I could do a hard one, because 

easy goes to the middle, easy then to the hard." S-ll described strategies that were con

sistent with observed behaviors. For example, he "used the pencil to draw this part 

(crank) and shade it in and I wrote the name and I wrote the things that make it stand apd 

I wrote the (pointed) where you put it in ... " 

The characteristics of S-ll's products were value (Type I), shading, and detail 

(Types II, III, and IV). S-ll chose to work with watercolor to design a final product and 

created a "rainbow circle" that also could have been an "Easter egg." Experimenting with 

the media he selected appeared more important to S-ll than did any final product he 

might create. Thus, although he overlapped colors on the page and was sensitive to light 

and dark, color was the only characteristic represented in the final product. 
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Subject 12 (Mexican American female. a~e 1 Q) 

The majority of the behaviors noted as S-12 solved the serie:; of spatial tasks sorted 

into two categories, implementation strategies and illustrative movements; she did ask 

one task delineation question and expressed her emotions physically with smiles at times. 

S-12 shaded lighter boxes with small vertical strokes, began in the second box, lifted her 

hand off the paper to move from one square to the next, increased the size of her strokes 

as she progressed to darker squares, and layered both types of strokes in the last two 

boxes. She did not return to any shaded boxes while working on the first product, and 

she erased few times on subsequent products. She drew the sides of her object first when 

she produced the second drawing, altered the second product to produce the third, and 

drew the bottom of the vase in the lower left hand comer of the paper to begin the fourth 

product. S-12 both shifted and rotated the paper to accommodate the paper position she 

desired, and accomplished the same goal by physically adjusting her arm. She moved her 

eyes between the object and her paper to produce the second and fourth product, but, did 

not look toward the object when she turned her second product into her third. S-12 

"spoke" with her hands throughout the interviews, and moved her hands in circular 

motions when she discussed making squares "darker and darker." 

The processes reported by S-12 were of both types, recalled awarenesses and 

descriptions of strategies. S-12 "saw the picture, the one of the suitcase you just showed 

me and thought of the black" as she shaded the squares, she "saw it (vase) in my mind 

even though I wasn't looking at it" as she altered the second drawing, she "saw it on its 

side" as she created the fourth product, and she pictured "a house, like maybe in Arizona 

somewhere, maybe in the middle of a meadow or something, and a house all alone" when 
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she created her final product. She was not aware of movement during most of the tasks 

but acknowledged that "to move my hand, my body does vibrate." She was not aware of 

talking to herself during four of the five tasks, but she recalled that she thought to "try my 

best to create." The processes S-12 reported were consistent with the behaviors observed. 

She "added more shadow - I made a few things darker and a few things lighter" on her 

third product. On her fourth product she "tried to make it so that, right here you can see 

kind of that it goes down like that so that you had to make it more together, not such a 

straight line like I had before." When she created her final product she "was starting to 

make a tree and then I realized that I had some brown so I used the brown, and I cut out 

little green construction paper, the leaves, ummm, I did the house, and then her." 

The characteristics of S-12's products were value (Type I), shading and inconsistent 

perspective (Type II, III, and IV), and three dimensions, color, and detail (Type V). To 

create a final product S-12 chose to diverge from the limited dimension allowed by 

paper-and-pencil tasks. The focal point of her final product was a tree formed from clay 

with construction paper leaves. She drew a house on white paper, cut it out, attached 

small pieces of clay to the back, stood the house up slightly behind and to the side of the 

tree, drew a step under the door on the white sheet that lay on the table, shaded the paper 

a ground color, and followed the same procedure to design a little girl saying "hi." Inter

estingly, S-12 commented at the end of her fourth interview that her object reminded her 

ofa tree! 
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Subject 13 (Chinese female. alW 20> 

The behaviors noted as S-13 cpeated the products requested in the spatial tasks 

aligned with five of the eight categories. That is, S-13 exhibited behaviors in all catego

ries except product modification during interview, unrelated movements, and responses 

to student investigator. S-13 implemented a variety of strategies to develop her products, 

some not exhibited by any other subject. For example, she wrote black above the far left 

box and white above the far right box before she began to shade on the first task. She 

shaded with medium sized vertical strokes in the center of the box and filled in upper and 

lower edges with smaller vertical strokes. She shaded and reshaded the first three darkest 

boxes, then progressed along the spectrum and shaded a small central portion of each 

box. She revisited all boxes several times and commented that "I can't make those as 

black as these letters here, that's not pure black, it's sort of gray." She developed all 

object drawings beginning with the outline at the top, erased more frequently as she pro

duced her second product, and used vertical strokes, horizontal strokes, and "swirls" to 

shade. S-13 used the same pencil to produce the first four products and used the clay tool 

to help add lines to her final product. She was the only subject who handled her object 

before and as she created her Type ill product because she "thought I better be creative 

on this one, so I picked it up and took a good look at the object and viewed it in different 

perspectives." She shifted her paper frequently to accommodate the position she needed 

to draw and shade. S-13 made several physical adjustments to accomplish the tasks. She 

looked at the object often as she drew the second product, looked less frequently during 

subsequent tasks, and she adjusted her entire upper body, as if to lay her head on the 

table, to gaze at the object before she began the third and fourth tasks. She stopped her 
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work, sat back in her chair, and studied her progress at various intervals. S-13 's illustra

tive movements were limited, included gesturing with hands, but she made up for lack in 

one area with an extraordinarily happy demeanor as she responded to interview 

questions. S-13 made minimal requests for task delineation with two such questions the 

most before anyone task. S-13 displayed humor and a playful attitude with the student 

investigator, her former teacher. For example, after she completed the value chart she 

asked, with a rather large smile on her face, "should I sign it too?" In that same inter

view, when asked how she felt about something she responded, "what do you mean, how 

did I feel, do you really want to know?" and again followed the comment with a laugh. 

S-13 reported processes from both categories. She recalled visualizations in all but 

the second task, she was aware of her body moving and talking to herself during all tasks. 

For the most part, all self talk was process related, and included comments such as "oh, 

there are swirls on the vase, I think I better go and add them in" and "I see white spots so 

I have to kind of not color those places" from the second interview. S-13 reported pro

cesses so concisely during interview sessions that one might be able to follow them to 

reproduce her path. For example, to create her third product she "drew the top with the 

stem fIrst, then from there I drew an hourglass shape because that's what an apple core 

seemed to look like to me, and then I darkened the bottom part of the apple core because 

that's sort of the bottom of the apple core, and then I went and drew sort of an oval shape 

in the center of the body to make it look like the center of an apple core, where the seeds 

are." 
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The products produced by S-13 indicate her level of technical competence. The 

characteristics of her products included value (all Types), perspective, detail, and sensi

tivity to size of object and position on paper (Types II, ITI, N), and three dimensions and 

color (Type V). S-13 exhibited risk taking behavior when she departed from 

paper-and-pencil tasks to create a lily pond from playdough as her final product. 

Subject 14 <Hispanic female. age 18) 

The behaviors exhibited by S-14 as she solved the series of spatial tasks sorted into 

four categories, implementation strategies, illustrative movements, expressions of emo

tions, and subject requests. S-14 implemented some strategies consistently across tasks. 

She studied her progress at intervals during development and picked up the paper or the 

comer of the paper to do so, and blended with her finger as she developed several prod

ucts. She drew the outline first on the second and fourth drawing, and modified her sec

ond product to become her third. Other product development strategies, such as erasure 

patterns, were inconsistent across tasks. She erased as she drew the object for the second 

task more frequently than during any other task, and she erased along the edges of the 

value chart. S-14 manipulated the same pencil as she drew all products, but diverged and 

used a variety of materials to create her final product. She accomplished her drawings by 

rotating and shifting her paper to accommodate the position she needed, and did so many 

times as she produced her fourth product. The researcher later discovered that this "cop

ing" behavior was implemented because "she wanted to make it different so I wanted to 

do it upside down, but I had to do it like standing up first to make it more better." The 

physical adjustments of her eyes from object to paper were frequent during the second 

and fourth tasks, but, as she did not redraw the object for the third task, she did not look 
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back and forth. S-14 pointed to the product and the object as she responded to interview 

questions. She expressed her emotions both physically, through smiles, chuckles, sighs, 

and laughs, and verbally, particularly as she created her final product. The requests for 

further task delineation S-14 made became more frequent as the tasks became more open. 

The processes S-14 reported were of both types, recalled awarenesses and descrip

tions of strategies. She was aware of mental pictures that sprang from the content of the 
, 

task, but were not directly related to the task, during three of the five activities. For 

instance, as she created her final product, she recalled "personal experiences, just like 

family." She was aware of her body moving during four of the tasks, and she was aware 

of talking to self during all but one task, saying things like "try to catch the little things." 

She described her processes in a clear but sketchy manner with comments such as she 

"had this brainstorm of what I was going to do and then I looked at what materials I had 

and worked with them" to do "something I could relate to, namely I wanted to do some-

thing I could relate to." 

The characteristics of S-14's fmished products included value (Types I, IT, lIT, and 

V), inconsistent perspective (Types IT, lIT, and N), detail (Types lIT, IV, and V), and 

color, three dimensions, and symbolism (Type V). S-14 exhibited adventurous, risk

taking behavior when she created her final product. She used light colored construction 

paper to make a backdrop for a light colored house made of clay. She completed this 

section of the scene by adding a picket fence and a "normal" family. She attached dark 

colored construction paper to the completed section, designed a dark colored house, and 

juxtaposed people to indicate a "dysfunctional" family. S-14 explained that her product 

"says something, it has a message, it's just describing certain families ... " 
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Subject 15 (Hispanic male. a~e 18) 

S-15 exhibited behaviors that mainly fell into two categories, implementation strate

gies and subject requests. He added briefly to one product and he pointed to the object, 

and demonstrated creating value with lines and dots, as he responded to interview 

questions but did not exhibit these behaviors during most segments. S-15 also responded 

in depth (more than any other subject) when questioned about the shades in the sample 

value pictures. He pointed to and counted various shades, and verbalized possible rea

sons for the value, such as, "there it's dark because you can't see into it" and "here it's 

very white because there's a lot of the glass and the floor shining." S-15 implemented 

product development strategies that were consistent across tasks. He developed his Type 

I product from the light to dark with line rather than pressure. He produced his "quick 

sketches" of the object by drawing the outline first then adding shading. He used the 

same sketching strategy to create an "architect model" as his final product, but exhibited 

other problem solving behaviors not apparent in drawing activities. For example, he did 

not have access to a stapler that he requested so he modified his plan and used tacky 

adhesive when he could. Also, the watercolors he used did not achieve the color he 

desired, so he supplemented the color with colored pencils. He erased minimally across 

tasks, manipulated the same pencil to draw and shade in all tasks, and he used a variety of 

the materials provided to create his final product. S-15 altered his body position at times, 

moved his arm to accommodate the paper position needed, and adjusted his eyes to look 

from object to paper frequently during the second and third task. S-15 asked several task 

delineation questions, sometimes before, sometimes during, product production. He 
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somewhat pushed the limits of the task as he produced the fourth product. He com

mented initially "I can move it around, right?", stated that "if I have to imagine, I can 

imagine" when the student investigator said moving the object was not allowed, and later, 

when his drawing was well under way, commented "I'm allowed to look?" as he did just 

that! 

The processes reported by S-15 were from both categories. He was aware of mental 

activity, but he was hesitant to acknowledge that he saw pictures or talked to himself. 

S-15 reported "trying to imagine a view of the computer" during the fIrst task, was not 

aware of mental pictures during the second task, stated that he "knew how that would 

look, I didn't picture, I didn't visualize, well, I guess I did visualize it but it's more like a 

picture of where the light should be rather than how the light would affect that," when he 

created the third product, saw "a brief picture" before he drew the fourth product, and he 

"did have a picture in my mind, a clear picture of almost exactly what I wanted" before 

he created his final product. He was aware of movement during three tasks including the 

last "occasionally, when there was a pause, when I was trying to figure out what to do 

next, I guess I got a chance to observe what I was doing." S-15 reported that "no I don't 

think I was talking to myself, I was thinking, I was having thoughts, but I don't think I 

was talking, I guess I was thinking like I hope I can get this done ... well, my thoughts 

weren't addressed to anyone" as he worked on the first product, reported not talking to 

himself during the second task, acknowledged that he was "basically giving myself direc

tions, at times, like make this darker here and things like that" when he produced his third 

product, he "had a song going through my head" during the fourth and fifth tasks as he 

produced and "wondered if you were observing, would you understand what this is, 
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would you realize what I'm trying to do." Interestingly, S-15 was the only subject who 

verbally acknowledged the presence of the student investigator! S-15 described the strat

egies he used in a concise manner. For instance he "was trying to remember, actually 

how my computer does it (creates value), .. .if I could imitate it" when he created his value 

chart. He accomplished this task "mostly by the number of lines you see ... rather than 

pressure cause like in ink you won't be able to do something like this" (use pressure to 

create value). He worked from light to dark "because I'm left handed and I would start 

here and go there .. .it wouldn't be right for me to go (left to right) it would be confusing." 

He "predicted what this exercise would be after the pictures, so I knew basically what to 

do, not exactly, I had the techniques in my mind to do this." 

The characteristics S-15 incorporated into his finished products included value and 

detail (all Types), perspective, sensitivity to the size of the object and its position on 

paper (Types II, Ill, IV), and three dimensions and color (Type V). S-15's products are 

included in Illustrations 9, 10, 11, and 12. S-15 departed somewhat from the paper-and

pencil mode of the first four tasks to create his final product. He designed the base of his 

architect model using pencil, watercolors, and colored pencils, then added a "brick wall" 

designed from clay and water sculptures designed from construction paper. 

Subject 16 (Hispanic male. a~e 9) 

S-16 displayed behaviors that, for the most part, aligned with two of the delineated 

categories, implementation strategies, and subject requests. He implemented similar 

product development strategies across tasks. To complete the first task he used horizon

tal strokes and shaded in only a small central portion of each square. He drew the outline 

of the object first then added details and shading to complete tasks two and four, and he 
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transfonned his second product into the third. He accomplished the fIrst four tasks 

quickly and with the same pencil, he held the pencil on the side to shade, and he erased 

minimally across tasks. He appeared somewhat unfocused and undecided when given the 

freedom to use any or all of a variety of materials to create whatever he wished. S-16 

shifted his paper to accommodate the desired position and physically adjusted his body, 

to study both object and product, his eyes, to look from object to paper during the second 

and third tasks, and his arm, to reach out and touch the object several times as he drew 

the second product. S-16 asked several simple task delineation questions before he began 

the second and fourth tasks, and, before the fifth task, he asked "with all this?" and "who 

cares if it doesn't exist?" 

Processes reported by S-16 were of both types, recalled awarenesses and descrip

tions of strategies. He was aware of mental pictures of "when the shades already done", 

"when it's all done", and "when I was like doing the cactus I was like seeing it already 

done" during the third, fourth, and fifth tasks. He was aware of his hand (Type I and V) 

and body (Type I) moving at times. He recalled talking to himself ("yea, a little") during 

all productions, relating steps he needed to take such as "I'm gonna put some over here 

because there is some and over here" and "I'm gonna make this right here and this right 

here." The processes S-16 reported, though simply stated, were consistent with behaviors 

observed. For example, he related that he "had to put this (pointed to the object), to make 

this angle here (pointed to product) without seeing it" to create his fourth product and he 

"just started to color square with just light and then I did darker and darker" when shad

ing his value chart. 



The characteristics of S-16's fmal products included value (Types I, III, and V), 

shading (Types II and IV), detail (Type II, III, and N), and color (Type V). 

Subject 17 (Hispanic female. aie 40) 
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The behaviors observed as S-17 solved the spatial problems fell into all categories 

except product modification during interview and unrelated movements. She implem

ented various strategies to develop her products, built upon strategies discovered as she 

produced one product to design subsequent products, and rolled around on an emotional 

rollercoaster as she progressed through the experimental tasks. S-17 shaded the value 

chart from the lightest to the darkest value with vertical strokes, increased the number of 

layers as she progressed, and did little backtracking. She produced the middle products 

by drawing the outline first, from top to bottom, then she shaded. She shaded the second 

product with the pencil in both the writing position and on its side, discovered that shad

ing with the pencil on the side was more to her liking, and used this method to produce 

subsequent products. She did not erase during any task, but did start and restart on her 

final product. She also literally talked her way through the final task. S-17 manipulated 

the object before the student investigator read the directions for the first task (and com

mented "don't tell me I'm going to have to draw this! You would have to give me this, 

I'm such a terrible artist .. ") and to find an appealing position to draw, turned her paper 

from its horizontal position to a vertical position before she began all tasks, and rotated 

and shifted her paper to accommodate the position needed to draw and shade. S-17 phys

ically adjusted her eyes to look from object to paper a consistent number of times across 

the middle three tasks. The illustrative movements of S-17 included pointing to portions 

of finished products, gesturing with hands, mimicking the voice of her eighth grade 
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teacher, and staring into space to reminisce. S-17 expressed her emotions both physically 

and verbally. She smiled, laughed heartily several times, shook her head negatively, took 

deep breaths, and rolled her eyes to the ceiling. She responded "oh, no!" when the direc

tions were given for the fourth task, "oh no, why'd you make me do this" as she began 

the fifth. She reported feeling frustrated with the fourth task, tensed up on the second 

task, but more relaxed on the third task. At times S-17 combined the categories of sub

ject requests and responses to student investigator. For example, she responded to a 

question asked by repeating it ("what have I done before that was like this?") and 

followed the question with another ("at school, in real life?"). Her sense of humor was 

apparent during the process, for example, when requested to hold the fourth product 

toward the camera she asked "do I have to?" and, again in the voice of the eighth grade 

teacher "what is it?", and in her final product. 

The processes S-17 reported were both recalled awarenesses and descriptions of 

strategies. She recalled images of a "see-saw and I could see kids playing on it" when 

she attempted to transform her object in the fourth task, and of "a beautiful kite, flying in 

the air, with tail, ribbons" when she created her final product. She reported that she "can 

always picture visually, it's from there, transferring on to paper or clay, you notice I 

didn't even touch the clay, that I have the problem." S-17 was aware of movement dur

ing all tasks, and "especially towards the end (of the first task) I could feel my arm mov

ing and my muscles intensifying as I was trying to make sure these darker ones really 

were darker so I knew that they really needed a lot of pressure." S-17 recalled talking to 

herself during the second and fourth tasks, and commented "yea, I was, well you heard 

me" during the fifth task. S-17 reported her processes in a clear manner in all interviews 
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and processes reported were consistent with behaviors observed. For example, she "drew 

the outline as best I could and then, noting the shadows that were coming in on the object 

from the window, I just shaded accordingly ... just sitting here looking at the object, I real

ized it's darker in the hole and I tried to figure out how to show you that, and there were 

these real definite slits of light coming in from the window so I tried to show it a little 

lighter." 
, 

The characteristics of S-I7's finished products included value (l"ypes I, n, III, and 

IV), perspective and sensitivity to size of object and its position on paper (Types II and 

III), and color and symbolism (Type V). 

Subject 18 (African-American male. age 51) 

The data presented below include behaviors observed and processes reported during 

the final two activities, and is an incomplete, yet intriguing, picture of this subject. The 

researcher included S-18 in the subject pool because she was intrigued by his products 

and the portions of the videotape that were available. 

The behaviors exhibited by S-18 as he solved the last two spatial problems were of 

four types, implementation strategies, product modification during interview, expressions 

of emotions, and humor. S-18 implemented product development strategies only after 

pondering the task with eyes cast down toward the table; he responded to interview ques

tions only after a moment of reflection during the interviews. He began the type four 

product by shading large areas of the paper with the pencil turned on its side, then he 

added lines with the pencil in writing position. He began his fifth product in a similar 

manner. He alternated between a yellow colored pencil and an orange colored pencil, 

used free hand movements, and blended the colors to create a circle that encompassed the 
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entire page. At one point he erased all the shading he had placed beneath an arched line 

on the fourth product, and he turned the fifth product over to start anew. He physically 

adjusted his eyes to look at the object during the fourth task, he adjusted his whole body 

to sharpen the pencil he used, and he stopped to study object and products. S-18 modi

fied his fourth product during the interview as he discussed new insight into how it may 

look. S-18 expressed that he was "maybe disappointed" that he could not achieve the 

effect desired on his final product and laughed, smiled, and chuckled during interview 

segments. S-18 exhibited humor when he challenged the student investigator to "figure it 

(the fourth product) out," and commented, as he worked on the same task "yes, I see the 

pencil moving" as he smiled. 

S-18 reported processes from both categories. He was "just imagining myself as a 

fly, sitting on the sugar on the inside (of the object) looking out" when he worked on the 

fourth product, but recalled no mental pictures as he produced his final product. He felt 

his hand move during one task, but not the other, and he recalled no sounds or talking to 

self, just "methodology, as always." S-18 succinctly described the strategies he 

employed. For example, he reported that he "visualized myself, the first thing that I did 

is what I always do and I went to the exact opposite of what you said. You said go on top 

and look down and invariably, when someone gives me instruction, I'll go to the other 

end of the spectrum and view what they just said, and so the opposite of that was don't 

see yourself as bigger or greater than it, see yourself as smaller than it, and so I did that 

and I suddenly found myself sitting on the sugar and was visualizing this huge dome 

before me." S-18 accepted a personal challenge to create his final product. He needed to 
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"know if I could recreate what I had done before - I wanted to answer the question was 

that the only one that was within me?" and "I thought maybe I'd try it and see what 

would happen." 

The characteristics S-18 included in his products were value created by an increas

ing number of lines in each box, the last box total black and the fIrst box left white (Type 

I), value and inconsistent perspective (Type II), evidence of planning and black and white 

(Type III), shading and perspective (Type IV) symbolism and value (Type IV), and color 

(Type V). 

Research Ouestion 5 

What similarities and/or differences in behaviors, processes, and products are noted 

across subjects for individual tasks? 

The researcher noted trends and patterns of behaviors, of processes, and in products 

as she scrutinized the data for each subject to respond to the preceding questions. These 

trends and patterns were the foundation for comparison across subjects and are discussed 

below in a categorical manner. 

Behayiors Observed 

Implementation Strate~ies. Subjects implemented one of two overall strategies to 

develop the value chart requested in the fIrst task. That is, S-I, S-2, S-3, S-4, S-5, S-8, 

S-12, S-15, and S-17 began at the light end and progressed to the dark end. Other sub

jects, S-6, S-7, S-9, S-10, S-II, S-13, S-14, S-16, and S-18 began at the dark end and 

worked their way to the light end. Three male subjects, S-I, S-15, and S-18, 

accomplished the task with lines. S -1 and S -18 drew an increasing number of lines in 

each box; S-15 used lines and cross-hatched lines to complete the task. All subjects used 
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pencil, with the exception of S-1 who used a black, broad-tipped marker. Subjects drew 

diagonal strokes (S-l and S-3), vertical strokes (S-4, S-13, S-14, S-17, and S-18), hori

zontal strokes (S-5, S-9, S-lO, and S-16), or a combination of types of strokes (S-7, S-8, 

S-ll, 8-12, and S-15). Three subjects (S-3, S-9, and S-16) shaded only a small, central 

portion of each box. Four subjects (S-7, S-8, S-14, and S-16) blended with either finger, 

eraser, and/or tissue during this or other tasks. 

To develop the middle products, most subjects (with the exception of S-ll, S-9, and 

S-4 and S-7 as they drew their Type IV products) drew the outline of the object from top 

to bottom or from center out, and shaded in a similar manner. S-ll drew his object in a 

piece-by-piece manner; S-9 drew a horizontal line across the hottom of the page and then 

drew the outline of her object from the bottom up to produce her second product; S-4 

drew her Type IV creature in a similar way and drew it from the bottom up as did S-7. 

Two subjects, S-lO and S-18, evidenced planning in some manner. S-lO was observed 

studying his paper momentarily and "sketching," but not marking, on his paper before he 

began to draw the second and third products. The Type III product of S-18, on the other 

hand, indicated that he tested several ideas through rough sketches before he designed the 

actual product. 

Several subjects carried themes or ideas that presented themselves in one task into 

the development of other products. S-2, for example, stated during the second interview 

that she "would approach (drawing object) from a linear, plane, geometric ... would do a 

two dimensional drawing and give the illusion of three dimensions through planes, not 

values," and did just that to produce the third drawing. Another subject, S-3, added an 

elephant's nose to the third object drawing and then produced a multimedia elephant as 
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her final product. A third subject (S-5), somewhat disgruntled about having to draw the 

tissue box for the third time, allowed his emotions affect his production. He drew "differ

ent views of a messed up box" and would "probably have the box ripped in half, tom up, 

and pieces of tom up tissue and a stick of dynamite right by it, burning" were he to 

change it. S-7, on the other hand, when given the opportunity to create a product of her 

choosing with a variety of materials, reported that she was "kind of perseverating on cac

tus" as she began to draw her final product, a "cactus person." One subject (S-IO) 

reported that he did not "usually like to draw an object, rather something with life in it" 

and resorted to just that when asked to draw the stool for the third time. He "just kind of 

looked at the stool for a minute, brought it to life in my head, and started rampaging all 

over Tucson" when he drew his stool creature. S-11 suggested changes he would make 

in his Type III product and implemented these changes to produce his Type IV drawing. 

S-12 described that her object, a vase, "reminds me of a tree .. .1 think of this part as its 

roots, this its trunk, and this its kind of sprouting out. . .1 like drawing trees and this was 

similar to it" during the Type IV interview. This may have provided the springboard 

needed to produce a tree from clay with construction paper leaves as a part of the scene 

created for her final product. S-15, who "draw(s) mostly quick sketches," did so to pro

duce all products including his final product, an "architect model" that "doesn't look real

istic, just looks suggestive." Finally, S-17, who struggled with most of the spatial tasks 

because she had "this real mental block about art and projects," created a construction 

paper kite and was inspired to write "go fly a kite" to indicate to the world how she felt 

about the experience she had just been through! 
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Erasure patterns across tasks for each subject, as well as across subjects, varied 

widely. The patterns of two subjects (S-2 and S-lS) remain unknown because not all 

problem solving segments were available. Several subjects (S-4, S-9, and S-17) did not 

erase at any time during any task. Others (S-S, S-6, S-lO, S-ll, S-lS, S-16, and S-12) 

erased minimally. Still others (S-7, S-S, S-13, and S-14) erased more as they produced 

the Type II product than during any other task. Two final subjects, S-l and S-3, erased 

little, but they erased more during the fourth and fifth tasks, respectively. 

A variety of methods were employed by subjects as they produced final products, 

depending on the media selected. For example, several subjects (S-l, S-3, S-12, S-13, 

S-14, and S-lS) chose to incorporate playdough or clay into their product Two of these 

subjects fashioned products only of clay. S-l created a "suggestion of a human figure" 

by molding, shaping, smoothing, and indenting a large lump of clay. S-13, on the other 

hand, designed her lily pond product from the bottom up, adding separate flower compo

nents after she formed the blue pond. Two other subjects, S-3 and S-12, created the clay 

portions of their product and then manipulated other implements to design further aspects 

of their products. The final two subjects (S-13 and S-lS) formed the bases for their prod

ucts from other materials and then the clay portions. Subjects who created with other 

media, such as watercolor (S-4, S-7, S-9, and S-ll), pastel (S-S and S-lO), colored pencil 

(S-lS), pencil (S-6), or mixed implements (S-S and S-16) followed strategies similar to 

those described for the middle tasks. Once again, S-ll worked on one half of his product 

before he began the second half. Subjects who chose to create three dimensional prod

ucts implemented several strategies to solve secondary problems that arose. For example 

S-3, S-lS, and S-17 placed pieces on top of pieces to compare size. S-3 requested tape to 
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adhere the base paper of her product to the table so the elephant's nose would stand up. 

This same subject used the pencil and a rolling pin, an instrument to gouge' holes, and an 

instrument to indent in clay. S-15 used a ruler to cut clay pieces, and to inscribe a brick 

pattern onto his "wall." Both S-15 and S-17 discovered the limitations of watercolor, 

altered their plans, and used other instruments. 

Materials that subjects manipulated as they implemented their strategies were, for 

most subjects, the ones with which they began. Exceptions include S-1 who used a 

marker to produce product Types I and III and a pencil to produce product Types II and 

IV; S-5 who used one pencil to draw and another to shade; S-7 who produced a value 

chart using several pencils; and S-8 who switched pencils at times. Some subjects (S-4, 

S-8, S-9, S-II, S-14, and S-17) freely shifted and/or totally rotated their pages to the 

position needed to accommodate their work. Other subjects (S-3, S-5, S-12, and S-13) 

either shifted/rotated paper or moved their arm to achieve the same end. One subject 

(S-8) turned her paper to draw a horizontal line from a vertical position; one other subject 

(S-14) frequently turned her paper upside down to produce her Type IV product (the 

researcher discovered eventually that she was drawing her object right side up to present 

it upside down and she expended considerable effort to study her progress and add details 

to the page in the upside down position!). 

Physical adjustments, particularly of eyes, also varied across tasks for each subject 

and across subjects. Once again, the data presented excludes S-2 and S-18. One subject, 

S-4, looked at her tissue box object only to draw the two flowers that she added to the 

third product. Three subjects (S-12, S-14, and S-16) looked at their objects consistently 

as they drew the Types II and IV products, but not when they drew the Type III product. 
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This may be explained, in part, by the fact that these same subjects simply altered their 

second product to produce the third. (Interestingly, a fourth subject, S-9, also altered her 

second product, but continued to look from object to paper to do so.) The eye move

ments of five subjects (S-6, S-7, S-9, S-ll, and S-17) were either consistently high or 

consistently low across tasks. One of these subjects, S-7, also physically moved her body 

position to produce the third product because she thought she needed to "change my per-
, 

spective on the object, since I wanted to keep the object the same size, I needed to look at 

it in a different way." Five subjects (S-l, S-3, S-5, S-lO, and S-13) made frequent eye 

contact with the object during the second task, but the amount of eye contact decreased as 

they progressed through the tasks. One subject (S-8), who looked more at the object than 

the paper, reported that she "looked at it and Ijust tried to draw what I saw .. .! tried not to 

look at the paper at alL.because when you look at the paper you draw what you think is 

there, not what you really see and that will not work at all." The final subject (S-15) 

looked at the object consistently when drawing his second and third products, and altered 

his body position one brief time to glance at the object from the end when he drew his 

fourth product 

Illustratiye Moyements. The illustrative movements observed varied more across 

subjects than across tasks for individual subjects. Seven subjects (S-l, S-2, S-4, S-9, 

S-15, S-16, and S-18) exhibited few, if any, behaviors from this category. Five subjects 

(S-3, S-6, S-ll, S-13, and S-14) exhibited minimal behaviors that aligned with this cate

gory, such as pointing to the object or portions of their product when describing their pro

cess. Six subjects (S-5, S-7, S-8, S-lO, S-12, and S-17) literally "spoke with their hands" 

to augment their verbal interview responses. One subject, S-10, became animated when 
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he described his stool creature and the effect he attempted to achieve on the creature's 

face. In other words, the life S-10 put into the creature, passed through him when it came 

time to relate processes. 

Product Modification purin~ Interview. Seven subjects modified one or more 

products as they responded to interview questions. S-1 worked briefly on his second 

product; S-2 worked continuously on her Type II, ITI, and IV products; S-5 erased on his 

fIrst product and made quick additions to his fourth and·fIfth products; S-7 worked on or 

modified all products in some way as she discused them; S-8 modified all but the last 

product (the researcher speculated that she also would have worked on this product had 

the physical arrangement been the same as in p~evious tasks); S-1O briefly added to his 

fIrst two products; and S-18 modified his fourth product, one of two included on the vid

eotape. S-18 discussed his fascination "with that ridge (pointed to object), what would 

that look like from the inside, and of course, it would be just a straight line, well, maybe 

it, too, would begin to curve here, like this (modified product) from that perspective, but 

then I was real clear that this would curve on me cause I'm sitting there watching it 

curve ... " 

Unrelated Movements. The researcher determined early in the study that the cate

gory of unrelated movements was inconsequential to this study for most subjects. Move

ments of these subjects that fIt into this category included unconscious movements such 

as, pushing hair away from face, twisting necklaces or other jewelry, scratching, and 

possibly conscious, time passing movements, such as playing with available implements. 

One subject (S-II) however, expended much time and consumed a bundle of energy on 

behaviors that were classified as unrelated movements. That is, when his mind and hands 
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were not occupied with the task of production, they were kept busy in other ways. For 

example, the subject squirmed in his chair, played with the implements available, yawned 

and stretched, and played with his clothing, to name a few. 

Expressions of Emotion. The emotions expressed by subjects, both verbally in 

responses and physically by actions, varied not only across subjects for individual tasks, 

but across tasks and within tasks for individual subjects. For example, two subjects (5-1 

and 5-8) reported frustration with the fIrst task; S-2 reported impatience; 5-5 and 5-10 

were bored (5-10 reported that he "felt like a chimpanzee, experimenting with something 

so simple"); 5-8 reported a "moment of fright" as she progressed through the task; 5-4, 

5-11, 5-14 and 5-16 either smiled or discussed being happy; and the remaining subjects 

neither displayed nor reported any particular feelings with regard to this task. Half of the 

subjects (5-1, 5-3, 5-4, 5-11, and 5-14) who showed any emotion whatsoever during the 

second task, expressed pleasure through smiles and laughter. 5-5 expressed dislike for 

"drawing objects"; S-6laughed when the directions were given and sarcastically said "oh, 

thanks ... "; 5-8 gritted her teeth when she heard the task and frowned, smiled, sighed, bit 

lips, and gritted teeth as she worked (she reported that she was "scared, scared of failing, 

of not being able to do it, of making a crummy reproduction"); 5-15 regarded the task as 

a "challenge"; and 5-17 took one look at the object and exclaimed "don't tell me I'm 

going to have to draw this!," commented that "I'm such a terrible artist!," and shook her 

head negatively as she worked. When confronted with the third task 5-3 appeared frus

trated by the directions (but smiled a satisfied smile when her product was complete) 

while 5-10 explained that he felt the instructions were "kind of ambiguous" so "I just 

kind of winged it." Others showed pleasure (S 13 and S-14) or reported dislike (S-5), 
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challenge (S-IS), and comfort yet frustration "because I couldn't get it to change beyond 

just physical drawing and still look like the stool" (S-lO). S-17 reported that "actually, it 

was interesting, after we just talked, just talking about those, a lot of frustration and old 

yucky feelings, I just realized, well now, why don't you just relax, so I just relaxed ... " as 

she created her third product. Subjects displayed or reported a gamut of emotions, rang

ing from motivation to frustration, by the fourth task. S-9 related that she "told herself 

not to be nervous" during this task, the only expression of emotion made by this subject. 

The fifth and final task was well received by most of the thirteen who showed/reported 

emotions. Only S-17, who rolled her eyes toward the ceiling as she heard the directions 

and commented that "oh no was my reaction because, like I said, I don't get excited when 

I see art supplies, I don't get anxious to use them, maybe I'm just not that creative in that 

area, it's just not that exciting to me." Finally, S-18 admitted that he was "maybe disap

pointed" when he "realized that I had answered my question .. .I should have known that I 

was not going to recreate ... " a product he once successfully had created. 

Subject Requests. The requests subjects made for further task delineation varied 

across problem type for individual subjects and across subjects. For instance, S-1 asked 

few questions, and only concerning the parameter of problem types one and two. S-3 

grilled the student investigator to detennine the agenda hidden in Types III and N, but 

asked only one question concerning the most open problem. S-S, on the other hand, 

questioned all tasks except the first and fourth and the string of questions he asked before 

he embarked on the final task led the researcher to believe that he couldn't believe his 

ears. Was he truly being allowed to create "my art ... so anything I want?" Seven subjects 

(S-I, S-2, S-4, S-6, S-9, S-12, and S-13) asked few, if any questions about tasks. Eight 
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subjects (S-7, S-S, S-lO, S-II, S-14, S-IS, S-16, and S-17) asked a moderate amount of 

questions, and asked more questions about the open-ended problems. Two subjects (S-3 

and S-S) asked more questions than others. 

Responses to Student Inyestigator. This "catch-all" category, developed to classify 

comments such as "ok" and "yes" to some closed questions asked by student investiga

tors, was not monitored closely by the researcher for any subjects. Therefore, no discus

sion is warranted across subjects. 

Humor. Five subjects (S-6. S-7, S-13, S-17, and S-IS), all adults. exhibited humor, 

most frequently in playful banter with the student investigator and as a coping mecha

nism to relieve their own frustration. Two male subjects (S-6 and S-IS) commented, as 

they smiled and created, that they could feel their body move. S-7 and S-13 joked freely 

with their student investigators. Finally, S-17 displayed her sense of humor most clearly 

when she mimicked her eighth grade teacher, in her responses to some questions, and 

when she presented her final two products. 

Processes Reported 

Recalled Awarenesses. All but one subject reported an awareness of mental pic

tures as they solved at least one problem situation. Nine subjects (S-I, S-3, S-S, S-6, S-7, 

S-9, S-14, S-16, and S-17) reported no awareness of mental pictures as they solved the 

first problem. S-2 recalled "images of trying to teach students value by using this as a 

basic exercise" and "flashes to situations in classes where I've taught this." Two subjects 

(S-12 and S-IS) reported peripherally related visualizations. S-12 "saw the picture, the 

one of the suitcase you just showed me, and thought of the black"; S-IS was "trying to 

visualize a view of the computer." The remaining subjects (S-4, S-S, S-10, S-II, and 
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S-13) reported task related "value" images such as "a value system in my head" (S-lO). 

Nine subjects (S-1, S-4, S-5, S-6, S-9, S-13, S-15, S-16, and S-17) reported no visualiza

tions as they drew the object for the second task. One subject (S-14) related that the pic

tures in her mind were "not really things that had to do with this, but like, I guess, 

drawing in elementary school." Two subjects (S-7 and S-11) reported seeing parts of 

their objects at anyone given time. The remaining subjects (S-2, S-3, S-8, S-lO, and 

S··12) recalled "picturing" their objects. Ten subjects (S-1, S-3, S-4, S-7, S-8, S-12, S-13, 

S-14, S-15, and S-16) related an awareness of mental pictures as they drew the object for 

the second time and changed its appearance but not its size. Comments made by these 

subjects included "saw it in my mind even though I wasn't looking at it" (S-12) and visu

alized "when the shades already done" (S-16). One subject (S-2), the artist, reported that 

she did not visualize, rather she "allowed the drawing to suggest itself." The remaining 

subjects (S-5, S-6, S-9, S-lO, S-11, and S-17) recalled no mental pictures during the third 

task. Thirteen subjects (S-l, S-2, S-3, S-5, S-7, S-9, S-lO, S-12, S-13, S-15, S-16, S-17, 

and S-18) reported visual images as they solved the fourth problem. Most made com

ments similar to that of S-3 who "pictured the object from the side." S-2 recalled the 

"image of a horse being airborne above my head"; S-5 "saw different views of a messed 

up box" and he visualized myself drawing this and tearing the box apart"; and S-13 "kept 

seeing eclipses". The remaining five subjects (S-4, S-6, S-8, S-11, and S-14) recalled no 

mental images during the fourth task. S-8 determined that her lack of a mental image 

was "part of the reason it turned out so badly." Four subjects (S-4, S-9, S-11, and S-18) 

recalled no mental pictures as they created their final product. The visualizations of the 

remaining subjects varied. For example, S-6, who had no recollection of mental images 
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during any other task, "knew what it would look like when I was done"; S-5 visualized 

himself "drawing this and other faces"; S-8 reported pictures of "the specific thing I was 

doing"; and S-14 pictures "personal things, like family and stuff." 

Most subjects who reported an awareness of movement discussed the movement of 

their own hands or bodies. Three subjects (S-1, S-13, and S-17), all adults, reported an 

awareness of movement across all tasks. Four subjects (S-5, S-6, S-7, and S-15) reported 

no awareness of movement as they accomplished the first task. S-7 commented that 

"those things slip fast from my mind." Of the remaining 14, two subjects (S-9 and S-17) 

referred to the pressure they exerted on the pencil. S-9 "felt pressure in my hand" and 

S-17 "could feel my arm moving and my muscles intensifying." Eight subjects (S-3, S-4, 

S-5, S-6, S-7, S-11, S-12, and S-16) recalled no awareness of or "didn't really pay any 

attention" (S-4) to movements as they solved the second problem. Thirteen subjects (S-2, 

S-3, S-4, S-5, S-6, S-7, S-9, S-lO, S-11, S-12, S-14, S-15, and S-16) recalled no move

ments as they created their third product. Ten subjects (S-2, S-3, S-4, S-6, S-7, S-9, S-11, 

S-12, S-15, and S-16) reported no awareness of movement as they solved the fourth 

problem. No clear determination is possible for S-5 who reported that he "visualized 

myself drawing this and tearing the box apart." Although this response implies move

ment, S-5 did not specifically report such an awareness. Eight subjects (S-2, S-5, S-6, 

S-7, S-9, S-11, S-12, and S-18) reported no awareness, or did not specify that they were 

aware, of movements during the final task. Subjects who did report an awareness of 

movement during the final task stated that slhe "felt myself work with clay and coloring" 
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(S-3), and "was aware of working with my hands" (S-14), that "occasionally, when there 

was a pause, when I was trying to figure ~ut what to do next, I guess I got a chance to 

observe what I was doing" (S-15). 

Subjects who reported an awareness of sounds, for the most part, reported self-talk. 

Three subjects (S-8, S-15, and S-18) alluded to songs and music at one point or another 

during the problem solving process, and one subject (S-3) reported an awareness of a 
, 

high pitched noise that she thought emanated from the camera. Two subjects (S-1 and 

S-3) reported no awareness of talking to themselves during any task. Rather, they were 

"thinking about what I was doing" (S-I) and "thinking about what I was going to do" 

(S-3) as they progressed through the problem series. One additional subject, S-6, also 

reported that he was unaware of talking to himself during any task, and commented dur

ing the third interview that "I guess I'm not a big talker." Three subjects (S-2, S-7, and 

S-8) alluded to the fact that they "talk" to themselves "all the time" (S-2) or "in pretty 

much everything I do" (S-8). Interestingly, although S-8 reported an awareness of self 

talk during all tasks, S-2 and S-IO did not. Three additional subjects (S-5, S-13, and 

S-14), who did not imply that they speak to themselves all the time, also recalled talking 

to themselves as they progressed through all tasks. Two subjects (S-10 and S-II) 

recalled that they "growled" (S-lO) and "said boo!" (S-II) for the creatures they drew for 

their fourth product. Thus, the breakdown across tasks for all subjects who reported an 

awareness of talking to themselves was as follows: 

Type 1: S-5, S-7, S-8, S-lO, S-13, S-14, and S-16 

Type II: S-2, S-4, S-5, S-7, S-8, S-12, S-13, S-14, S-16, and S-17 

Type III: S-5, S-7, S-8, S-lO, S-13, S-14, S-15, and S-16 



Type IV: S-2, S-5, S-8, S-9, S-lO, S-ll, S-13, S-14, S-16, and S-17 

Type V: S-5, S-7, S-8, S-II, S-13, S-14, S-17, and S-18 
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The self talk reported by individuals in this study warranted discussion from 

another angle, that is, the essence of the talk. Most subjects (S-7, S-8, S-13, S-14, S-15, 

S-16, and S-18) "really kept to the subject of the technicalities of doing it. .. " (S-8) and/or 

"basically giving myself directions" (S-15) when they spoke to themselves. Three sub

jects (S-4, S-5, S-9) reported that their self talk was of an encouraging nature, that is, 

"you know how to do this so do it good" (S-4), or an evaluation of the task "I don't like 

this, I don't like this" (S-5). Three subjects (S-lO, S-12, and S-17) combined the two 

types of self talk, gave directions during some tasks, and evaluations during others. 

Several subjects reported incidental awarenesses, such as odor and thinking. For 

instance, S-1 stated that he was a ware of the odor of the clay and S-17 reported, during 

the third task, that she did not talk to herself but thought "to relax more." S-9 reported 

that she "thought about my culture, how they live on the reservation and stuff' and "my 

brother, he's an artist, and he draws a lot and I used to see him draw like the desert and 

the mountains, sunrise, and stuff' as she produced her final product. A subject's distinc

tion between "thinking" and talking to self remains unclear to this researcher. The com

ment made by S-15 and quoted previously, indicated that some subjects also are unclear 

about the distinction. 

Descriptions of Strate~ies Used. The descriptions of strategies used and reported 

across tasks by individual subjects was viewed from two different perspectives. From the 

frrst perspective, the verbal nature of the descriptions was examined. That is, some sub

jects, quite comfortable with verbal expression, clearly and concisely provided detailed 
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descriptions of strategies employed to accomplish the tasks. Other subjects, clearly less 

verbal (and, in some cases, the same individuals who reported no awareness of talking to 

self), provided succinct descriptions of their strategies that matched behaviors observed. 

Still other subjects fell somewhere between the two extremes. Subjects considered 

highly verbal include S-2, S-7, S-8, S-13, S-14, S-17, and S-18. Subjects considered less 

verbal include S-I, S-3, S-4, S-6, S-9, and S-16. Subjects who appeared to lie some

where in the middle include S-5, S-lO, S-l1, S-12, and S-15. 

The descriptions of strategies reponed by subjects also was viewed from a content 

perspective to determine similarities and differences across subjects for each task. As 

mentioned above, half of the subjects began to produce their value spectrum from the 

light end and the other half began at the dark end. Only one subject (S-15) who began at 

the light end reported a reason for this method of execution, and his reason dealt with his 

left handedness rather than the task at hand. Three subjects who began with the dark end 

reponed the reason they used this strategy. S-7 stated that she "started with the black so 

I'd have the extreme" and "first I thought I'd go back to white but I decided it would be 

easier to continue from black to have that comparison." S-lO "started from darkest to 

lightest because you can't really get a good idea of how far you have to go unless you 

have one end totally done." Finally, S-13 related that it was "easier to work down from a 

darker color, then I could compare, it's easier to compare black with gray than white with 

gray for me." Two subjects, S-1 and S-8, reponed that they altered their original strategy, 

but S-1 related that he could do nothing about it and stated there was "no backing out .. .1 

hadn't even started and I'd screwed up" and S-8 implemented her change. S-6 related 

that he "went back to darken darkest...for a third time." Although more subjects revisited 
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boxes, only two other subjects, (S-13 and S-14) discussed doing so. S-7 reported that she 

found she "could make it go lighter if I reduced the number of lines per square and direc

tions I go" and she experienced a "moment of fright" when she "maxed out the use of the 

pencil." S-8 related that she "shaded with my finger so it would come out as one overall 

shade" and did "progressively more layering as I got darker" since she "didn't have time 

to think about this before hand and layering is what I thought of first." S-14 also dis

cussed shading with her finger. S-9 reported she "put pressure on, then less pressure" to 

move from dark to light; five other subjects related (S-2, S-3, S-4, S-5, and S-12) that 

pressure also was their choice of strategy. S-lO related that "each time you let up on the 

pressure and you don't go over it too much"; S-15 also employed this combination of 

strategies. S-17 reported yet another strategy combination. She "pressed a little harder 

and left a little more white showing so that the overall effect was the darkest at the end 

where hopefully almost all of it was colored." 

To produce their second product, five subjects (S-2, S-5, S-lO, S-13, and S-17) 

reported that an initial step they took was to draw the "outline" of the object. S- 13 was 

somewhat more specific when she declared that she drew the outline from the "top first, 

because if I had the top, the rest all seemed to fall in place, the top also gave me an esti

mate as to how large the body of the vase should be." Three subjects (S-6, S-8, and S-14) 

related that they "looked at" their object first, while one subject, S-12, reported that she 

"tried to put it in my mind to get it onto the picture, the paper that is." Five subjects (S-3, 

S-7, S-ll, S-15, and S-16) "drew" their object, or some part (S-ll and S-7) of their 

object, first. The initial strategies used by the remaining subjects did not appear to cluster 

with those mentioned above. That is, S-l reported that he "tried to give the impression of 
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the light and dark of the candle and wooden holder," S-4 reported that "fIrst I colored it 

darkly ... ," S-9 did not indicate any strategy used, and the data for S-18 are not available. 

The second step discussed by subjects was to "detennine value" or "shade it in." Some 

subjects reported that they used additional strategies to accomplish this task. For exam

ple, S-lO stated that he "pick(ed) up my pencil (to) get a general idea of what I was draw

ing" before he outlined his object. S-4 reported that she "wiped with tissue to make the 

shadow." Finally, S-7 related that she "would look up and what I would see as I looked 

up was a different picture than what was on paper" so she "concentrated on a picture of a 

tiny space ... pulling it down and it wasn't quite so overwhelming." 

Strategies subjects reported that they used to accomplish the third task clustered 

into four groups. Two subjects, S-1 and S-3, "visualized" and "pictured" their product or 

object from a different perspective. One subject, S-6, also "drew from the perspective of 

looking down, but reported no mental pictures. Three additional subjects dealt with per

spective but accomplished the tasks through physical adjustments. That is, S-7 "changed 

my perspective on the object," S-11 "turned it that way," and S-13 "picked it (object) up 

and took a good look at the object and viewed it in different perspectives." Five subjects 

(S-2, S-4, S-8, S-lO, and S-17) began, in some cases for the second time, by drawing the 

outline of their object. As aptly related by S-17, she "still pretty much drew the outline as 

best I could, that's where I always start, that's probably not the best way to do it but, for 

me, I have to have something to start with, for me, show me where to start." The six 

remaining subjects (S-5, S-9, S-12, S-14, S-15, and S-16) made changes through value 

and shadow. For instance, S-9 reported that she "colored in parts to show that you 

couldn't see through them, just to show that it wasn't clear." Once again, S-7 reported an 
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additional strategy. When she knelt by the side of the table to draw her product she 

"found that if I closed one eye the eye that I was using would kind of zoom right in on it 

and I could back off and do it." 

To accomplish the fourth task, subjects reponed strategies that clustered into three 

groups, with some outliers. Nine subjects (S-I, S-3, S-5, S-7, S-9, S-12, S-13, S-17, and 

S-18) reponed that they initially visualized, pictured, saw, or imagined as a first step. 

According to S-17, "the fIrst thing I saw, well it looks like a see-saw" and "I tried to copy 

what was already there and tilt it, and then I tried to add the same end down here to make 

the other half of the see-saw and I dido't know how to put it on legs." Further, she lam

ented, "I just wish I could make what I'm picturing come true on paper!" The second 

category included S-8 and S-10 who "looked at" their object to determine the next steps. 

The third and fmal category included three subjects (S-4, S-14, and S-16) who strove to 

"make it different" or to "make this angle here without seeing it." Four subjects fell out

side the bounds of these categories. S-2 knew that she "wanted the head to be larger than 

the legs" and she "just started to draw and as I began to draw it started to tell me what it 

wanted to do." S-15 "decided to do this from the perspective of the end" because he 

"could make a smaller picture." S-11 "fIgured it out before I drew it " Finally, S-6 "drew 

the cup again and drew the balloons smaller so I had room for the cats." 

Strategies used to create the final products did not cluster as clearly as strategies 

reponed for previous problem types. Two subjects (S-1 and S-7) "saw" images and 

created from those images. Three subjects (S-8, S-II, and S-18) recreated products they 

made in the past. S-8, for instance, had "done this kind of painting before with colored 

pencils, so I knew the basic format, you know, like what style I was going to be drawing 
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in." Four subjects (S-2, S-4, S-6, and S-16) related that they worked with value or 

shades. S-2 reported that value already existed (in her styrofoam creation) just in the 

sense that there are planes and the light hits the planes and values are created." S-4 

reported that she "made it (watercolor painting of hand) so that you could tell that this 

was like the nhadowy part, then all the different values, then the skin part." S-6 "used 

white and not white" in his pattern, and S-16 "put the shade on the picture that I did by 

my own." Three subjects (S-3, S-12, and S-13) "started with playdough." Two subjects 

(S-5 and S-17) "drew." S-14 "wanted to do something that I know something about" and 

she "had a brainstorm of what I was going to do and then I looked at what material I had 

and worked with them." In similar manner, S-15 studied the material to help him decide 

what to do and he modified his plans when he discovered that he did not have access to a 

stapler. 

Characteristics of Products 

The characteristics of products of each subject across tasks are listed in Table 7. 

The concept of value clearly was indicated on the value chart created by each subject for 

the Type I problem. The characteristics of products included by subjects when they drew 

their objects for the first time varied. All subjects but three (S-ll, S-12, and S-16), the 

youngest subjects included in the study, represented different values in their object draw

ing. The younger subjects shaded sections of their drawings, but maintained the same 

pencil pressure thus created the same value for all shaded sections. Nine subjects (S-l, 

S-2, S-3, S-4, S-5, S-7, S-13, S-15, and S-17) depicted perspective in their Type II draw

ings, while five subjects (S-6, S-8, S-12, S-14, and S-18) did so inconsistently. That is, 



Table 7 

Characteristics of Products 

Problem Type 

Subject TI TIl TIll TIV TV 

S-1 value value perspective value value 
perspective sensitivity sensitivity 3-dimensional 
detail abstraction 
sensitivity 

S-2 value value value value value 
perspective perspective perspective 3-dimensional 
detail detail detail abstraction 
sensitivity sensitivity sensitivity 

S-3 value value shading shading. value 
perspective perspective per!:pecuve color 
detail sensitivity sensitivity 3-dimensional 
sensitivity 

S-4 value value detail detail value 
perspective sensitivity inconsistent perspective 
sensitivity inconsistent 

perspective 

S-5 value value value value color 
perspective perspective perspective 
detail detail detail 
sensitivity sensitivity sensitivity 

symbolism 

S-6 value value inconsistent perspective detail pattern 
detail color 
inconsistent perspective -00 

N 



Table 7 continued: 

Problem Type 

Subject TI TIl TIll TIV TV 

S-7 value value value value value 
detail detail sensitivity color 
perspective perspective perspective sensitivity 

detail 

S-8 value value value value detail 
detail symbolism color 
inconsistent perspective sensitivity 

S-9 value value value value color 

S-10 value value value value color 
perspective 
detail 

S-l1 value shading shading shading color 
detail detail 

S-12 value shading shading shading 3-dimensional 
inconsistent perspective inconsistent perspective inconsistent perspective detail 

color 

S-13 value value value value value 
perspective perspective perspective 3-dimensional 
detail detail detail color 
sensitivity sensitivity sensitivity 

S-14 value value value shading color 
inconsistent perspective inconsistent perspective detail 3-dimensional 

inconsistent perspective symbolism 

-00 
Vl 



Table 7 continued: 

Problem Type 

Subject TI TIl TIll 

S-15 value value value 
perspective perspective 
detail detail 
sensitivity sensitivity 

S-16 value shading value 
detail detail 

S-17 value value value 
perspective perspective 
sensitivity sensitivity 

S-18 value value planning 
inconsistent perspective black and white 

TIV 

value 
persv.ective 
detail 
sensitivity 

shading 

value 

shading 
perspective 

TV 

value 
detail 
3-dimensional 
color 

value 
detail 
color 

color 
symbolism 

color 

I-' 
00 
~ 
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some sections of their drawings clearly showed perspective and other sections did not. 

Finally, eleven subjects indicated the details of their objects in their drawings and eight 

subjects were sensitive to the size of their object and its position on the paper. 

When subjects were asked to change the appearance of their objects without chang

ing the shape or size for the Type III task, only eleven subjects included the concept of 

value, three subjects merely shaded, and one subject contrasted black and white. Seven 

subjects depicted details, eight were sensitive to the size of the object and its position on 

the paper, and one (S-8) added symbolism when she sketched a light bulb to depict the 

"creamy glow" she saw in her shell. Eight of the nine subjects who depicted perspective 

in their fIrst object drawing also depicted perspective in the second object drawing while 

four subjects depicted perspective inconsistently. 

Subjects were asked to draw the object for the third time in the Type IV task, but 

were encouraged to substitute, adapt, modify, or put the object to another use. Ten sub

jects included the concept of value, fIve subjects shaded, one subject used color, ten sub

jects added details, seven subjects were sensitive to the size of the object and its position 

on paper, and one subject (S-5) included symbolism. Finally, eight subjects depicted 

perspective consistently and only three subjects incorporated perspective inconsistently. 

Seven subjects abandoned the paper-and-pencil tasks to create three dimensional 

final products. Two subjects created abstract products, eight subjects included the con

cept of value, fourteen subjects incorporated color with some media, two subjects were 

sensitive to the size of the objects they drew and the position of the objects on the paper, 

four subjects included details, and two subjects (S-14 and S-17) incorporated symbolism. 

Finally, one subject (S-6) created a repeating pattern with pencil. 
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Research Question 6 

How are these behaviors, processes, and products similar to or different from Gard

ner's description of spatial intelligence? 

Gardner (1985) defines intelligence broadly as the ability to solve problems and 

create products as well as to find or create new problems. He delineates the core capaci

ties of spatial intelligence as "the ability to recognize instances of the same element; the 

ability to transfonn or to recognize a tranifonnation of one element into another; the 

capacity to conjure up mental imagery and then to transfonn that imagery, the capacity to 

produce a graphic likeness of spatial infonnation; and the like ... " (Gardner, 1985, p. 176). 

Gardner (1993) acknowledges that "all humans possess certain core abilities in each of 

the intelligences" (p. 28) and that "although all humans partake of each intelligence to 

some degree, certain individuals are said to be "at promise." They are highly endowed 

with the core abilities and skills of that intelligence" (p. 28). Gardner, therefore, must 

consider those individuals who can solve problems that rely on core spatial capabilities, 

create products by employing these capabilities, and find or create new problems that also 

depend on the capacities for their solution, as spatially competent individuals. Clearly 

the eighteen subjects in this study demonstrated that spatial ability, as defined by Gardner 

(1985), exists in various degrees across individuals. However, their perfonnances sug

gested that a variety of factors must be weighed to determine the levels of spatial compe

tence of each individual. 
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Behayiors 

Gardner does not delineate specific behaviors that could be observed as subjects 

solve and define spatial problems. However, performances of the subjects in this study 

suggest that several behaviors warrant investigation in future studies. For example, the 

frequency of eye movement from object to paper varied, for some subjects, as the 

demands of the task and the subject's interpretation of the task required visualizations or 

mental pictures. The question that arises is how eye movements and mental images inter

act when a subject solves a spatial problem such as those posed in this study. A second 

behavior, erasure patterns, varied widely across subjects as well as within the problem 

series for individual subjects. Some subjects did not erase, some erased minimally, and 

others erased frequently. Some subjects erased more as they viewed the object, others 

erased slightly more when they attempted to duplicate a mental image. The question that 

poses itself in this instance is what, if any, role erasure patterns may play when subjects 

are creating "graphic likenesses of spatial information." One final behavior is tied 

directly to the first task presented. When subjects were asked to "use your pencil to color 

the squares so that they range in value from white in this square to black in this square" 

half of the subjects began at the light end of the spectrum, the other half began at the dark 

end of the spectrum. One subject who began at the light end related that his left handed

ness forced him into this mode. Three subjects who began at the dark end reported they 

did so to compare with, and build up from, the dark end. One may wonder what role a 

mental image of a value chart plays in this activity for subjects, particularly those who 

begin from the light end. 
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Processes 

Gardner delineates the processes involved in spatial intelligence as core capacities 

that are listed below. The subjects of this study reported that they employed these pro

cesses, to one degree or another, as they solved the tasks presented. 

Ability to Recognize Instances of the Same Element. This ability was evident in the 

performances of several subjects. One subject, S-12, related that her object reminded her 

of a tree. S-8 saw a "creamy glow" in a portion of her object and drew a light bulb to 

achieve a glowing effect. Another subject, S-2, discussed the object presented to her as a 

better example of line than value. S-3 viewed her skin cleanser dispenser top as an ele

phant's nose and drew this depiction. S-17 "saw" her object as half of a see-saw and 

attempted to depict this on paper. 

Ability to Transform or to Recognize a Transformation of One Element into 

Another. Several subjects demonstrated this capacity. One subject, S-I, transposed the 

shapes of the candle and candle holder to draw an "abstract approximation of the fig

ures." S-12 picked up her object, examined it carefully, then began to draw the apple 

core that came to mind. Another subject, S-7, transformed her tiny potted cactus into a 

"jungle of cactus" and a "humanoid." S-8 attempted to transform her shell into the 

"mighty sea king's" throne. Three subjects (S-4, S-lO, and S-I1) retained the basic shape 

of their object but transformed them into creatures. Finally, several subjects (S-I, S-2, 

S-3, S-12, S-13, S-14, and S-15) "transformed" raw materials into physical representa

tions of mental images. 
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The Capacity to Conjure up Mental Ima~eO'. Only one subject, S-6, reported that 

"I don't see pictures," but related that he knew what the pattern he created for his final 

product would look like. One subject, S-12, reported that she was aware of mental pic

tures as she solved all problems. Seven subjects (S-2, S-3, S-7, S-8, S-lO, S-13, and 

S-15) reported an awareness of visual images during four tasks. Four subjects (S-I, S-5, 

S-14, and S-16) reported that they saw pictures in their minds as they solved three prob

lems. Three subjects (S-4, S-II. and S-17) reported visualizations as they accomplished 

two of the presented tasks. S-9 reported that she was "thinking how you would see it 

when it's on its side" and "thought about her culture" but did not specify that she saw 

mental pictures. The data of S-18 were incomplete; thus he is not included in the tally, 

but an observation that he made during his overall interview was revealing. He explained 

that 

"no, it's just that process, that - I can feel sometimes when - I'm cognizant of the 
fact that my body has just done something strictly from my subconscious ... the con
scious ummm - maybe I can explain it like this. You see those two lines? When I 
drew those lines I was floored at what it looked like! So understand, there is 
nothing going on in my head except the process of accomplishing what the plan is, 
just carrying out that methodology, that's all that's going on in my head. What I 
find interesting is your questions keep searching for there was a picture and I was 
trying to get to this picture or something, and the answer is no. I had figured out 
what I was going to do, and, as it materialized, I was surprised, I said "oh, yea, 
that's what that's going to look like!" 

The Capacity to Produce a Graphic Likeness of Spatial Information. All subjects 

exhibited the capability of depicting spatial information in graphic form. Some subjects 

reported more success at this than other subjects. The researcher also viewed some 

efforts as more successful than others. The discussion that follows concerning the char

acteristics of products sheds more light on this capability, and poses queries for future 
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Characteristics of Products 
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Gardner (1985) alludes to "feelings of tension, balance, and composition that char

acterize a painting, a work of sculpture, and many natural elements" (p. 176) but is no 

more specific about characteristics that might appear in the final products individuals 

create as they solve spatial problems. This researcher questions how realistic it would be 

to expect the higher level characteristics that Gardner discusses to be incorporated into 

the products of subjects in a study such as this for several reasons. First, the subjects of 

this study produced five products in a comparatively short time period, under the stress, 

although minimal, of an experimental study. Second, this short span of time allowed for 

limited think and plan time, that may be instrumental for subjects to create truly polished 

works. Therefore, the characteristics of products subjects created as they solved the 

series of spatial problems in this study might be baseline parameters from which to view 

products in the future. 

Characteristics of the products created by the eighteen subjects in this study 

included: (a) value, (b) detail, (c) perspective, (d) color, (e) shading (f) symbolism, (g) 

three dimensions, (h) abstraction, and (i) sensitivity to the size of the object and its posi

tion on paper. The characteristics of each subject's products across the five spatial prob

lems are listed in Table 7. One might question which, if any, of these characteristics 

might more likely be included in the products of a spatially adept individual. 
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Chapter Summary 

The behaviors observed as eighteen subjects solved and defined problems involving 

spatial intelligence were sorted into eight broad categories; implementation strategies, 

illustrative movements, product modification during interview, unrelated movements, 

expressions of emotions, subject requests, responses to student investigator, and humor. 

The processes subjects reported using as they solved and defined the spatial problems 

were sorted into two categories, recalled awarenesses and descriptions of strategies used. 

The characteristics of products subjects created as they solved the problems included 

value, detail, perspective, color, shading, symbolism, dimension, abstraction, and sensi

tivity to the size of object and its position on paper. Each subject exhibited a variety of 

observable behaviors, some consistent across tasks, some not as consistent. Each subject 

also reported processes they employed; some reported processes clearly and concisely 

while others reported processes in a sketchy manner, and some a reported a variey of pro

cesses while others reported relatively few. Processes some subjects reported aligned 

with Gardner's description of spatial intelligence. Characteristics of products subjects 

produced varied across tasks for individual subjects and across subjects. Clearly the spa

tial abilities of a subject can be determined only by careful analysis of the complex inter

action between behaviors observed, processes reported, and the characteristics subjects 

include in their finished products. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

" ... everything is an interpretation. You draw what's in front of you, you hear what you 
hear, but it's all an interpretation because it is all being synthesized through your mind in 
your own particular mode of seeing. You copy this basic form and you proceed to build 
off the information that's available to you, but it will always vary because each person 
sees ever so slightly differently." 

Subject 2, adult 

AN INTERPRETATION OF BEHAVIORS, PROCESSES, AND PRODUCTS 

An educator's task of identifying gifted children is a difficult one that is com

pounded by a variety of definitions of giftedness and limited methods of assessment. 

Fortunately, single construct definitions of giftedness, such as the one proposed by 

Terman (1925) that equated giftedness with academic intelligence and readily could be 

measured in a quantitative manner, have been abandoned by some. In their place, 

broader definitions, such as those proposed by Witty (1958), Marland (1972), and Ren

zulli (1979) have been accepted. Unfortunately, educators who adopted expanded views 

of giftedness persist in their use of standardized methods of assessment that may describe 

adequately the capabilities of some, but may underestimate grossly the abilities of many 

(Maker, 1992). Educators who examine only test scores to assess the abilities of an indi

vidual truly may overlook some of the most capable (Sternberg, 1986). 

Researchers (Gardner, 1985; Maker, in press) have proposed reconceptualized defi

nitions of giftedness that require a parallel reconceptualization of assessment practices. 

Gardner (1985) defines intelligence broadly as the ability to solve problems and create 
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products as well as to find or create new problems. He also suggests that every nonnal 

individual has the capacity to develop abilities in seven different areas or types of intelli

gence. Maker (in press) posits that the key element in giftedness is the ability to effi

ciently, effectively, and economically solve problems of various complexities. These 

multi-construct definitions of giftedness call for a reevaluation of assessment procedures. 

The examination of a finished product, such as correctly answered standardized test 
/ 

items, tell little about the processes used to arrive at a solution. Further, standardized 

measures offer the testee limited opportunity to demonstrate problem solving ability. 

Rather than viewing only products, educators must realize the importance of the process 

that an individual employs to arrive at the product. 

Maker (in press) has stated that the concepts of problem solving and multiple intel-

ligences can be combined to understand an individual's strengths or gifts in each area of 

intelligence and in problem solving. Maker, with the assistance of graduate students, 

designed a series of five increasingly more complex and open-ended problems in each of 

Gardner's intelligences. Problems within each area depend on the core capacities of that 

intelligence for solution. For example, Maker designed spatial problems to elicit the core 

capabilities delineated by Gardner (1985) for spatial intelligence. In this study, the 

researcher examined problem solving, problem finding, and problem defining within one 

of Gardner's seven intelligences: spatial intelligence. The primary purpose of the study 

was to describe behaviors that could be observed, processes subjects reported using, and 

characteristics of products subjects created as they solved the series of increasingly more 

complex spatial problems. A secondary purpose was to determine if careful observation 



of processes a subject employed, combined with the subject's report of processes used 

and an evaluation of products can, indeed, paint a clear picture of the subject's spatial 

abilities. 

Summary of Procedures 
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Subjects were videotaped as they solved the series of five problems in each of 

Gardner's seven intelligences and responded to interview questions. A purposeful sam- I 

piing technique (Bogdan & Bilden, 1992) was employed to select the eighteen subjects 

whose videotapes were analyzed for this study of spatial intelligence. Subjects included 

eight males and ten females, ranging in age from 9 to 57, from Anglo, Native American, 

Hispanic, African-American, and Chinese cultural backgrounds. Nine subjects were per

ceived as highly competent in the spatial area, seven were perceived as having low spatial 

capabilities, and two were not rated by either self or student investigator. All videotapes 

were previewed to determine their useability and then analyzed three additional times to 

(a) record onto notecards behaviors observed, processes reported, and characteristics of 

finished products; (b) time the five problem solving segments and the six interview seg

ments of each subject; and (c) check that data were reported accurately and that quoted 

material was recorded verbatim. 

The researcher's first step was to construct a three column table to list, in a linear 

and sequential manner, the behaviors observed, the processes reported, and the character

istics of finished products of each subject across problem types. This raw data listing 

proved instrumental to later analysis. Notations made for each subject as s/he solved 

each of the five spatial problem solving tasks and responded to interview questions then 
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were sorted according to the coding instruments developed in the pilot study. That is, 

notecards made during the problem solving process were separated according to the eight 

broad categories delineated on the problem solving coding instrument. Notecards made 

during the interview were separated according to the thirteen broad categories delineated 

on the interview coding instrument. The researcher aligned the categories on both instru

ments to accommodate the structure of the fIrst three research questions. Categories 

indicative of behaviors observed were extracted from both instruments to respond to the 

fIrst question; categories indicative of processes reported were extracted from the inter

view coding instrument to respond to the second question; and the characteristics of prod

ucts category was extracted from the problem solving coding instrument to respond to the 

third question. 

The process described above formed the foundation that enabled this researcher to 

respond to the remaining questions. The notecards indicative of behaviors, processes, 

and characteristics of products of each subject were compared across tasks and summa

rized to respond to the fourth question. The researcher noted patterns of behaviors, pro

cesses, and products across tasks for individual subjects that later were compared across 

subjects for each task. These patterns were summarized to respond to the fIfth research 

question. Finally, the behaviors observed as subjects solved the spatial problem series, 

the processes subjects reported using, and the characteristics of products subjects pro

duced, were compared with Gardner's (1985) description of spatial intelligence to 

respond to the sixth research question. 
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Summary of the Findings 

Qualitative techniques were used to analyze the data collected to respond to the six 

research question posed in this study. Summaries of the findings are presented below for 

each research question. 

Research Question 1 

What behaviors are observed in individuals engaged in solving and defining prob

lems involving spatial abilities? 

The behaviors observed as eighteen subjects solved the series of spatial problems 

and responded to interview questions included subjects' eye movements from paper to 

object, erasure patterns, drawing and shading techniques, facial expressions, body move

ments, questioning patterns, methods of comparison, and verbal response patterns. 

Behaviors sorted into eight broad categories: implementation strategies, illustrative 

movements, product modification during interview, unrelated movements, expressions of 

emotion, subject requests, responses to student investigator, and humor. Subcategories 
• 

were developed for four of the categories; three subcategories of the implementation 

strategy category were delineated further. All behaviors coded to the category of imple

mentation strategies were gleaned from the problem solving process; behaviors coded as 

illustrative movements and product modification during interview were observed during 

the interviews; behaviors in the remaining categories were observed during the problem 

solving process and/or interview segments. 

Three subcategories were formed from the broad implementation strategy category. 

The frrst subcategory, product development, included erasing, shading, blending, draw

ing, adding color, and outlining. The second subcategory, material manipUlation, 
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included shifting and rotating paper or product to accommodate drawing and shading and 

switching materials. The third subcategory, physical adjustments, included adjustments 

of eyes, body position, anns, head, and object. All three subcategories also included an 

"other" to accommodate outlier behaviors. 

Three remaining categories, illustrative movements, expressions of emotion, and 

subjects'requests, were delineated more concisely. The three subcategories of illustrative 

movements were gestures with hands, gestures with materials, and demonstrates on 

paper. The two subcategories of expressions of emotions were verbal and physical. 

Finally, the two subcategories of subject requests were further task delineation and other 

requests. All subcategories included an "other" to accommodate outlier behaviors. 

Research Question 2 

What processes do individuals report using while they are solving and defining 

problems involving spatial intelligence? 

The processes eighteen subjects reported using to solve the series of five spatial 

tasks included relying on mental pictures, talking to self, relating steps to take, altering 

methods during the process, building upon techniques learned in one task to accomplish 

subsequent tasks, and providing words of encouragement to self. Processes fell into two 

broad categories, recalled awarenesses and descriptions of strategies used. Five subcate

gories were formed from the recalled awareness category: visualizations, body move

ments, sounds, light, odor, and thinking. The visualizations subcategory included 

visualizations both related to tasks and unrelated to task. The body movements 
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subcategory included both own movements and movements of others. The sounds cate

gory included talking to self, environmental noise, and music (singing, whistling, hum

ming). Once again an "other" was included under each subcategory to accommodate 

reported awarenesses that did not fit into established delineations. Most subjects reported 

processes only during the interview sessions. 

Research Ouestion 3 

What are the characteristics of products developed by individuals engaged in solv

ing and defining problems involving spatial ability? 

The characteristics of the products of the eighteen subjects in this study included 

value, shading, color, detail, perspective, 3-dimensions, symbolism, abstraction, and sen

sitivity to size of object and its position on paper. Some subjects consistently included 

more characteristics in their products than other subjects. In Table 7 (page 182) the 

characteristics of each subjects' products are listed. 

Research Ouestion 4 

What similarities and/or differences in behaviors, processes, and products are noted 

across tasks for individual subjects? 

Subjects exhibited interesting patterns of behaviors across tasks, some consistent 

and others not. A behavior that remained consistent for most subjects across tasks was 

the implementation strategy of material manipulation. Most subjects created the first four 

products with the same pencil. Behaviors that were most variable, for some subjects, fell 

into two broad categories, implementation strategies and subject requests. Specifically, 



the product development implementation strategy of erasures, the physical adjustment 

implementation strategy of eye movements, and the subject requests for further task 

delineation showed great variability across tasks for individual subjects. 
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One interesting pattern unfolded as subjects recalled, during the interview seg

ments, the processes they used. That is, subjects reported the processes they used in a 

consistent manner. Specifically, some subjects reported processes clearly and concisely 

that could be followed as a recipe to fashion a similar product Other subjects related 

their processes succinctly and spared few words. Interestingly, subjects representative of 

the latter group reported little, if any, awareness of talking to themselves as the solved the 

spatial problem series, while subjects in the former group commented that they "talk to 

myself all the time." An analysis of the content of the processes reported also revealed 

patterns of variability across tasks for subjects, particularly in the recalled awareness 

category of visualizations. 

The characteristics of products subjects produced varied across tasks and appeared 

dependent, to some extent, on the subject's interpretation of the problem. For example, 

some subjects interpreted the final task as an opportunity to "let my imagination go" and 

"find a creative way" to use the material!; provided, while others viewed the same task in 

a limited way, such as, "to choose my media and figure out what it was I wanted to 

draw." 

Research Question 5 

What similarities and/or differences in behaviors, processes, and products are noted 

across subjects for individual tasks? 
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Once again, behaviors that were most variable, across subjects for individual tasks, 

fell into two broad categories, implementation strategies and subject requests. Specifi

cally, the product development implementation strategy of erasures, the physical adjust

ment implementation strategy of eye movements, and the subject requests for further task 

delineation showed great variability across subjects for individual tasks. For example, 

several subjects did not erase during any task, others erased consistently, still others 

erased more as they looked at the object ~hen they solved the second problem than dur

ing subsequent tasks while a final group erased more frequently as they relied on mental 

images to solve the final problems. A second example of variability is the 

implementation strategy subjects used to develop the first product. Nine, or one half, of 

the subjects began at the lightest end and progressed to the darkest. The other half did 

just the opposite and began with the darkest end and progressed to the lightest. 

Naturally, the verbal nature of subjects' report of processes used varied across sub

jects for individual tasks. Variability also was noted in the recalled awarenesses subcate

gories of visualizations and sounds and in the descriptions of strategies category. For 

example, some subjects reported strategies that were consistent with the behaviors noted 

by the observer and others did not, and some reported obstacles to production that forced 

them to modify their implementation strategies as they progressed through the tasks. 

These modifications, for the most part, were not observable in the process segments. The 

reasons subjects related for the product development strategy used to complete the first 

strategy provide a second example. Only one of the nine subjects who began with the 
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light end of the spectrum reported his reason for doing so. He explained that he was left

handed and "it wouldn't be right for me to go" right to left. Three of the nine subjects 

who began with the dark end stressed the need to have that end complete for comparison. 

The characteristics of products produced varied across subjects for individual tasks 

just as they varied across tasks for individual subjects. This researcher became particu

larly engrossed in the variation noted in the fIrst and fIfth products. SpecifIcally, three 

male subjects used line to accomplish the first task. Two drew an increasing number of 

lines and colored in the entire darkest square. The third attempted to achieve value in the 

method employed by his computer, through an increasing number of lines and cross 

hatched lines. Finally, to create a final product, seven of the eighteen subjects used a 

variety of materials to create three dimensional products. One subject chose to cut and 

paste construction paper to create a kite. Nine subjects selected to produce on paper with 

a variety of implements, such as colored pencils, pastels, and watercolors. One subject 

did not diverge from the mode of the first four tasks. That is, he chose to draw a repeat

ing pattern with pencil. 

Research Ouestion 6 

How are these behaviors, processes, and products similar to or different from Gard

ner's description of spatial intelligence? 

Gardner does not specify behaviors that could be observed as subjects employ the 

core capabilities he delineates to solve spatial problems such as those presented in this 

study. Therefore, the behaviors noted in this study, could provide baseline information 

for interested researchers. 
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Gardner does specify core capabilities of spatial intelligence that appear similar to 

the processes subjects related. Gardner suggests that the core capacities of spatial intelli

gence are "the ability to recognize instances of the same element; the ability to transform 

or to recognize a transformation of one element into another; the capacity to conjure up 

mental imagery and then to transform that imagery; the capacity to produce a graphic 

likeness of spatial information; and the like ... " (Gardner, 1985, p. 176). All of these pro

cesses were used by some of the subjects in this study. 

Gardner (1985) alludes to product characteristics when he discusses the "feelings of 

tension, balance, and composition that characterize a painting, a work of sculpture, and 

many natural elements" (p. 176). But he does not specifically state characteristics of 

products that may be included in products similar to those produced by the subjects of 

this study. As discussed in the previous chapter, the conditions offered in an experimen

tal study may not be conducive to productions of the calibre referred to by Gardner. 

Therefore, the characteristics included in the products by the subjects in this study may 

provide other researchers with a guide for comparison. 

Discussion of Results 

The primary purpose of the study was to describe behaviors that could be observed, 

processes subjects reported using, and characteristics of products subjects created as sub

jects solved a series of increasingly more complex spatial problems. A thorough descrip

tion of the behaviors, processes, and characteristics of products of the eighteen subjects 

included in this study was presented in detail in Chapter 4 and in summary above. The 

discussion that follows, therefore, revolves around questions that remain unanswered for 
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this researcher. Specifically (a) what might account for the variation in behaviors, pro

cesses, and products noted across problem types for individual subjects?; (b) what might 

account for the variation in behaviors, processes, and products across subjects for 

individual tasks?; (c) how useful is Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligence as a con

ceptual framework for the assessment of giftedness?; and (d) how useful is Maker's con

ception of giftedness and the Maker/Schiever problem solving continuum as a base from 

which to design activities to compare giftedness across subjects? 

variability Across Problem Types 

The analysis of behaviors observed, processes reported, and characteristics of fin

ished products of the eighteen subjects included in this study disclosed variability of 

behaviors, processes, and products across problem types for individual subjects. Of 

particular interest to this researcher were behaviors observed such as patterns of eye 

movement and erasures, processes reported, particularly recalled awarenesses, and char

acteristics of products such as the inconsistent use of perspective. Close scrutiny of this 

variability in three subjects is included to enhance the discussion. 

The patterns of eye movements from object to paper as a subject implemented 

his/her strategies to draw products requested in the second, third, and fourth tasks varied 

from one task to the next. The patterns of three subjects, S-3, S-4, and S-8 are repre

sentative of patterns noted and provide a basis for discussion. All three subjects are of 

similar age and represent the mainstream culture, a deliberate selection made to minimize 

confounding factors yet clearly represent the across task variability of subjects. S-3, a 

thirteen year old Anglo female, looked from object to paper frequently to produce her 

second product, once to produce her third product, and did not look at all as she produced 
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her fourth product. S-4, a twelve year old Anglo female, did not look at her object as she 

created her first product, looked at her object only to draw the details that she added to 

her third product, and did not look at all to produce her third product. What enabled these 

two subjects to draw an object without looking at that object? Finally, S-8, also a twelve 

year old Anglo female, viewed the object as she drew her second product and "tried not 

to look at the paper at all," did not look at the object when she drew the second product, 

and focused on the object once again to draw the third product. Why was this subject 

able to draw the object for the second time without looking at it, but found it necessary to 

focus on the object to draw other products? 

These same subjects erased inconsistently across tasks. S-3 erased approximately 

five times to produce her second product, did not erase to produce her third product, 

erased approximately two times to produce the fourth product, and erased approximately 

ten times when she drew a portion of her final product. Why did this subject erase more 

as she progressed through the tasks? S-4, on the other hand, erased approximately three 

times totally, once on her second product and twice on her third product. How was this 

subject able to produce her three products with so few erasures? Finally, S-8 erased, in 

both large chunks and small sections, approximately 25 times as she produced her first 

product, twice to produce her second product, and approximately 15 times as she drew 

the third. What impelled this subject to erase so frequently on two tasks and so mini

mally on one? 

When the researcher examined the visual awareness reported by these subjects, she 

also saw both constancy and variability. S-3 reported that she "kept picturing this" and 

"just drew what I saw" as she produced her second product, she "pictured how it would 
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look on the side if it was turned" as she produced her third product, and she "pictured 

what an elephant's nose would look like on it" when she drew the fourth product. This 

subject reported that she was not aware of talking to herself during any of these tasks. 

S-4 reported no awareness of mental pictures when she drew her second product, that she 

saw "pictures of flowers" when she added the details to her third product, and she was not 

aware of visual images as she drew the third product. This subject related that she talked 

to herself as she produced her second product, saying that "you know how to do this so 

do it good," but did not recall self talk during either of the other tasks. Finally, S-8 

reported that she "was visualizing the shell" but also that she "looked at it and kind of 

drew what I saw" to produce her second product, she "didn't look at it, I saw it in my 

mind" when she drew the object for the second time, she was aware of "no pictures, and 

that's part of the reason it turned out so badly. If I would have had a clear cut picture in 

my mind, I could have drawn on that" when she created her fourth drawing. Further, this 

subject reported that she "talk(s) to myself in pretty much everything I do, discussing 

with myself what I want to do." Thus she recalled talking to herself and humming, 

"when I was doing the simpler parts of shading," during all tasks in question. 

A look at the characteristics of the products in light of these same individuals was 

revealing. S-3 produced three drawings that share some common characteristics. Value 

was represented in the second product, but only shading in the two subsequent products. 

Perspective clearly was indicated on the second product, and was indicated, but was not 

as pronounced on the third and fourth. S-3 was sensitive to the size of the object and its 

position on paper as she drew all products, and she included minute details on the second 

drawing. The drawings of S-4 were somewhat more variable. She included value only in 
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the second drawing and used value to create some of the noted perspective. She included 

inconsistent perspective and some detail in the third and fourth products. S-4 was sensi

tive to the size of her object on the second and third products, but arrived at the side of 

the page before she completed the right arm of her creature as she drew the fourth 

product. Finally, S-8 included value on all products and attempted to use this value to 

indicate detail. She also included symbolism in her third product when she included an 

impression of a light bulb to catch the "creamy glow" of a portion of the shell. But per

spective was indicated, with some inconsistency, only in the drawing she produced for 

the second task. 

The characteristics of finished products were determined by this researcher who is 

not a trained artist. A knowledgeable source (Flemming, personal communication, July, 

1993) was consulted to discuss product characteristics in general, and those of some 

products in particular. As a result of this discussion, some of the researcher's thoughts 

about products were confirmed, and she was directed to other characteristics. A point 

worth mentioning is that, for the most part, regular classroom teachers have no more 

and/or no less technical training than this researcher, thus they, too should have the abil

ity to determine product characteristics similar to those uncovered by the author. 

Clearly a number of factors must interact to explain the variability across tasks for 

individual subjects. Are subjects relying on mental image's to create when they do not 

look at the object yet adequately produce an impression? One subject (S-3), introduced 

above, reported an awareness of mental pictures as she produced all drawings. She fre

quently looked, even though she "pictured" the object, to draw the second product and 

erased approximately five times. She looked one time (she did not erase) and "pictured" 
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the object as she drew a side view for the third product. Finally, she did not look but 

"pictured" the object with an additional component, the elephant type nose, to draw her 

fourth product. On this product she erased approximately 5 times. This subject reported 

no awareness of self talk during any task. What role did mental images play in the per

formance of this individual? 

The production profiles of S-4 and S-8 look somewhat different. S-4 created her 
, 

second product with approximately one erasure and no report of mental images. While 

she drew her second product she looked from object to paper to draw the details that she 

"picture(d}" and she erased two times. She did not look, she reported no mental pictures, 

and did not erase as she drew the fourth drawing. This subject reported that she talked to 

herself during the second task and reminded herself that she knew how to accomplish the 

task. How can the performance of this individual be explained? The interaction of fac

tors noted as S-8 solved the middle three spatial problems provides yet another view. S-8 

both looked continuously at the object and was "visualizing the shell" when she erased 

approximately 25 times to produce the second drawing, she did not look but "saw it in my 

mind" and erased minimally when she drew her third product. She looked at the object, 

reported no images, and erased approximately 15 times to create the fourth product. 5-8 

reported an awareness of self talk during all tasks. What can be leamed about the mental 

images of this subject through a profile examination? 

Researchers (Arnheim, 1969; Neisser, 1976; Pylyshyn, 1973) are unable to come to 

agreement concerning "what the mind's eye tells the mind's brain." Pylyshyn (1973), for 

example, stated that "any representation .. .is much closer to being a description of the 

scene than a picture of it" (emphasis in original) (p. 11). Neisser (1976) acknowledged 
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that images derive from perceptual activity while Arnheim (1969) suggested that images 

are responsible for clear thinking. What is the possibility that Pylyshyn, in Gardner's 

terms, is a linguistically gifted individual and Arnheim spatially adept? What is the pos

sibility that mental representations are verbally based for some and pictorially based for 

others? According to Block (1981) "the question whether the representations of imagery 

are pictorial or descriptional is not straightforwardly empirical but is one of those prob

lems where everything is up for grabs, including precisely what the problem is" (pp. 3-4). 

A thorough discussion of imagery can be found elsewhere (c.f. Block, 1981) and is 

beyond the scope of this paper. However, spatial intelligence, as defined by Gardner 

(1985), has as a core capability the "capacity to conjure up mental imagery and then to 

transform that imagery," a capability that can be discussed in light of the three subjects 

under scrutiny. 

The complex interaction of behaviors observed, processes reported, and the charac

teristics of her finished products indicated that S-3 did, indeed, "picture" the images she 

drew. Her increased erasure pattern as she drew the fifth product (not expounded upon in 

detail above) may indicate the vividness (Neisser & Kerr, 1973) of the images and the 

difficulty she had transforming that clarity onto paper. The profile of S-4 differs. She 

reported visual images only one time, yet was observed looking at the object to draw that 

which she visualized. S-8 also reported that she "kn(e)w how to do this," as she related 

her instance of self talk. This subject appeared to draw from experience and practice 

rather than to display any true spatial capability. The final subject, S-8, appeared to mix 

words and images. She looked continuously, talked to herself consistently, saw images, 

and she erased many times as these processes mingled. During her third production she 
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looked continuously, saw no mental pictures, and erased less than she did the first time. 

The possibility exists that the final erasure pattern resulted from the experience of draw

ing the object two prior times. But how might one explain the interaction of elements 

during the subject's initial production? Could this subject's mental images and internal 

verbal discourse have blurred the image of the visual stimulus? 

variability Across Subjects 

Behaviors observed, processes reported, and characteristics of products not only 

differed for each subject across tasks, but also varied across subjects for individual tasks. 

The performances of the three subjects cited above are indicative of the differences noted 

across subjects for individual tasks. A complete listing of differences appeared in Chap

ter 4 in response to Research Question 5. In this section, the researcher postulates rea

sons for this variability. 

Raaheim (1978) urged experimenters to take "measures to get a clear understanding 

of what is the individual's past experience relevant to the present problem task, and, 

moreover, what is the individual's particular way of conceiving the situation facing him" 

(p. 73). Data collected during this study support the need for such understandings. The 

problems posed to subjects in this study (see Figure 1, page 79) were consistent across 

subjects. Yet, when asked what they thought they needed to do, subjects' responses var

ied. That is, all subjects synthesized the problem through their own mind and built upon 

their own experience to create the products that were their solutions. Thus defining the 

problem was the first "problem" subjects encountered and provided the first point of 

departure for each subject. In Table 8, subjects' interpretation of each problem is listed. 

Several interesting points are worthy of note. First, although subjects interpreted the first 



Table 8 

Subjects' Interpretations of Problems 

Problem Type 

Subject Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V 

S-l "well, I wasn't really "draw the object, or, you "draw an abstract approx- "pick a different perspec- "come up with a 
sure, it seemed sort of know, give the impres- imation of the figure" tive to draw" piece of art" 
dumb, that was my first sion of it" 
impression" 

S-2 "control the pencil by just "was just going to do a "doing anything I wanted "needed to do whatever I "anything I 
gradually moving from contour drawing or an to do within reason" wanted to do" wanted to do as long as it 
light to dark, being aware outline drawing of the 
of the square preceeding horse" 

contained the problem, 
value" 

and trying to have a sense 
of harmony and unity" 

S-3 "go from lightest to dark- "do exactly what you told "I didn't understand" "thought of an interesting "I was told to 
est" me - draw this and shade way to change it" let my imagination go" 

it in" 

S-4 "make it from light to "make it so it's light to "make it the same size as "I could be a little goofier "just make some 
dark" dark or dark to light" the box, just make it look and make it different" sort of thing" 

different" 

S-5 "make it different shades "draw the box with differ- "change the appearance, "change it however I "draw something 
from lightest to darkest" ent shades like shadows" like the shadows, make it wanted to" I wanted to" 

more pronounced" 

S-6 "start with the darkest end "draw the cup" "draw from the perspec- "draw cup again" "draw something" 
fIrSt" tive looking down" 

tv -o 



Table 8 continued: 

Problem Type 

Subject Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V 

S-7 "needed to start at either "needed to draw cactus "change my perspective "take that and do what- needed to use 
end and have extreme with detail of what is on the object to look at it ever I wanted - I had values to create some-
values of black and there" in a different way" license to escape the thing new without the 
white" bounds of what was bounds of drawing a 

there" specific object" 

S-8 "needed to color them. try "to draw the object as "needed to make a rough "needed to change the "needed to 
to get the different shades best I could and use dif- sketch - didn't have to sheil, perhaps make it choose my media and fig-
from lightest to darkest" ferent techniques of shad- look like this because it look like another type of ure out what I wanted to 

ing with different values wasn't supposed to look shell" draw" 
of color" like this - and then I just 

drew whatever I felt" 

S-9 "figure out a way ... to "get it exactly like it was, "make my drawing seem "picture that it was at "just needed to 
make it to the lighter col- on paper" more as, or the same as, another way other than come up with something 
or ... by pressing the pencil the object" straight up and just draw to draw" 
down" it" 

S-1O "start from the darkest to "pick up my pencil and "change it from the last "do whatever I want" "to pick 
the lightest because you get a general idea of what thing I did" materials" 
can't really get a good I was drawing" 
idea of how far you have 
to go unless you have one 
end totally done" 

S-11 "shade in the boxes from "to draw that and put it "to draw this part and "to make the eyes, the "wanted to make 
dark to light" right here and put shade shade in that part right feet, the arms, the wings, a rainbow" 

on it" there" the hair, and the fmgers" 

S-12 "just color, I guess" "since this is different "to add more color" "to try to visualize it on "needed to use, 
shades, I thought I had to its side" to try to use, most of the 
make this lighter than materials, to create" 
this" N ..... ..... 



Table 8 continued: 

Problem Type 

Subject Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V 

S-13 "make different shades of "draw the object" "look at the object and "I thought I'd draw the "I thought I had to make 
gray" see what it looks like, or vase at different angles" something with some-

what it resembles, to me" thing in the box" 

S-14 "just do what you asked "draw it as well as I "make it look different" "to create my own vase" "I wanted to 
me to do, just move from could" create my own thing, but 
the darkest to the lightest" I wanted to do something 

that I knew something 
about" 

S-15 "to estimate how many "draw the thing and fig- "to just vary the lighting "same thing I did before" "trying to make 
different variety I could ure out what value of in it rather that to change it look like an architect 
make by different pres- shading I'm going to toe shape to see if I could model" 
sure when I drew between attribute to each bright- do the toning" 
that number of squares to ness" 
make sure that I started 
with white and I put to 
darkest color over here" 

S-16 "color the square with "just draw the little can" "put shade over here and "make the other angle "needed to make 
just light .. and what I see on the can, the without seeing it" a picture of my own, to 
then ... darker and darker" shades" draw it and make the 

shades" 

S-17 "do what you said, start "gathered that you meant "what you said, don't "to let my imagination go "come up with 
with one square light and use some of the shading change the size of the pic- a little bit, and see it as some kind of art project 
fIll in progressively, that was involved" ture but just redraw it either part of something and I just had a blank" 
either coloring all of it or using more of what we else, or something that 
leaving some of it white, talked about" you could make it into" 
so that less and less white 
would show" 

tv -tv 



Table 8 continued: 

Problem Type 

Subject Type I Type II Type III 

S-18 

Type IV Type V 

"variations on a theme" "needed to know 
if I could recreate what I 
had done before, I wanted 
to answer the question 
was that the only one that 
was within me" 

N -w 
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problem, the most clearly stated problem presented, in a somewhat similar manner, vari

ety was observed in the behaviors, the processes they reported that they used, and the 

characteristics of their finished products! One might question whether this phenomenon 

occurs as subjects interpret and solve the "problems" posed on standardized tests. Sec

ond, some subjects interpreted and solved the Type III problem in the way that others 

interpreted and solved the Type IV problem, and vice-versa. Finally, some subjects 

interpreted the most open problem in a limited way thus closing their options before they 

began to produce. 

Experience (Raaheim, 1978; Saugstad & Raaheim, 1960) may be the second inter

vening factor that spurred variability across subjects for individual tasks. One subject 

(S-2) in this study was an artist. Six subjects (S-4, S-5, S-8, S-lO, S-14, and S-15) 

reported that they had participated in art classes. Six subjects (S-3, S-6, S-9, S-II, S-12, 

and S-16) reported no experience other than that received during everyday activities in a 

regular classroom or through life. The remaining subjects reported varied experiences: 

S-1 had done some drawing and mechanical drawing, S-7 reported experience drawing 

with and teaching techniques to her first graders, and S-13 reported "sketching and pic

tures." Two subjects reported "life" experiences when questioned about their experience. 

For example, S-17 related that "when you talk to people in the business that I do ... you 

have to paint a picture for them but sometimes you can't give it to them in a full degree 

all at once, you have to do it step by step ... you have to start out really plain and simple 

and color it in as things progress" after she produced her color spectrum. S-17 also com

mented, during her fourth interview, that "life in general is like this. I've always been the 

kind of person that is interested in making sure my ideas are communicated 
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effectively ... I'm trying to paint a clear picture ... maybe that's why I go overboard even on 

pictures to make them look like what I'm trying to make ... " The second subject, S-14, 

related her experience after the third task as "changing clothes ... how they mix and 

match .. .! changed this by color without changing the size ... when you get dressed, you 

can't change your size, you can change what you're wearing, colors, but not size ... " 

After the fourth task, she related her experience as "decoration or something ... when you 

decorate something, you kind of make things go together ... because when you decorate 

something, it's in your head what you want." 

Related to experience, but also an entity in and of itself, is opportunity (Schmidt, 

1993). S-17 discovered, during the overall interview, that her hesitancy and feelings of 

frustration with art and related projects may have a deep underlying root. That is, "that 

may be a lot of it, there really wasn't much value put on art in our family as we were 

growing up." She also related humorously her eighth grade teacher's reaction to an art 

project that may have impacted seriously her ability to create in this arena. Subjects in 

this study may have had more and/or less opportunity and encouragement to develop spa

tial abilities. 

One additional factor that may have impacted the variability across subjects for 

individual tasks was technical ability in combination with the complexity of the object 

presented. Freeman (1980) cautioned that " ... young children may well have much more 

at their disposal than they know how to use unaided when locked in confrontation with a 

blank page" (p. 7). This researcher suspects that Freeman might well amend his statement 

to include children, both young and old! In this study (S-I, S-3, S-6, S-IO, S-15, and 

S-17) six subjects expressed a lack of technical ability in drawing in general or they 
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expressed an inability to conquer specific aspects of the problems presented. For exam

ple, S-3 related she "felt it would be interesting to see how close I could get ... because I'm 

not good in art" during her second interview. S-lO reported that he was "not that good at 

details" and S-6 related that he did not "like to do things I'm not that good at ... drawing is 

not my favorite thing." 

Finally, a factor that may override all others, is spatial intelligence. Yakimanskaya 

(1991) suggested that spatial thinking is developmental. Gardner (1985) suggested that 

all individuals do have the capacity to develop spatial abilities but that some may possess 

more innate capabilities than others. Nine of the eighteen participants in this study were 

rated as highly spatially competent, seven were rated as having low spatial abilities, and 

the spatial ability of two subjects was not indicated. The purpose of this study was not to 

demonstrate the differences between highly spatially capable and those of lesser ability 

thus the researcher did not examine differences from every possible angle. But, two dis

tinct differences presented themselves that warrant discussion here and further investiga

tion in the future. The first, an observed behavior/process difference, was noted as 

subjects solved the first problem. Half of the subjects in this study accomplished the first 

task by shading from the light end and only one related his reason for doing so. The 

remaining subjects progressed from the dark end. Three subjects reported that they did 

so to have a visual comparison. Seven of the nine subjects who began at the light end 

were rated as highly spatially capable. Five of the subjects who began with the dark end 

were rated as having low spatial capabilities. One might wonder what role a mental 

image of values along a spectrum played for the light end beginners. 
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The second difference, one of characteristics of products, was noted in final prod

ucts of subjects and was equally intriguing. Seven of the eighteen subjects used a variety 

of materials to create three-dimensional final products. With the exception of S-14 who 

was not rated, all were perceived as having high spatial capabilities. No subject per

ceived as low in the spatial area deviated from the paper-and-pencil mode except to use 

an implement other than a pencil. One subject (S-6) did not even make that change. He 

used the pencil to create a repeating pattern and commented that he "would have used 

color but everything here is too fat, it wouldn't fit in my skinny little lines, it would have 

messed up my artwork." 

How did the subject's interpretation of the problems, experience, opportunity, tech

nical ability, and spatial ability affect the performances of S-3, S-4, and S-8, the three 

subjects discussed above? S-3 had difficulty interpreting the third and the fourth tasks, 

found the ambiguity of the questions unsettling, and questioned the student investigator 

until she was confident that what she produced would meet the specifications of the prob

lems. She reported limited experience, but, from all indications, no limits to opportuni

ties that would enhance her performance in tasks such as these. S-3 expressed concern 

about her technical abilities, a concern the researcher found unwarranted. How did her 

spatial capabilities compensate for limits in other areas? Van Sommers (1984) suggested 

that "the graphically competent eye may be the one that routinely extracts from objects 

that internal structure which leads most surely and economically to a faithful reproduc

tion" (p. 133). Van Sommers's comment may provide the explanation needed to account 

for the performance of S-3. 
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S-4 and S-8, on the other hand, did not appear distraught when the directions were 

presented. S-4 asked only two task delineation questions before she began the fourth 

task, she provided clear interpretations of the problems, reported experience in art 

classes, and related that she "knew how to do" several of the tasks posed. Once again, 

opportunity was not detrimental to this subject's performance. Yet, close examination of 

behaviors, processes, and products indicate that spatial ability played a small role in the 

performance of this subject. Her ability to draw the box that was her object stemmed 

from practice and her experience rather than spatial ability. One might wonder how her 

performance was affected by the object she was asked to draw and how different her per

formance might be with another object. 

The portrait of S-8 is similar to that of S-4 in some respects. She clearly stated 

what she thought she needed to do during each task, she reported experience in art classes 

and with her mother, an artist, and she related that "I never ever feel the potential for frus

tration" when she creates. Opportunity, once again, was not an issue. A factor more 

important to the performance of S-8 than either S-3 or S-4 was the object presented. S-8 

was requested to draw a large conch shell, a complex object that would tax the abilities of 

many. But, close examination of this subject's behaviors, processes, and products indi

cated that linguistic ability enabled her to solve the spatial problems presented more than 

her spatial capabilities. Interestingly, this researcher allowed the subject's verbal 

capacities to interfere with her initial assessment of the subject's spatial capabilities. 

That is, because this subject clearly described the processes that she employed and the 

mental activity that she recalled, the researcher initially determined that her low rating in 
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the spatial area was inaccurate. Only after careful analysis of more videotapes and 

increased understanding of the workings of spatial capabilities, was the researcher able to 

more realistically assess this subject. 

In summary, five factors may affect the performances of subjects and increase the 

variability across subjects on spatial tasks such as those presented to subjects in this 

study. That is, the subject's interpretation of the problem, the subject's experience with 

related tasks, the subject's related opportunities, the subject's technical ability in combi

nation with the complexity of the object presented, and, finally and possibly most impor

tantly, the subject's spatial intelligence. When placed in this perspective, it seems, to this 

researcher, unconscionable that a subject's spatial ability, or any other ability, be assessed 

in a "standardized" way! Little does a standardized form tell us about these factors for 

tested individuals. 

variability Between Hi~h and Low Groups 

Nine subjects included in this study were rated as highly spatially capable. The spa

tial capabilities of seven subjects were perceived as low; two subjects were not rated. 

Ratings reflected the perceptions of subjects themselves and/or those of the student 

investigator. All ratings represented intraindividual strengths. That is, subjects (and/or 

student investigators) viewed their spatial abilities relative to abilities exhibited in 

logical-mathematical, linguistic, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, and/or personal intelli

gences. No interindividual comparisons were made to arrive at high-low ratings. 

Although no research question addressed variability between the two groups, the 

researcher noted interesting patterns in behaviors observed, processes reported, and char

acteristics of products as the data were analyzed. For example, nine subjects (S-I, S-2, 
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S-3, S-4, S-S, S-8, S-12, S-lS, and S-17) began the value chart at the light end and 

progressed to the dark end. The remaining nine (S-6, S-7, S-9, S-lO, S-ll, S-13, S-14, 

S-16, and S-18) began at the dark end and progressed to the light end. Seven (S-l, S-2, 

S-3, S-4, S-S, S-12, and S-lS) of the nine subjects who started at the light end were rated 

as highly spatially capable. Five (S-6, S-7, S-9, S-lO, and S-16) of the nine subjects who 

began at the dark end were included in the low group. Both not rated subjects, S-14 and 

S-18, began at the dark end of the spectrum. 

A second pattern of observed behavior that emerged was that of eye contact. That 

is, the eye contact from object to paper of five subjects (S-l, S-3, S-S, S-lO, and S-13) 

decreased as he/she progressed through the middle three tasks. Four of the five subjects 

were from the high group. The eye contact of five other subjects (S-6, S-7, S-9, S-ll, 

and S-17) was consistent. Four of these subjects were from the low group. 

The researcher noted a similar pattern in the numbers of requests subjects made for 

further task delineation. Seven subjects (S-l, S-2, S-4, S-6, S-9, S-12, and S-13) asked 

few, if any, questions. Five of the seven were from the high group. Eight subjects (S-7, 

S-8, S-lO, S-ll, S-14, S-lS, S-16, and S-17) asked some tasks delineation questions; five 

of these subjects were from the low group. Interestingly, the two adolescent subjects (S-3 

and S-S) who asked the most questions, were perceived as highly capable in the spatial 

area. 

Five adult subjects exhibited humor as they progressed through the spatial tasks. 

Three of the five were from the low group and appeared to use humor to relieve anxiety. 

One subject, S-13, was from the high group; the remaining subject, S-18, was not rated. 
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Patterns also emerged in processes subjects reported. For instance, seven subjects 

(S-2, S-3, S-8, S-lO, S-12, S-13, and S-15) reported an awareness of mental pictures in 

four or five tasks. Five subjects in this group were rated highly capable in the spatial 

area. Interestingly, six subjects reported mental pictures during one or two tasks and this 

number reflected and even distribution between high and low groups. Three subjects 

(S-I, S-2, and S-6) reported no awareness of self talk during any task; two of the three 

were in the high group. Six subjects reported that they talk to themselves most of the 

time; three of the six were perceived as highly capable. The self talk reported by seven 

subjects was geared toward the technicalities of the task. Of the seven, three were in the 

low group, two were not rated, and two were in the high group. 

Subjects used a variety of materials to develop their "work of art" for the final task. 

Seven subjects (S-I, S-2, S-3, S-12, S-13, S-14, and S-15) created three-dimensional final 

projects; six of the seven were from the high group. Nine of the remaining eleven sub

jects created with paper and watercolor, pastels, andlor colored pencils to produce final 

products with color. One subject, S-17, used construction paper to design a cut and paste 

kite. Finally, S-6 continued to work with pencil-and-paper to produce a repeating pattern. 

No subject from the low group created a three-dimensional final product; only three sub

jects perceived as highly capable in the spatial area created final products that were not 

three-dimensional. Some of this variability may be explained by the manner in which 

subjects interpreted the final task. Seven subjects (S-l, S-2, S-3, S-4, S-12, S-13, and 

S-14) explained that they needed to create something; six of these individuals were from 
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the high group. Seven other subjects (S-5, S-6, S-7, S-8, S-9, S-ll, and S-16) explained 

that they needed to decide what to draw; five of these individuals were from the low 

group. 

Finally, subjects in this study had the opportunity to explain changes they might 

make if they could "do the task again" or "work on the product longer." Seven subjects 

(S-l. S-2, S-3, S-5, S-12, S-13, and S-16) responded, during one or more interview, that 

they would make changes in the proportion of their drawing to more accurately represent 

the object. Six of these subjects were from the high group. Subjects also had the oppor

tunity to evaluate the problem types to relate which was the easiest and hardest, and 

which they liked best. Four subjects commented on the third task. One subject (S-lO) 

related that this was the hardest task, one subject (S-17) related that she liked this one the 

best, and two subjects (S-8 and S-18) related that this was the easiest task. Three of the 

four subjects were from the low group. S-18 was one of the two not rated subjects. Simi

larly, nine subjects commented on the fourth task. Four subjects found this task the hard

est, two found it the easiest, and three liked this task the best. Six of the nine subjects 

who rated this task were from the high group; two subjects were from the low group. 

Only one subject, S-17, rated the last task as the hardest; and one subject (S-7) rated this 

task the easiest. Both of these subjects were from the low group. Six of the eight sub

jects who liked the last task the best were from the high group. Five subjects (S-3, S-5, 

S-9, S-14, and S-16) liked the last task best and also thought it was the easiest. 

Interestingly, two of the five were from the high group, two were from the low group, 

and one was not rated. 
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In summary, although the differences between subjects rated as highly capable in 

the spatial area and those of lesser spatial capabilities were not directly addressed in this 

study, the researcher noted interesting patterns. These patterns emerged in all three areas, 

behaviors observed, processes reported, and characteristics of finished products and war

rant further investigation with other populations and larger numbers of subjects. 

Gardner's Theory as a Conceptual Framework 

A secondary purpose of the study was to determine if careful observation of pro

cesses a subject employed, combined with the subject's report of processes used and an 

evaluation of products can, indeed, paint a clear picture of the subject's spatial abilities. 

The mini-studies presented above of three subjects suggest that the observation process 

can be used to determine spatial strengths of subjects. Further, this observation process 

revealed much more than spatial abilities for some subjects. 

Gardner (1985) suggests that every normal individual has the capacity to develop 

abilities in seven different areas or types of intelligence: spatial, linguistic, logical

mathematical, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. Researchers 

(Barrett, 1952; Cooper, 1982; Michael, 1954; Neisser & Kerr, 1973; Shore & Carey, 

1984; Zimmerman, 1954) have suggested that individuals use different mental processes 

to solve spatial problems. Specifically, Barrett (1952) and Shore and Carey (1984) stated 

that some people use verbal means to solve spatial problems while Cooper (1982) sug

gested that some subjects use a wholistic (spatial) approach while others use an analytic 

(logical-mathematical) approach. Analysis of the data collected during this study 

suggests that some subjects employed those processes already cited by other researchers, 

but some subjects also employed interpersonal and intra personal skills not previously 
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alluded to by researchers in the literature. In other words, the observation process used in 

this study suggested subjects' strengths in more than just spatial intelligence. For exam

ple, the linguistic capabilities of S-8, the logical-mathematical and intrapersonal strengths 

of S-18, and the interpersonal abilities of S-17, all were noted through his/her 

performances on the spatial tasks. 

Several limitations of Gardner's theory were noted as this research progressed. For 

example, Gardner posits core capacities of spatial intelligence that correspond to the pro

cesses reported by some subjects in the study. Gardner does not specify behaviors that 

one might observe as a subject relies on spatial capabilities. He includes one core 

capacity, the ability to produce graphic representations of spatial information, that is not 

mentioned by others, yet Gardner does not address the issue of how one might assess 

graphic representations in light of spatial ability. Smith (1964) included a drawing com

ponent in his studies when he discovered that the drawings of some students were dis

torted yet subjects who drew distorted figures were unable to identify proportional 

problems in their work. Smith (1964) suggested that spatial aptitude "would be 

manifested in an ability to perceive and reproduce shapes correctly, i.e. with their dimen

sions and their relations in due proportion" (p. 55). When the subjects in this study were 

asked about changes they would make to products, seven subjects, S-I, S-2, S-3, S-5, 

S-12, S-13, and S-16 discussed changes they would make in terms of proportion. Interest

ingly, six of these subjects were perceived as highly spatially inclined. Gardner might 

well modify his core capacity to read "the ability to perceive and reproduce spatial 

information in a proportionately accurate manner." 
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In summary, with some clarification, Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences 

can provide a conceptual framework for educators willing to "stop, look, and listen." 

Educators can determine readily the strengths of students in terms of Gardner's intelli

gences if they are willing to provide opportunities that allow students to solve problems 

(other than the paper-and-pencil, one-right-answer variety), to observe the manners in 

which students solve these problems, and to ask open-ended questions that encourage stu-
/ 

dents to think about the mental processes they employed to reach a solution. 

Maker's Conception of Giftedness 

Maker (in press) contends that a key element in giftedness is an ability to effi

ciently, effectively, and economically solve problems. She hypothesizes that gifted indi

viduals work through problems of all types, that is, problems ranging from well-defined 

to ill-defmed, and she presents a problem continuum that includes five problem types. 

Maker, with the assistance of graduate students, developed two separate, yet not distinct, 

processes that can be used to observe, and subsequently identify, potentially gifted indi

viduals. Both processes combine Gardner's (1985) theory with her own ideas about 

giftedness and both processes incorporate observation of problem solving in several of 

Gardner's intelligences. 

Maker's problem solving definition in general, and the problem solving continuum 

in particular, can be a useful guide for educators both in the field of education of the 

gifted and in the broader area of regular education. But this researcher suggests some 

clearer distinctions be made. For example, exactly what is meant by "efficiently, effec

tively, and economically?" By what criteria will the efficiency, effectiveness, and econo

mics of a solution be determined? More importantly, who is to determine the criteria by 
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which to judge whether subjects solve a problem efficiently, effectively, and in the most 

economic way? And finally, throughout history "problems" have been solved in ways 

considered efficient, effective, and economic, but little regard has been paid to ethics 

(Nielson, July, 1993, personal communication)! How might ethics fit into a definition of 

giftedness based on problem solving ability? 

This researcher detennined that efficiency equated with timeliness. The problem 

solving process segments and the interview segments of each subject were timed to shed 

light on the matter of efficiency. Unfortunately the times for some subjects are incom

plete for one reason or another. Specifically, S-2's problem solving process was not 

taped in its entirety, the first three segments of S-18 are not included, and the [mal 

problem solving process segments of S-9, S-lO, and S-14 are not complete. In the cases 

of S-9 and S-14 only several minutes were excluded. In the case of S-lO, the student 

investigator allowed the video camera to roll for several minutes then turned the system 

off while the subject completed his product. All other segments of all other subjects are 

accurate. In Table 9, total times of each problem solving process segment and each inter

view segment for each subject are listed. A clearer picture is painted in Figures 5 and 6, 

of the times subjects spent solving each problem and answering interview questions. 

Finally, in Figure 7, each subjects' total time is presented graphically. 

Subjects in this study were asked to determine which problem they perceived as 

hardest, which problem they perceived as easiest, and which problem they liked the best. 

In Table 10, subjects' problem Type evaluations are listed. Fourteen of the eighteen 



Table 9 

Syuj~ts' PrQUIl.:m SQlvin~ PrOCl.:S~ and Inll.:rvil.:~ Timl.:S 

Problem Type 

TI TIl TIll TN TV Final Total 

Subject PS I PS I PS I PS I PS I I Time 

S-1 4:43 2:48 3:59 2:27 0:40 2:29 2:58 2:47 4:56 2:10 2:38 32:35 

S-2a 2:17 5:29 2:30 5:47 0:41 5:29 0:57 5:08 0:29 5:00 3:53 37:40 

S-3 1:19 2:02 7:36 3:19 1:14 1:30 1:40 1:52 12:56 4:07 2:35 40:10 

S-4 0:32 1:50 2:07 2:09 1:02 2:26 1:56 1:49 4:12 2:19 3:01 23:23 

S-5 1:41 3:13 4:11 4:09 8:16 3:06 7:28 3:50 8:32 4:42 3:26 52:34 

S-6 1:36 2:10 3:08 3:39 0:24 3:01 1:54 2:39 2:59 2:28 1:40 25:38 

S-7 4:04 4:09 9:28 4:14 8:48 4:43 3:40 3:24 7:03 3:09 4:47 57:29 

S-8 5:40 16:51 21:40 12:19 3:43 7:28 10:07 8:31 19:18 6:49 5:25 117:51 

S-9 1:03 3:19 3:00 3:28 1:33 2:05 4:53 2:27 5:551 2:16 5:10 35:09 

S-1O 2:42 6:10 5:01 4:18 3:01 4:07 6:54 3:58 0:391 4:22 6:51 48:03 

S-11 2:26 4:50 3:34 5:06 2:42 5:02 2:07 7:17 9:30 11:32 6:00 59:39 

S-12 5:03 5:43 1:44 5:45 0:55 4:41 1:42 4:20 20:37 4:40 6:35 61:45 
tv 
tv 
.....:I 



Table 9 continued: 

TI TIl TIll 

Subject PS I PS I PS 

S-13 11:38 6:15 19:52 7:36 2:11 

S-14 5:08 4:48 7:58 4:31 3:59 

S-15 3:44 6:55 3:59 3:14 4:17 

S-16 1:20 1:53 2:09 2:19 0:34 

S-17 2:06 4:33 2:56 5:54 2:59 

S-18b 

~ 
a. Tape stopped during problem solving activity 
b. Recording of TI thru TIll missing 

Problem Type 

TN 

I PS I PS 

5:50 3:24 6:33 8:04 

4:49 8:05 4:26 10:21 

5:19 2:16 4:52 21:51 

2:34 1:55 2:24 26:01 

5:23 3:31 6:49 16:09 

4:37 4:40 3:13 

TV Final 

I I 

5:00 6:08 

3:56 7:23 

7:26 2:51 

2:13 3:40 

6:56 4:15 

2:57 7:58 

Total 

Time 

82:31 

65:24 

66:44 

47:02 

61:31 

tv 
tv 
00 
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Table 10 

Sllbj~~ts' EVilIlIiltiQn Qf ProbI~m Tl-l2~S 

Problem Type 

Subject Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V 

S-1 hardest easiest liked best 

S-2* easiest hardest liked best 

S-3 hardest liked best 
easiest 

S-4 hardest easiest liked best 

S-5 hardest liked best 
easiest 

S-6 liked best hardest 
easiest 

S-7 hardest liked best easiest 

S-8 hardest hardest easiest liked best 

S-9 hardest liked best 
easiest 

S-1O easiest hardest hardest liked best 

S-l1 easiest hardest liked best 

S-12 easiest hardest liked best 

S-13 easiest hardest liked best 
N 
W 
N 



Table 10 continued: 

Subject 

S-14 

S-1S 

S-16 

S-17 

S-18 

Type I 

hardest 

hardest 

easiest 

Type II 

hardest 

Problem Type 

Type III Type IV 

easiest 

liked best 

easiest liked best 

~. S-2 reported that, with proper time and materials, she would have liked the Type V problem best. 

Type V 

liked best 
easiest 

liked best 

liked best 
easiest 

hardest 

N 
~ 
~ 
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subjects in this study rated the Type V problem as the easiest and/or the one they liked 

best. Nine (S-I, S-3, S-4, S-5, S-9, S-l1, S-12, S-15, and S-16) of the fourteen subjects 

spent more time solving this problem and creating their product than any other problem. 

Only one subject (S-17) rated the final problem as the hardest and she, too, spent more 

time creating her fifth product. Interestingly, most subjects seemed to appreciate the 

problem Type least allowed for in school settings! 

Subjects in this study also were asked to evaluate the products they created. This 

evaluation of the final product could be considered a measure of how effectively the sub

ject perceived slhe solved the problem. In most cases subjects were pleased with their 

productions but also suggested changes they would make. One subject (S-1) reported 

that he "didn't do it very well" when he discussed his first product. Another subject (S-8) 

was not pleased with her fourth product and S-1O was most critical of his drawings of the 

stool. S-3 said she would do her final product over again because "to me, right now, it is 

kind of a cartoon. It resembles something a 5 or 6, no maybe a 7 year old would do." 

One way the researcher views the economics of solutions subjects presented is to 

look at the effort that went into production, above and beyond the time spent. Subjects in 

this study wasted little effort on unrelated movements as discussed in Chapter 4. Some 

subjects, particularly S-8 and S-13, erased frequently, and in both large and small sec

tions. S-7 stood by the edge of the table to view her object from another perspective, and 

squinted with one eye closed for much of this time. S-16 spent a lot of time and some 

energy as he determined what to create for a final product. Finally, S-17 floundered as 

she created her final kite product. How did these factors affect an economics evaluation 

of the performance of subjects? 
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One brief final discussion about the perfonnances of the three subjects, S-3, S-4, 

and S-8, from this perspective might be helpful. S-3 created all five products in approxi

mately one half hour. She spent almost half this time creating her final product, the one 

she "would do over again" and she consumed little effort moving her eyes back and forth 

and erasing. S-4 created her products in approximately 10 minutes, reported that she was 

pleased with all products, and wasted few words and little energy while producing. S-8, 

on the other hand, spent approximately one hour creating her products that she reported 

needed more work, and she consumed both time and energy when she erased many times. 

When these subjects are viewed in light of Maker's definition of giftedness, S-3 appears 

the most spatially adept. 

In summary, Maker's conception of giftedness can be a useful guide for educators, 

provided that some clarification be provided. Further, educators can build upon the five 

problem Types presented in the continuum to design situations for students that will 

allow excellent understanding of how subjects define and solve related problems. 

Implications of the Study 

The primary purpose of the study was to describe behaviors that could be observed, 

processes subjects reponed using, and characteristics of products subjects created as they 

solved a series of increasingly more complex spatial problems. A secondary purpose of 

the study was to detennine if careful observation of processes a subject employed, 

combined with the subject's report of processes used and an evaluation of products can, 

indeed, paint a clear picture of the subject's spatial abilities. The results of this study 

indicate that educators can observe the complex interaction of behaviors, processes, and 
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products to determine a subject's giftedness in the spatial area. Further, the results 

clearly show that examination of anyone element, behaviors, processes, or products, in 

isolation, tells little about the processes used to determine solutions. Subjects build upon 

their strengths to solve problems in their area of weakness. Thus, the observation process 

employed for this study revealed strengths for which this researcher was not specifically 

searching. Educators willing to expend the time and energy needed to incorporate an 

observation process such as the one used in this study will deepen their understanding of 

the students with whom they work. 

Implications for Future Research 

Numerous directions for research are suggested by this investigation. This 

researcher "explored" spatial intelligence, as defined by Gardner (1985), intent on 

describing behaviors that could be observed, processes subjects reported using, and char

acteristics of products subjects produced. To accomplish this, she analyzed the video

tapes of eighteen subjects, each studied by a student investigator, as they solved a series 

of increasingly more complex problems. Spin-off studies are vital that (a) replicate the 

study under somewhat more controlled conditions, specifically one investigator who stu

dies a number of people asked to draw the same object (preferably something nondescript 

like a wooden cone or cylinder); (b) determine similarities and/or differences in 

behaviors, processes, and products of subjects perceived as highly capable in the spatial 

area, and those not so highly perceived; (c) determine the correlation of strengths identi-
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fied in other intelligences with the subject's perfonnance in that area; and (d) determine 

the similarities and/or differences in behaviors, processes, and products of a number of 

subjects across tasks in all intelligences. 

Several studies suggested by this investigation revolve around problem solving. All 

subjects in the present study were included because of their known giftedness in one of 

Gardner's intelligences. Yet the perfonnances of these subjects when solving spatial 

problems differed remarkably. If "gifted" individuals are viewed more succinctly as lin

guistically gifted or logically-mathematically gifted, and problems are presented that 

reflect those strengths, what similarities and/or differences are observed in behaviors, 

processes, and products? In the same vein, do subjects solve problems in the same man

ner across intelligences, that is, in both areas of strength and areas of weakness? Also, 

what effects might a classroom designed around problem solving have on the problem 

solving capabilities of subjects? 

Beyond the scope of spatial intelligence and problem solving, studies are needed to 

determine if a young subject's metacognitive awareness could be increased by an educa

tor who continuously "asks the right questions." Studies also are needed to determine the 

role a student's linguistic ability plays in a teacher's evaluation of that student's 

capabilities. 

Conclusion 

New methods to assess giftedness must be developed and tested that correspond to 

reconceptualized definitions of the construct. Maker (in press) combined Gardner's 
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Theory of Multiple Intelligences and her own thoughts concerning the nature of gifted

ness to design a process approach to identify individuals' strengths in each area ofintelli

gence. In this study the spatial portion of the videotapes of eighteen subjects were 

analyzed to define further the theories of both researchers. The results of the study 

indicated that the observation of spatial problem solving can, indeed, shed light on the 

spatial capabilities of subjects. In addition, subjects displayed other intellectual strengths 

as they incorporated these strengths to accommodate weakness in the spatial domain. 

The researcher found no single observed behavior, reported process, or characteris

tic of product that exemplified high spatial competence. Therefore the assessment of spa

tial ability cannot hinge on anyone component in isolation of others. Rather, educators 

interested in the spatially intelligent must understand the complex interaction of 

behaviors, processes, and products to determine a student's spatial competency. Educa

tors who implement an assessment approach similar to the one presented in this study 

will benefit from the increased understanding of the individual's strengths in intellectual 

areas other than that under scrutiny. 

The definition of spatial intelligence proposed by S-18 can provide a starting point 

for future exploration into the construct and greater understanding of the spatially compe

tent. 

What do I think spatial intelligence is? I have no data, so the only data I have is 

what I have before me. The only thing I have before was to test my spatial gifted

ness, if any, plus the interview questions. If the universe is nothing more that a 

space/time continuum, then obviously we are looking at the space side of it, and I 

am seeing myself in relation to all that's about me, and I would assume - assume?-
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or guess, that some people, one, are more cognizant of, two, appreciate more, and 

therefore, have more knowledge of the space side of that continuum than others. 

So, yea, spatially intelligent people would be people who have a keener insight into 

those things that are about them - physical things that are about them. 

Educators are encouraged to depart from the time side of the continuum that they 

frequently allow to dominate their professional endeavors, and escape into the space side 

of the continuum for brief respites during each day. In doing so, a whole new dimension 

may open before them. In this dimension, people are viewed from all angles and per

spectives and scrutinized closely in all cracks and crevices. In this dimension, people are 

understood, accepted, and worked with as they are, not as we wish them to be. In this 

dimension, an educator will not allow a person's verbal abilities, or lack thereof, to inter

fere with accurate assessment of individual strengths. The time has come for more of us 

to escape! 
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APPENDIX A 

PRODUCTS OF S-3, S-4, and S-8 
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Illustration 17 

Subject 4 - Type II 
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Subject 4 - Type III 
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Subject 4 - Type IV 
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APPENDIXB 

HUMAN SUBJECfS COMMITIEE LETTER 



Human Subjects Committee 

April 26, 1993 

C. June Maker, Ph.D. 
Judith Rogers 

THE UNIVERSITY OF 

ARIZONA 
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER 

Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation 
Education Building, #409 
Main Campus 

1690 N. Warren (Bldg. 526B) 
Tucson, Arizona 85724 
(602) 626-6721 or 626-7575 

252 

RE: UNDERSTANDING MULTIPLE INTELL1~ENCES THROUGH OBSERVATION OF 
PROBLEM SOLVING AND UNDERSTANDING SPATIAL INTELLIGENCE THROUGH 
PROBLEM SOLVING IN ART: AND ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIORS, PROCESSES, 
AND PRODUCTS 

Dear Investigators: 

We received documents concerning your above cited project. 
Regulations published by the u.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services [45 CFR Part 46.101(b) (2)] exempt this type of research 
from review by our Committee. 

Thank you for informing us of your work. If you have any questions 
concerning the above, please contact this office. 

sincerely yours, 

L,~ """0-
William F. Denny, M.D. 
Chairman, 
Human Subjects Committee 

WFD:sj 

cc: Departmental/College Review Committee 
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